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Women

I

was

thinking what

would
be
neat
would be to have a
romantic
homo¬

sexual
offensive if

2&£

we

couple. .but I don't know if we'd be
did
this...well, okay, we'd

probably be offensive
did....
So here're

no matter

what

we

she/he

plot elements:
Guy pulls up in his sporty
some

coupe.. leaps

from his convertible and walks like a king
into the
DUC...(broad shoulders, bulging

chest,

powerful

brown /blond

*A

eyes?)

falling left and right at his
studliness.. fainting.. and giggling...
He strides right up to this woman sitting
in the Commons (maybe man - a "Crying
Game" plot twist? hmmm....)
**Describe the person in detail - hair
flowing, eyes flashing green like emeralds...
With a simple, "where have you been?"
(as in, "Where have you been all my life?"),

arms, strong chin, long
.even tan, soulful brown
hair.

are

swoons

and falls for him

carried in his
arms...up the
case of the DUC
(perhaps a
the Wind allusion?)

-

and is

winding stair¬
little Gone with

He throws him/her into his car and they
drive off into the
of course, happily
sunset. .

ever
..

after...

.Ah, but the first words

hardest to get on paper

are

always the

....
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President

have

Laney was in his glory. The
certainly been kind to him.

lm§Y

years

Truly a Treasure
Ever since 1976, James T. Laney has pushed Emory

University into the dawn of a new revolution. As
President of the university, he was vital in con¬
necting Emory with other universities who were
seeking the desire to become one of the best in the
nation and he was also strategic in carrying the
university into a more diverse and more educa¬
tional atmosphere.
Unfortunately during the
summer

of 1993, former

President James T.

Laney, ac¬

position, but before leaving,

an offer from Presi¬
dent Bill Clinton to become

he and his wife Berta, were

Ambassador to South Korea.

given a warm going away
reception that not only

President

touched their hearts, but the

Laney,

the

position because of his
knowledge of the South Ko¬
rean

of the Board of Trustees introduces
Laney and his wife Berta. Unfortu¬
nately, Presiden t Laney declines to give a
spech.

President

S>U*M*tufy>

President Laney greets one of the faculty mem¬
bers. How does he manage to stay so focused?

language, and the mili¬

tary. Dr. Laney accepted the

cepted

after Senate
conformation, was chosen for

A member

the

nation; i.e., the people,

academic community as well.
President

Laney will surely

be missed, but he lives in our
hearts and

thoughts forever.

is greeted by James E. Dooley
Duke, seems to be enthused by th
peace talks between Dooley and President Laney
President Laney
Escort John

President Laney engages into conversation wit)
another member of the faculty. The employee i,

probably discussing a pay raise.

SUJcp4UJfjc

Singer Billy Joel burns the keys in Hot'lanta.
Billy.

The fire still burns in

Doug Winbish of the group "Living Colour,"
plays his guitar to the core. He played hard for
the Emory fans.

SfaJ&htLfe
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Individual

Emory has been very fortunate, as well as the Atlanta com¬
munity, to be blessed with dynamic and entertaining people.
Performers and spokesmen range from Living Coulour, Billy
Joel, INXS, and Michael Jackson, just to name a few. All of
these people have a purpose, and fortunately, some Emory
students know what these purposes entail.

months for his arrival, and waited

for
let
Playing everything

many hours, even overnight,
tickets. Hey, Bill Joel did not
them down!

from "Allentown" to "An Innocent
Man" to

Goodnight Saigon" to

soundtracks from his

new com¬

pact disc, Bill Joel came to Atlanta
to let

or

groups,

they all have
a

purpose

The band

Living Coulour, was
the hit performance on Emory's
campus during October of 1993.
Emory students stood in lines at
the ticket desk just so they could
have the opportunity to hear this
high caliber band. Finally, the long
awaited day arrived. The weather
was
very rainy and very, very cold,
but students turned out in huge
numbers to
was

see

how their money

being utilized. Students were

disappointed, for the band gave
them a performance that they
would never forget. Living
not

Coulour's

purpose was to enter¬

tain and

they did just that.
Billy Joel, one of the living leg¬
ends of rock, pop, jazz, and the lists
goes on, came to Atlanta in January
of 1994, and played to a sold out
audience in the Omni. Emory stu¬
dents,

as

Atlanta

well

as

members of the

community, waited many

people know that he still had

the "fire" and had intentions of

being around for many more years
to come. Billy Joel's purpose
showed brightly for everyone to
see.

Mega-entertainer Michael Jack¬
son, came to

Atlanta in 1993, to

speak on behalf of the Atlanta
Project. The Atlanta Project is a ser¬
vice project that is geared towards
aiding Atlanta's homeless.
Homelessness is a huge problem,
not only in Atlanta, but in cities
around the world at large. Atlanta
has decided to make

a

commit¬

finding solutions to this
problem, therefore many enter¬
tainers have vowed to give their
time to help this increasing prob¬
ment to

lem. Because there

are so

many

service

organizations at Emory,
many of these organizational
members got the opportunity to
Michael

Jackson to hear his
point on this issue. From the
positive responses of students,
see

stand

Michael showed

overwhelming

support to this project by giving his
time and his money to this worth
while

project.

High profile people are an asset
to Emory and Atlanta. They bring
an enormous amount of
recognition
to both these areas and will continue
to do

long as there are people
willing to hear them sing
or
speak. For these people, that will
not be a problem. Their
purposes
touch many, and will continue to

who

do

so as

are

so

in the future.

Dr. Mae

Jemison is

a crowd pleaser for the
of Faculty Appreciation Week. She
is one of the brightest of the brightest.

conclusion
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The museum is well equipped with some of the
finest artifacts in the world. Lookat the impres¬
sive figures on the pedestal.

ileum
Innovative & Savy
The Michael C. Carlos Museum is located

on

the Main

Quadrangle of the Emory University campus. The origi¬
nal section of the Museum is housed in Michael C. Carlos

Hall,

one

of the oldest buildings on campus. This 1916

Beaux-Arts

design by Henry Hornbostel is on the Na¬
Register of Historic Places. Adjoining the original
museum
building, the new structure extends eastward
on the south side of the Quadrangle.
tional

As early as 1875, a general
collection of objects was

started at the

original cam¬
pus of Emory College in Ox¬
ford, Georgia. In 1919, after
the university was relocated
to Atlanta, a small group of
professors founded the Em¬
ery University Museum.
Bishop Warren A. Candler,
Chancellor of the University
established the Museum, the
mission of which

was

to pre¬

and

display the collec¬
ethnographic, bio¬
logical, geological, archeological and historical materi¬
als. Through 1985, the collec¬
serve

tions of

tions

were

housed and dis¬

played in various buildings
around the campus includ¬
ing the Theology Building,
the Candler Library and the
Old Law School Building.
In 1981,

donated

yellow brick road in "The Wizard of
the passage to a
"Whole New World". The high ceilings re¬
minds one of a gothic cathedral.

StoMtJ Ufa

com¬

pleted in 1985. The Museum
was renamed the
Emory Uni¬
versity Museum of Art and
Archaeology and it was offi¬
cially instituted as a museum
of antiquities and fine arts. In
1987, the building received a
National Honor Award from

the American Institute of Ar¬
chitects.

Today, the Michael C.
Carlos Museum, renamed in
1991 at the

for the

groundbreaking

expansion, is a mem¬

ber of the American Associa¬
tion of

Museums, and is

one

of 31

university museums
recognized with membership

$1.5 million to

in the Association of Art Mu¬

reno¬

Building which would
Oz", the marble floors are

Michael Graves and

Michael C. Carlos

vate the Old Law School

Like the

manently house theMuseum,
as well as the
departments of
Art History and Anthropol¬
ogy. The interior renovation
was designed
by internationally-renowned architect

per¬

seum

Directors.

The Carlos Museum is shown in its
state. This is

mystifyh
definitely an asset to the Emo

campus.
Shown here

are some

artifacts from Afria

which date back to old tribal nations
continent.

$u*AchtUfy,

on

the
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Shown here is Peavine Deck I, standing next h
its sister deck, Peavine II.

Bulldozers

Expect Peavine IL

was once Emory's
intramural baseball on

destroy what

Lower Fields. No

more

that field!

nder Construction
Whaf s all that noise outside?

New

buildings

Why am I always late to class?
These are often asked questions when you wonder why life on
Emory's campus has been one headache after another. Under
Emory's plan for beautification, construction has been seen on
campus for many years prior to this 1993 academic year.

involved the

development of the
Emory University
Hospital in its West Wing addition.
Finally, the Public Health building
on Clifton has been the new
chap¬
ter in defining Emory's stake in
world famous

national Universities. With the new

chapter of
can

add to

more

With the building

the

"Spirit

of Michael C.

improvements in our
lifestyle. Yet these improvements
have been offset with the headache

one

of "BEERS Construction Com¬

one

pany". Emory is idolized by its

Peavine II to alleviate our dire park¬

a

have found

//

of Emory

the Woodruff

Physical Education
buildings have
all brought a new look to Emory's
student life and a new chapter into
Emory's history, yet new chapters
have also been underway when
the Spring Semester hit in 1994. As

touch of archeology, a
new student dining area in Cox,
and a new academic building in
"the Social Sciences Building", we
Carlos for

four

cranes

that

can

be

seen

from

center. These new

would look onto the campus,
could see the construction of

1993-1994 drawn out we

look to the future to
additions to

our

see

yet

illustrious

campus such as the Connection of
Candler and Woodruff along with
the

new

Performing Arts center.

With these

new

additions

we can

Emory as a campus proud of
showing itself in 1996 when the
see

whole world will have its eye upon
Atlanta for the
a new

Olympics and thus
chapter is born again.

ing problem. Another major project

%M^i\jJ(jL,
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A student takes time to eat and

study in Cox
dining facilities. This has become a com¬
thing for Emory students to do.

Hall's
mon

Facility

Resource of the Future
Rising up above the campus is the Cox Hall clock tower;
one of
many new structures to greet Emory in 1994.
Within the building resides a secondary eatery with
several national food chains such as Burger King and
Chick-Fil-A, also, a new computer center containing top
of the line IBM's and Macs. More than
have

come

to love the round-the-clock

a

few students

resources

of the

computer center that came into being during Emory's
new

chapter.

Formally Dooly's Den, Cox

food court's short hours at the

Hall was rebuilt over the '92-'93

onset of the school year, as

school year. Completed during
the summer before
the' 94 school

as

year, it instantly became one of
the most recognized structures

tower brought a large response
from the student body.

the campus with its giant
clock tower and postmodern

dent body, the food's court hours

The interior is dominated by

Cox Hall stands with pride. It has had the
biggest face lift of its life. Pun intended!

12
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not an eating joint, but it is
social facility for Emory students.

It is just
a

definitely

over

the

well
style chosen

from the interior and the clock

In

on

style.

shock

were

of

a

an

effort to

satisfy the stu¬

extended and the creation

very
made. By

successful grill was
the end of the first

bright reds and yellows as well
as a
great amount of neon. A
contrast from the older styled
buildings surrounding it, Cox
Hall has no difficulty in remind¬
ing any visitor that it is the new¬
est building on the block.
Another aspect provided by

with affection.
Only time will tell how the
new
building will fare in the
coming years, but one thing re¬
mains certain, whether you love

the advent of Cox Hall was wide¬

it or hate it, Cox Hall has become

spread disagreement over the
new
facility. Grumbling over the

yet another development of

semester, the students had come
to welcome the latest addition
to their campus

Emory's new chapter.

The clock tower has become a welcomed
merit

monu

campus. Students rely on the clock h
caution themselves against being late to class
on

The clock tower shows
on

campus.

through the barren treet
You can't miss this giant figure.

^
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Dr.

Maya Angelou's smile radiates and h
thoughts permiate throuhout the room. Sh
presented warm words of wisdom.
Former President

welcomed

speaker

teaches here!

Jimmy Carter is always a
on campus. Why not; he

ensational!
In the past years,

Emory has been fortunate to have speakers through her speech. Dr. Davis was
Spike Lee, Elie Wiesel, Sister Souljah, and Supreme very comfortable because of the
aura which the audience
provided.
Court Justice, Clarence Thomas. This
year was certainly no Dr.
Angela Davis enlightened the
exception. Emory students were enlightened by speakers audience with her trials and tribu¬
such as Dr. Ruth Westheimer, Dr.
Angela Davis, Dr. Maya lations during the time she was
Angelou, and Dr. Mae Jemison.
imprisoned for a crime of which
such

Speakers

as

she

this year
'**%,

m were

and

diverse

dynamic

Dr. Ruth Westheimer, one of the

world's most famous sex therapist,

were
agape as she spoke. Dr. Ruth
Westheimer proved to be all that

entertained students and their ques¬

she has been

tions in the Woodruff PhysicalEducation Center. She

her presence was worth the time
and the resources that went into

out audience and she was

her

spoke to a sold
definitely
worth the wait. Before her speech,
she mingled and ate dinner with
various members of the

Jewish

community, the Student Govern¬
ment

Association, Greek Life, and

the administration.

During her

speech, Dr. Ruth Westheimer talked
about her life which entailed her
ordeal in a concentration camp in

i

given credit for and

coming.

acquitted. Dr. Davis's
speech entailed the effects of being
a black man in modern
day society,
with the threat of prison being the
was

center of their lives. She also stated

the ways in which this oppression
of black men must cease. At the

conclusion of her speech, Dr. Davis
stated how important it is for black

In October of 1993, Dr.
Angela
Davis graced Emory's campus with

her

knowledge and her presence.
Before giving her speech, Dr. Davis
told her audience, which

was a

sold out crowd in the Woodruff
Health Sciences Auditorium, that
her

Germany, her informal schooling,

apartment was in the path of
the devastating fire that swept
through parts of the state of Cali¬

and her obtainment of a doctorate

fornia. If she

degree. Eyes glistened and mouths

and

feeling

uneasy

was not

evident

was

frustrated, it

people, gay people, and all people
everywhere, to pull together to
the racism, the

cease

hatred, and

the "annihilation' of a so-called di¬
verse
one

society. Dr. Davis; a heroine;

who is true to the

cause.

Dr.

Maya Angelou ; what do
about this profound
woman? Nothing ! Her name
speaks for itself. Dr. Angelou was
the key note speaker for the conclu¬
sion of Martin Luther
King Week
at Emory. There was not one
empty
space, including aisle space, when
Dr. Angelou spoke in Glenn Me¬
morial on Emory's
campus. She
spoke to various members of the
Atlanta community, including At¬
lanta mayor Bill Campbell, as well
as members of the
Emory commu¬
nity. Before her speech, Dr. Angelou
entertained her guests by
singing
an old
Negro hymnal that won the
applause of the audience. The sing¬
ing was followed by the recitation
of poetry. Oh, how she flaunted the
you say

beautiful red ensemble that she
wore and the beautiful African fea¬
tures she had been blessed to be
born with. These
things were all
evident in her speech which

high¬
lighted the heroes and the heroines
in her life. These
people are the
reasons
why she is a poet laureate
and a renowned professor at Wake
Forest University. Dr.
Maya
Angelou was truly a joy to all who
were

Angela Davis focuses on her audience as
thoughts. Dr. Davis was out¬
standing and very enticing to the ears.

present.

Dr.

tt

she shares her

g ana very enncing w uic euro.

$Udu4llfjL
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President Carter is

greeted by Billy E. Dooley
before his speech at the Carter Town Hall
Meeting. Who do you think is the oldest?

••••••••

Shares Thoughts
Each year the department of Student Develop]
ment, which is a division of Campus Life,
sors the annual Carter Town Hall meeting. Thil

spon]

event features

former President of the United

Traditionally, this has been
students could meet one!
of Emory's exemplary faculty members and lecj
hirers. Now, it is open to all students who wish tc
be enlightened by this distinguished gentleman]
States, Jimmy Carter.

an event where first year

Yes ! President Carter is
member of

a

Emory's faculty

known Carter Center in At¬

students, and within these J

lanta. He is

integrally in¬

questions, he was able to give

volved in human relations not

his answers based upon whaj

ih

tfcJtArXVfy

questions from the|

only with the United States,

he does with the Carter Cer

but other countries such as,

ter and

ing the town hall meeting,

back.

Education]

tertained

which

InterimPresident Billy Frye introduces Former
President Jimmy Carter. These two go way

Physical

Center, President Carter en¬

and heads the world wide

Somalia, Central America,
India, and many more. Dur¬

Dooley stays alert as he is escorted by his bevy
ofguards. He has more security than President
Carter himself.

druff

was

held in the Woo¬

Emory as well. Hat
Cynthia Shaw, Dean i
Student Development, fol
continuing such a fine tradij
off to

tion.

President Carter
His

presents ideas for the future.
plans encompass Emory and the Carter

Center.
President Frye looks
speaks. President
former President.

on as

President Carter

Fryeseems entertained by the

o
$U*Jct4Ufc
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Late into the night,

this group ofFreshmen find
those 21 and

that alcohol should be reserved for
over

(yeah right).

Here

Joanne Pak and one of her close friends

share

a

moment in the middle

of the busy

comotion.

Freshman Semi-Formal this year brought out a new perspec¬
tive on how freshman are portrayed on campus.

With problems

the previous two years, the Emory decided to hold the ball not
at

A

a

hotel, but at the World Congress Center located in

downtown Atlanta. With the annual event happening

quiet

middle of November, the turnout proved

in the

to be phenomenal.

According to the freshmen, many stated that it was better than
their senior prom. With the gala event, freshmen and some
upperclass who snuck in were treated to a night of dancing in
downtown with free bus rides and rooms just down the corner

but

at the Omni.

frosh semi maybe looking good for

Emory's
ness,

fun-filled

in the hotel busi¬

of

Freshman semi-formal turned
out to be a

pretty quiet event

compred to the previous years
hotels were literally
"trashed". Although most fresh¬
men technically are not twentyone, the presence of a little "spirit"
where

event.

name

does this mean that the spirit

was in the air.

Yet as things changed

the whole event turned out to be
successful. Most

people attended

gave it a grand review of pleasant
"techno / alternative / and house

dancing".
Although precedent of a "quiet"

Emory is too dwindling. Well,
only time will reveal what the lack
of participation is doing to
Emory's
campus, but until then we must
hope that the resurgence of a new
chapter in Emory's history will give
Emory life again.

SUM^lty,
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These two young

ladies share laughs with each
before going to the Halloween Ball.
Princess Lea really exists!

other

(§l®W§®[n)
A Scare for All!
Clowns, punk-rockers, witches; these were all present at
the

College Council's annual Halloween Ball. It was
were anticipating this event be¬
cause of the eccentric and lavish costumes that they
obvious that students

wore.

The

night before the Hal¬

loween Ball, students listened
to the

sounds of the most fa¬

mous

touring Reggae groups
Super Cat, Worl-A-

be

a

witch.

O
20
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Patrick Reels and Matt Bassiur pose

thumb's up for

in their
giving Patrick a

looking so good.

spirit and enter¬
night of the
Halloween Ball proved to be
tainment. The

The weather was

girl, Carla Marshall, Tony
Rebel, and the Wailing Souls,

unbearable

once

students

were

dazzled the

listen to

a

ears

of listeners

they danced and

Caribbean.

Halloween attire. Matt is

event that was filled

no different.

sang to
the wonderful music of the

for a photo
before boarding her broom. She is too pretty to

an

with lots of

around.

as

Junior Michelle Wallach, poses

for

again, but

still present to
local band and to

show off their fantastic

cos¬

tumes. Much work went into

weather was unbearable stu¬

organizing this event and it
definitely showed through

dents

this event's

Although the

managed to turn out

success.

Amy Culbertsen is all smiles in her clou
costume. She wasn't clowning around!
Matt Bassiur imitates his best friend Joey

Ze
by wearing his sweat shirt. Matt, you are n
Joey!

StiJu4U^ I
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Dark Horse Tavern

premieres some of the most

well-known local bands in Atlanta. The
at Dark Horse is

very

scene

crowd pleasing.

Limerick Junction Pub is just one

of the many
places that Emory students escape to for relax¬
ation.

A form

Hangouts are an important aspect in a student's life. Emory
is no different. As Freshmen, we are exposed to a great two
weeks of hanging out at Jaggers or Taco Macs, but as school
prevails with a little more involvement of academic thought
than drinking, we soon find ourselves looking for ways to
relieve our stress built up in the classrooms. These places, as
we have all
gotten to know them, are "hangouts/'

of relaxation
At

Emory, hangouts come in
according to what type of
person you are. Most Emory stu¬
dents find Buckhead and Virginia
Highlands as a favorite hangout
including Three Dollar Cafe, the
Odyssey, and Greens in Buckhead

bunches

for

0

Emory

students

and Dark Horse, Limerick Junc¬

tion, and Atkins Park at Virgina

Highlands.
Yet while these hangouts con¬
sist of the need to be 21
at least have

or

older, or

something saying
you're 21 or older, many prefer the
scene of
clubbing such is the case in
Masquerade. Masquerade is a little
well known place on North Av¬
enue where many fans of Techno

and the alternative wave go to play.

The music there is loud and the
attire is definitely black.

Although

many students like to go out to
clubs and bars, many students pre¬
fer

of

Emory's favorite sports,
ShoppinginAtlanta's
new Phipps Plaza creates a new
chapter in the way Atlanta is form¬
ing itself. With new additions to
one

SHOPPING.

Atlanta, it is not difficult to find
some

type of leisure activity to do,

whether it is

just walking in the
park or slamming at Masquerade.
Getting ready for the Olympics
Emory and Atlanta have truly de¬
veloped into a metropolitan mecca
whereeven "the big boys can play."

Moe's and Joe's

Tavern is well established and

still proves to

be a hot spot for Emory's party
goers. Manyfamous people hang out here also;
i.e. Billy Dooley.
Masquerade is one of the most popular night
spots for Emory students. They have an awe¬
some

70's

night.

StUe^tUfjt

Almando Huerta
his bed has to

enjoys all the comfort which
offer.

m(oM
Fresh Faces
When you think of Emory's brightest, the first thing that

might come to your mind is "Academics." Granted, that
is the first thing that most people would think of, but that
is only one aspect of Emory's brightest. Fortunately,
Emory's brightest can be found on the basketball court,
the Student Government Association, the
in the

performing arts.

Emory prides itself on show¬
casing its best students. One
of the ways in which they do
this is by offering students a
wide variety of things to en¬

ranked

are

in the positions

that most

of these students are desiring

whistle with one foot in your
mouth or even balance a chair

Athletic Association, or the

your mouth, you are tal¬
ented. It is a skill that you

men's and women's

have

nationally by the

teams that have

soccer

had out¬

standing seasons for the past
several years. Through the
fine arts departments at
Emory, there are many out¬
standing students to be found
that take their talents and raise
them to the highest levels. An

on

acquired, and once you
have mastered that skill, you
have obtained that skill. As

Emory

moves

well into the

future, the possibility ofthere

being many more talented in¬
dividuals that pass through
this academic community, are

example of this is the Emory

very good. The university and
its entire learning community

Dance

can

Coalition, which is

made up

of some of the most
revered and talented dancers
around. Through this alliance,

recognition is easily obtained
because of the instructors that

SfaAcpdltfje-

are

Being one of the brightest at
Emory or at any school for
that matter, holds many in¬
terpretations. If you can

has several students who

24

They

themselves have been and still

student. Within the athletics

nationally for the past ten
years, or the swim team that

Dance Theater.

super¬

to reach.

nis team that has been ranked

of Emory's most
talented. She should be dancing forAlvin Alley's

Emory has chosen to
vise these programs.

tertain even the less interested

department there is the ten¬

Dancer Toloria Brown is one

classroom, or

only hope to gain from
people have to
share. Itisallapart of Emory's
New Growth; Emory's New
Chapter!
what these

It takes talen t to balance a chair onyourmou
This student

definitely mastered that talent

Senior Brittany Hayes perfects her talent
showing her tongue to the photograph
Amazing student; outstanding talent.

ZUMhtUff |
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The group "Fat Butterkat" is one of
Emory'i
rising groups. Who knows, maybe they will be
the next B-52's.

After student Aprina Broadnax madeher debut
at the Voices of Inner Strength concert, it was
obvious that she had the talent to be one of
Emory's best and brightest.

l
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1994

-

the

dawning of a new tradition on the campus of
Emory. The formation of the Artists Coalition combined the
a

^

^

^

^

^
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saw

and willpower of the campus's various singers,
poets, and bands. The purpose of this coalition was to form a
new networ^ to set UP appearances and assist the struggling
resources

artists of the school

DlOQ TOr n

see

the realization of their dream.

Yet tnat was not to be the only
by

advancement made in the arts

£

A

A

4)

4)

4)

the Emory community in 1994.

to become a campus tradition. The

were

tradition became Open Mic Night,

quick to come to the new
Open Mic Night, making it an in-

a Sunday night devoted to the artists of the Emory community.

stant success.
It is difficult to say if any of our

given a place for Emory's budding
artists to start. Some of the possible
stars of tomorrow to have already
appeared included Fat Butterkat
and poet Randy Blazack. With luck,
they shall make their own place in
history; for Emory and its "New

artists will find fame and glory in

Chapter."

Immediately after forming in the

beginning of the year, the Emory

iQ x-n
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Artists Coalition
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those who wanted to perform before an audience. This opportunity
to perform before their peers hit
over well with the artists. Students,

began what

was

Held in the vacant Depot, Open

searching for entertainment on
what traditionally is a dull night,

Mic Night was an open forum for the future, but Open Mic Night has
%Jn4l^ |
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This group at

the Unity Ball appear to be
enjoying their buffet food and the fine atmosphere
in the Holiday Inn at Decatur.

A Social Statement
Unity Ball 1993, indeed, exerted itself as a new chapter
within the reign of multicultural unity. As one of the
premier balls available for multicultural unity, the
Multicultural office consisting of student representa¬
tives and a task on establishing cultural unity put on this
ball as the end of a week filled with events. From many

speakers to the big dance on Saturday night, the turn out
people was more amazing than ever.

of

Open to all who came, the
ball included many different
cultural backgrounds dancing
to

a

multitude of different cul¬

tural music. The

evening was
supplemented by a dance-athon where couples were num¬
bered and allowed to be judged
while dancing.

28
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Siao, William, Bao, and one
women

of their friends

present at the Ball.

that this ball marked

a

step in the direction of many
small organizatios that had been

previously not had a voice on
campus including S.A.A.A.C
(Students in Alliance for Asian
and other

American Concerns),

groups such as the LATTNO club
and BSA. Yet that night, there
but instead

of Caucasian students that showe

versity

up to the ball. Mostly made up
of "minority Emory students",

campus.

the ball showed a sense of unity

relations as society receives more

among the smaller groups, but a
lack of attendance on the ma¬

has been

What

check out all the

was

new

Efforts of uniting
the campus were futile in some
respects lacking in the number

jority.

Unity Week spells diversity.

ball

can

be said about the

were no more
a

cultural barriers,
celebration of di¬

students on
Perhaps this will lead

among

to a new frontier of multcultural

diverse ideals. The new chapter

opened in terms of di¬
versity, the only mystery is
where it will lead

us.

Joanne Pak, James Lin, and Jennifer Park await
making their "grand entrance" at the Unity
Ball.

Stephen Chen is caught dancing to the hip-hop
flavor of that night's music.

Unity Week finds
itself in interesting
places.

SfoMtjUfr
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The

Georgia Dome, completed in 1993, houses
as well as
multiple events
available to the
Emory Community.
the Atlanta Falcons

The

Skyline of Atlanta is truly breathtaking.
from Hotel Nikko, Atlanta represents a
truly cosmopolitan setting.

Seen

SUJ&htUfy

ot'lanta...

For the

Cosmopolitan
^^^

|2 powerhouse
prepares for

Emory community, Atlanta provides a social outlet,
containing theaters, concerts, restaurants, shopping centers,
dance clubs, and many other forms of relaxation and enter¬
tainment, that other colleges do not enjoy. These resources
provide an intimate atmosphere that allows students and
members of the community to interact, possibly to share ideas
and even hopes for the city and the nation at large.
Through the various internships
that
Emory students participate in, it
easy to spread the word of the re¬
sources that
Emory has to offer and
share, providing more recognition
to this prestigious academic com¬
and volunteer programs

munity.

x96 Olympics

People within the Atlanta com¬
munity are very friendly and have
opened their doors and given their

time to students of Emory Univer¬

sity who might not be natives of
Georgia. Students actually feel like
they belong to a part of a whole,
thereby making Atlanta one of the
most friendly and intimate cities in
the nation. With the 1996 Olympic
Games that are coming to Atlanta,
the city is sure to increase the ca¬
pacity of its "open door" welcome,
and Emory students are sure to

benefit from Atlanta's down home
Southern

hospitality. To you we
Emory; Welcome

say, Welcome to
to Atlanta!

T^^^^v^^m^^^r^T^^^^n^
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Atlanta is

truly

sight of magnificent archi¬
the highway, we see the IBM
One Peachtree Center in its glory.
a

tecture. Seen from

Tower and

The

feel,

building here gives the M.C. Esher type of
as the exquisite arhitecture towers over

Buckhead.

5faJ&htVJ(jL

The Emory Eagle Monument remains a tribute
to the spirit

Emory has found since its birth. A
predator and a symbol of freedom, the Eagle
justifies Emory's code of honor.
Spirit can be found in cheer as Emory's cheer
squad gets hyped for yet another basketball

Facing New Frontiers

game.

With the dawn of a

new era,

Emory has seen the epic of

James T. Laney to a close and, with him, the legend
James T. Dooley has gone. Yet with the resignation

of
of
President Laney comes a new frontier to look into. That
of a new spirit of Emory that has come. With life and
spirit, Emory continues in its proud tradition of academic
excellence and

a sense

of community.

Students and

faculty alike
carry on the tradition of Emory
although a president has gone.
The temporary president that
Emory has found in Billy E. Frye
signals a transition that Emory
must undertake to spell out its
new chapter in spirit.
The 1993-1994has spelled out
the enthusiasm of Emory stu¬
dents with their participation in
organizations, sports, and aca¬
demics. The

sense

of

commu¬

nity that prospered this
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quad remains a familiar sight. It always
a sense of pride and spirit in the hearts
of all who come here.
The

munity.
With the

anticipation of
Emory growing as a nationally
known university, Emory must
stand united in its stand

community worthy of hosting

Olympics. We

can look to this
past year as one of tribute and

tion of

of pride as the symbol of

as a

the world in the 1996 Summer

life after

Laney. The eagle in

a

As the

we can

a sense

instills

powerful and swift
great symbol of
courage and pride, the Eagle is a
perfect tribute to Emory's com¬
eagle,

bird.

year
showed newcomers that there is

front of White Hall gives Emory

Sophomore Hai-En Peng captures the moment
of victory as he lifts the trophy won from the
KASA Olympics.

the

look to

our

community

in the future to further the tradi¬

new

spirit and excelence as a
chapter dawns on Emory.

The

Emory eagle escorts a strayed child off the
one
day hopes to be an Eagle

court. The child
too.

Dooley watches, as his heart fills with pride
from the enthusiasm the school has for "his"
spirit.

ShdciJ. U(/L
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esidence

he R.A. sauntered down
the hall, the soles of her
Birkenstock's thudding

against the thin carpet.
There

was

the smell of

stale

whiskey; the smell
of danger.
She turned the corner, and it became clear. The
sounds of a party drifted into her ears.
in her pace,

Without a stop
she moved quietly to the site of the

disturbance: Room 123.
Without hesitation, she knocked on the door.
door, the room went silent. "Who is

From behind the

it?"

voice

warily asked.
she replied. "Can I come in?"
After a moment of hesitation, the door slowly
creaked open. The sight of empty bottles of Jack
a

"It's me, your R.A.,"

I've warned you
straw."

about this

before. .this is the last

"Well, I knew it'd

come to this one day." 'Cause
older than his upperclass R.A., he felt
superior to "Ms. Krissy Jones".
Jason took a step toward the figure standing in the
doorway, as his "party" began grumbling and surg¬
ing forth.
Krissy stood her ground, as the tension thickened
in the
air...taking full control of the situation, she
whipped out her pen and handy incident report.

he

was a

year

"Names and ID

numbers...don't make

me

ask you

twice."

Jason stopped. He knew what this meant. Getting
not a good thing, especially when he

written up was

had

RA's aren't only in charge of enforcing the law, they're

job interviews coming up soon. "Okay, Kris,
guilty. We give."
A smile brushed across Krissy's face. She
quickly
took their names and confiscated the open bottles of
alcohol. "I hate to have to do this to you, Jason, but
you know the
rules. " Filing the report, she strode off

friends and

into the sunset.

Daniel's and crushed
"What

seems

cans

to be the

of beer littered the

She hated it when Jason called her "sheriff
sources

room.

problem, sheriff Jones?"
Jones"—

of information, too. "Well, Jason,

we're

^JL^M^CtV^f,

ongstreet
Longstreet has undergone
quite a few changes over the
years. It originated as an all-male

dormitory but was changed into
freshman dorm for several years.
It

now

houses 186

upperclass

<fc£

A couple of Longstreet residents

around their dorm

room

on

lounge
a lazy

Tuesday morning. As you can see,
their room is in tip-top shape. Don't
you wish your room looked like this!

residents.

Longstreet is one of the few
upperclass housing facilities that
can

offer its residents

an

atmo¬

sphere similar to unforgettable
freshman housing experience.
It provides double rooms with
air conditioning as well as hall
bathrooms and kitchen areas. It
has a friendly and inviting at¬

mosphere that is definitely
unique.

^K
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On a

typically beautiful Georgia day, even
Longstreet Hall looks good. Longstreet is a
four floor dorm filled with many Emory
upperclassmen students.

*JJL
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A group

of friendly girls harm¬

lessly mingling in their
ro m. Or is
it so harmless. What plots are they
hatching?
Two

what
are

typical Emory students, doing
they do
talking. They
best.

obviously deep in their conver¬

sations as the photographer does his
best to eavesdrop.
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Means
Means is another dorm that
These girls have the right idea: when all
else fails just call Dominos. After all
Dominos takes the Emory card which is
the card preferred

dents.

by most Emory stu¬
Master the possibilities.

its share of changes

has

seen

the

past few years. Just like its

in

neighboring dorm, Means was
once a all-female dorm.

It now is

coed

facility for Emory's upperclass. It provides students
a

with all of the basic amenities.

All of the

rooms are

doubles

with air conditioning.

The dor¬
mitory also provides students
with easy access to computers
with a computer lab. The dorm
is located in

a

convenient

spot

directly across from the depot
and right around the corner
Trimble and fraternity row. it is
an

ideal residence hall for any

Emory student.

These creative students turned their
into

room

weekly billboard that started with
this sign, "We're nuts." At last, someone
a

who tells the truth.

The Complex
Smith, Hopkins, and Thomas
make up what is
called the Complex.

commonly
These three

dorms have a multitude of
spe¬
cial features such as sun decks,

study rooms, and a spacious
lounge with a pool table and
piano. The Complex is a co-ed
dorm that

provides students

with a fun and friendly environ¬
One resident stated "It
doesn't matter what time it is,
there is always something go¬

ment.

ing on at this place." The Com¬

plex definitely typifies the fresh¬
man

experience.

A view of the Complex.

That's Thomas on
right,Hopkins ontheleft,andthe wonderful
sunroof on the top. Most people don'tknow
that the Complex even exists. Well, here's
the proof.

Still smiling after being kicked out
of her room. After spending a huge
amount of money for a dorm room,
you should at least be allowed to
stay in it.
These lovely ladies used to be good
friends, until one attacked the other

Braves tomahawk.

with

a

dorm

life the best.

Isn't

There is only one phone, girls. Learn to
share. The Complex yields close friends
which will last for a lifetime, or until
next year

dorms.

when they are all in different

Rfi^JthCt Ufa.
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McTyeire
"McTyeire Hall is the finest
of the freshman halls." It
pro¬
vides residents with

spacious
rooms, air conditioning, and a
prime location next to the Dobbs
University Center. McTyeire is
a dorm where
you can find resi¬
dents awake at all hours on

any

given night. It is also one of the
only dorms that has co-ed floors.
Unique experiences are found
at McTyeire as well as life
long

friendships.

Zt*j£4»Cllty>

A student

cooking? YJhy would any¬
there are such fine eating

one cookwhen

establishments around like Cox or the
DUC?
Especially if you live in

McTyeire and they are right next door.

Not

only is Trimble a fresh¬

dorm, classes are also held
in this residence hall. What a
man

bonus for those Trimble resi¬
dents who also have classes

there! Trimble is the smallest

freshman dorm on campus and
one of the two dorms in which
both males and females live

on

the same floor. This arrangement
of course

provides for a unique
living experience.

Dobbs
While residents of

Dobbs

may complain about the small
dorm rooms, they

certainly don't
complain about their location.
Dobbs is conveniently located
across from the DUC, a
jump
away from the Woodruff PE
Center, and close

Have

a

Coke and

Coke and

a

smile. Have a Diet

lot

offriends. Hi, Sabrina
and friends. Here at
Emory you live
together and become life long friends.
a

to Cox Hall.

From the

"pit" up, there is a
feeling of closeness among
Dobbs' residents.

Here is

a

very

nice picture of Dobbs, the

dorm, not the university center, though
this picture was taken right next to Dobbs
the university center because that is what is
right across the street. Lucky Dobbs.

Centrally located. What a rough life.

n

is a
picture. Two students
studying. That is why it is here in
This, ladies and gentleman,
very rare
the

yearbook.

Here

group of guys in the
There's a reason they call it

are a
"pit".

tne "pit". You just
to find out why.
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I

have to go there
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cryin

Alabama
A

sleepy student tries to catch an af¬
ternoon nap after a hard day of study¬
ing. Or maybe it's due to the fact that

he lives in Alabama and doesn't get
much sleep due to the construction.

Having the largest rooms on
campus and being located be¬
tween both the Dobbs Univer¬
sity Center and Cox Hall almost
makes up for the inconvenience
of

nearby construction. The
(great) amenities make

former

Alabama

one

of the most

popular freshmen dorms, espe¬
ciallywith thewomen,since two
of the three floors are occupied
by men.

Here is theview ofAlabama that the student

body

sees every day on their way to the
DUC or to Cox. Alabama is situated right

between them.

It must make it hard to

decide where to eat.

w
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The guys in Alabama are really a
friendly, great group of guys. I
don't know any of the two floors of
guys contained in Alabama, but I
think that I will remedy this over¬
sight soon.
Here is the view of the campus that
the residents of Alabama see every

day when leaving the building.

^Ct^t^CcLif^
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Woodruff
Named after the
virtually in¬
famous Robert Woodruff (as are

hotel. Not

Here's a cozy group. Do
they know the
facts oflife? The odds area little uneven,
though, with two girls for every guy.
Isn't that a song? Isn't life a
song.
We're getting a little weird here, so
please bear with us. Thanks. We'll be

own

back to normal

the PE center and
library), this
dorm is set up to resemble a

only does it have its
computer center, it also

houses "The Gatehouse," a
soda-fountain style dining cen¬
ter. Woodruff's location is not
too far from
campus

to walk,

especially with the easy access
bridge, but it is far enough away
to feel like

complex.

a

real

apartment

soon.

Clifton Towers
Clifton Towers is

Hey Lori what are you doing at Clifton
Towers ? Since when do you live there?
And what is that on your wall? I don't
think that you are 21 and we all know
that under age drinking is against the
law.

cause it is a

means

unique be¬

converted hotel. This

that the

lucky residents

of CT have their own pool and a

large TV lounge. Taken from the
previous setup, each apartment
has its

own

bathroom, kitchen

and double bedroom. The resi¬
dence hall is within

walking
and is
conveniently located near
distance of the campus

Wachovia Bank.

Turman
Turman is a real home
away
from home. Located a short dis¬
tance off
campus, Turman is far

enough away to feel like another
world, yet close enough that
residents don't feel too isolated.
The dorm is unique in that it
houses both

(south and

Robin Coull and friends take time out
their very busy day to smile and

of

pose for

this picture. Like many of the residents
of Turman, these students are a friendly
bunch, so just disregard all of those
rumors.

upperclassmen
wings) and

west

freshmen (north and east

wings). Turman boasts its own
computer lab, weight room and
deli, and is probably best known
for the band parties held in its
private amphitheater. The am¬
phitheater is also great for sun¬
bathing on beautiful, hot Geor¬
gia days.

SSS5SSSS

Many students take advantage of the sun
that hits the ampitheatre by sitting out
while chatting. The ampitheatre also is
used to hold the infamous Turman Band
Party.

*'"»

or make as¬
sumptions randomly, but this stu¬
dent looks just too busy to take the
amount of time needed to devote to
cleaning this bed.
Not to pass judgement

These "Buds" seem to a

little

con¬

fused about where they go to school.
Come on guys,

where's your spirit?

<%>

Jennifer Cerrone and a friend show offher
beautiful room with the famous Vanna
White pose. Hey, Jennifer, can I buy a
vowel?

^iXAcpxccIa^.
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Harris
Harris hall is the
male

only all fe¬
dormitory on campus. It

The

beautiful yet functional parlor of

Harris Hall is used for many different
activities and meetings. And yes,

houses 305 upper as well as
lower class students. It's famous

sometimes

they admit boys. But only if
they are properly chaperoned and ac¬
companied by a female.

parlor has long been a gathering
place for students. It is currently
scheduled for renovation in the
Summer of 1994 and willbe com¬

pleted by the end of the follow¬
ing semester. At that point in
time it will also be turned into

a

co-ed dorm.

Emory will be los¬
ing the last of its single sex
dorms but will be gaining a new
and improved residence hall.

■
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Harris, along with the Complex, is

the
last residence hall to get air conditioning.
Notice all of the fans needed to keep this
hard working student cool.

rK>iA

Brain push-ups. And one and two
and one.... Here at Emory we really
use our brain muscle. We're just a

big bunch of talented

Emoroids.

Get a little closer. I bet they are
studying health. Remember what
Dr. Adame told us. It's good to see

guysand girls getting along together.
That's

rare.

^tpM^u-l^
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University Apts
"UA

are

unusual because,

unlike other students, those who
In order to

live here have to take

assistance

instead of

get to UA, you need the
of the wonderful Emory
transportation department in the form
of shuttles, like the one shown here.

a

shuttle

walking to class."
Students enjoy living like "ma¬
ture adults, or something like
that," in an apartment setting.
The University Apartments are
close to beautiful Lullwater Park.
The

apartments feature special

programs, such as at Halloween
when they focus on the families
of graduate students who live in
the area, as well as a

program on

religion.

planned

Gilbert & Thomson
Gilbert and Thomson are two
of the coed upperclass residence

It looks like this resident is very

halls.

big a deal.

They are located directly
Chemistry build¬
ing and were originally built to
house the married couples in

across from the

the Graduate School of Theol¬

to be living in Gilbert Hall
not having a bathroom really

happy
maybe
isn't that
-

Thomson and Gilbert are a

lovely sight
day. What do you know,
another building with a white front and
a red tile
roof.
on a

autumn

ogyGilbert and Thomson offer
residents as much convenience
as

possible. They have double
with private bathrooms

rooms
as

well

as

kitchenettes. The fa¬

cility is also equipped with a
computer lab in order to pro¬
vided students with easy access
to all that Emory has to offer. In

addition, Gilbert and Thomson
also are the former home to the
famous
drop/add appoint¬
ments.

This residential community
definitely offers a unique living
experience. With less than one
hundred residents in each dorm,
a

friendly environment is

cre¬

ated. It is, without a doubt, one
of the most popular places to
live on campus.

<'V

Haveyou ever looked for theperfect
date? These girls wanted someone
who was funny, had big brown eyes
and knew how to party. Voila, a
blow up

Goofy.

Say, cheese! I Theses girls are defi¬
nitely ready for a big night on the
town or fraternity

row.

^(4aM^Cc\JJ^
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Asbury
The Asbury house was estab¬

lished in 1985. It serves as a
social and political issues theme
hall. It houses 11 students who
are interested in
sharing ideas
and sponsoring
programs re¬
lated to social issues.
The house offers a special
sense of
community and a fo¬

through which students of

rum

similar interests

can come

to¬

gether. The students living in
the Asbury house play a
very
important role in the social
awareness at
Emory. Together
these students have made a seri¬

impact on the Atlanta com¬
munity.

ous

Connolly
The Connally house is one of

Emory's newest additions. It
residence to Emory's

serves as

latest transfer students.

The

building has been recently
renovated following damage
that it suffered the previous year.
It has a elegant decorum as well
as a prime location.
The
Connally house is situated in
the middle of fraternity row.
This residence hall is ideal for
the transfer student with an in¬

meeting other new
well as mixing with
old ones who live on the

terest in

students
the

row.

as

Saunders
Saunders hall houses up

to

38

people who take part in the
Saunders Program for Interna¬
tional Cultural Exchange.
Saunders was Emory's first
theme residence hall. Students
who

are

American

as

well

as

other nationalities both take resi¬
dence in Saunders hall. It pro¬
an interest

vides students with

in learning about other cultures
a

place to live and get to know

one

ne

Houses

another.

Spanish
The Spanish house is located
on

Clifton road and houses

a

select few

Emory students.
usually one native
Spanish student and three Span¬
ish majors carefully chosen by
the Spanish department. It of¬
fers majors as well as the native
Spanish speaker an opportunity
There

are

to learn from one another. It is a

unique cultural experience.

&We**#U|e.
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forth, my son." said the

father to his young son.
Rex had not known his
mother and lived with
his father until now. The
time had come for his

odyssey into the real
world, known simply as

"Emory."
Arriving in^he land of Emoroid, Rex accom¬
plished
much—overcoming tests of mental prowess
and defeating his enemies on the field. Come the
second term, Rex's exploits had become renown, and
a number of organizations had come to solicit his
membership in their
alliances—"Go Greek," they
called it.

Finally,

Rex settled into the most honorable society

of Emory. As he came to understand his new kinship
with his brothers, he also came into the acquaintance
of a lovely
woman—his housemother.

m

~<yr.

Young enough to enthrall him with her beauty
and charm; mature enough to be wise to the world;
intelligent enough to match wits with any person;
Rex realized what was missing in his life: LOVE.
The love affair began to
flourish—she, constantly

P

P

b

±3 d.

refusing his proposals and he continually trying to
persuade her. Finally, the two came to know passion

another's arms.
While the relationship grew, there came a day,
when Rex's father came to seek out his only son; he
came
upon the knowledge of Rex and his significant
other. "A pox upon my son! Thou art forbidden to see
this woman! I take from thou the honor of our family
name!"
in

one

Rex, who had

come

fully

now

into manhood,

stood and faced his father. 'ISTever! We are in love
and you can not do anything to end this affair!" The
two

grappled, and in the midst of the contest, Rex

slew his father.
"Oh! Woe upon

me! I am undone!"
Suddenly, Rex's love interest emerged.

"Rex,

what hast thou done? Rex, thou hast slain thine father
and my former husband! I must flee!" In her worry,
she stumbled into one of the construction sites of the

campus and did not see
on her head.

the pile of bricks that landed

Rex, alone and depressed, found his only solace in

the company of death. With a gulp of hemlock and a
brief farewell, Rex went to join his mother and father.
Such is the "Greek" way.

Qiuki

Sisters gather for their week

long philanthropy project "I Spy an

ADPi" in which the
money went towards the Ronald McDonald
House.

Alpha Delta Pi's volunteer at a Halloiveen
Avenue Elementary School in Decatur.

Donna
ron

Festival at

Fifth

Apostol, Meg Atha, Maysie Atkinson, Sha¬

Bachman, Schelia Bailey, Heather Biebel, Ashley

Black, Christa Bodin, Danielle Bowen, Patsy Boyle,
Danielle Breitman, Laura Broyles, Alex Burt, Scarlett
Carmiol, Courtney Carter, Julie Charlestein, Serena

Chaudrey, Elizabeth Clymer,

Debora Cohn, Jolie

Colin, Jen Colt, Jane Cooper, Amy Cox, Jill Daucher,
Laura Devoe, Abby Drescher, Heather Duncan, Erin
Ebert, Danielle Fettes, Cassie Fisk, Kim Heming,
Susan Franklin, Amye Fried, Amanda Gaines, Ele
Gallina, Rebecca Goldman, Andrea Grassetti, Kindra
Gromelski, Sara Guida, Renee Hartman, Johannah
Hatch, Molly Hefferson, Liz Hopkins, Courtney

Jackson, Karen Jameson, Jen Jaxon, Caroline Kass,
Kendal Kelly, Catherine Lamont, Marisa Lejkowski,
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Joy Loflin, Gillian Lyth, Maggie McClurg, Amanda
McColl, Sara McColl, Carrie McCracken, Laura
McClane, Nicole Moore, Sara Murphy, Emily

Neihaus, Meg Nesbitt, Andre
Noto,
Ottaviani, Rachel Pollack,
Emily
Prokop,
Quartermame Jennifer Ranch, Marcie

Krist<LR

-
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Sigman, Lee Singer, Allison Smallo
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AEPIu held their

■.

Iheir

new

pledges to a fun

g

spring formal at the Omni with a Harley

Davidson theme.

^

Alpha Epsilon Phi

Andre

Emily

ia Abraham, Sheri Abrahamson, Stephanie Adess, Jamie
lpert, Elyssa Anbinder, Lori Aronovitch, Jackie Atkins,
n Bausch, Rachel Begun, Liz Bell, Ali Bender, Dena
;rman, Dena Blank, Stacy Bloom, Amy Bock, Dina Brown,
aura Burns, Jen Cabot, Jen Cerrone, Marni Chaskin,

Suzanne Gould, Erin

ABD

Grossman, Samantha Haas, Elyssa

Christy Howell,
Laura Hughes, Rachel Ingbar, AmberJacobs, Raime Kalish,
Michelle Kaplan, Sabrina Kowalsky, Kara Landesman,
Allison Lazar, Laura Levey, Lori Levine, Millie Levy, Lisa
Herman, Andrea Herz, Kathy

Holenberg,

tll[\Lrae^aun Chudnoff, Francesca Cinotti, Lisa Cohn, Melissa
fen^anits, Randi Dank, Julia Dashoff, liana Decker, Christina

Lieberman, Jill Lusthaus, Melissa Marsh, Melanie Mason,

if'. cLfhstein, Sara Feldman, Toni Ferrucci, Ellen Fine, Traci

Nachman, Michelle Newman, Danielle Paletz, Kathy Park,

'

u^'

v

f/hhv Witriadis,

Laurie Dobbin, ZiZi ElGammal, Meredith

le&ach.ishbein, Allison Friedland, Rachel Freedman, Dena
fa^cSshbehC
a \A™™oC.ah,r\e>\
man.Shari Garelick,
'^floW,rP^
VWI ,^i„i
itzhand^
Marjorie Gabriel, Sandy Galman, RanHvGal
Shari
Garelick,
yder
\0 Sn\jtn Geismar, Kara Geller, Lauren Gendlin, Kary Giges,
^i^^^z^neGitkin/ Jess Glasser, Robin Gluck, Andrea
yp Wachs,\ luckman, Robin Goetz, Emily Goldman, Katy Goldman,
Weiman, 'ebecca Goldschmidt, Tara Goodman, Andrea Gordon,

Beth Mayesh, Jenna Mielnicki, Nicole Missner, Elise Mittler,
Rebecca

Morgenstern, Simone Morris, Kristy Moses, SJ

Shur, Michelle Shure, Melissa Siegel, Julie Silver, Debbie
Silverstein, Jamie Simon, Hillary Small, Jill Soman, Adora

Spatz-Glenn, Emily Steel, Lisa Steinberg, Lee Sudakoff,
Laura Sussman, Beth Talansky, Aarti Tandon, Suzie Tenser,
Nicole Tepper, Wendy Vogel, Brooke Wasserman, Erika
Wasserman, Shari Wechsler, Renee Weinstein, Dana
Weller, Daryl Wisler, Suzanne Yong, Emily Yusim, Lynda
Zaslow

Stephanie Pearson, Alison Phillips, Jami Poskanzer, Felicia
Rahr, Lisa Rapp, Julie Ravech, Laura Rekau, Karen
Robinovitz, Randi Robinowitz, Lara Roeske, Gia Rokeach,
Shari Rosenbaum, Loren Rubin, Lena Sack, Karen

Saltzman, Helaine Schmier, Jen Schultz, Ali Sealove, Holly
Segal, Rachel Seiden, Lisa Seslowe, Eileen Shell, Shana

Q'vuUt,
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Getting ready for the step show are the sisters of AKA.
The

Step Show raised about $4,000 for SicM Cell research

riJVrl

Alpha Kappa Alpha

Tloria Brown, Montrell Finn, Asha
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Gaines, Denise

Glanville, Wende Grant, Morieka Johnson, Jacinta
Lake, Edwina McNeill, Melissa Mitchell, Stacey
Pernell, Iyana Titus, Alicia Tobin, Chanequa Walker,
Clarissa Walker, Kimberly Weaver
ssa

Walker, Kimberly Weaver

_

At a blind date

the

party, these Alpha Phi's take time out ofwa
hockey game for a picture.

With the theme "A PHIesta" these sisters celebrate their
mal in the

Caroline Arani, Sun Bae, Ashesh Bastani, Robin Bates,
Anne Marie Baxter, Whitney Banks, Jessica Berman,

Nicky
Berzack, Mona Biswas, Allison Blum, Maurisa Brodsky,
Rachel Carson, Ginny Chagnon, Rachel Chering ton,
Stephanie Chambliss, Liz Cheves, Leslie Cohn, Anastasia
Dimitropoulos, Annette Dancausse, Erin Davidson,
Nimalie deSilva, Beth Driver, Melanie Egorin, Dee Dee
Falkenbach, Lucinda Faulkner, Amiee Foppe, Beth Forshey,
Stacey Goldberg, Kayla Goldin, Cecilia Hammarskjold,
^..Goldbere. Kavla Goldin, Cecilia Hammarsk

Leah

Hausman, Louise Henderson, Laura Hopkins,
Krisiny
Jung, Shelly Keith, Maryann Kelsey, Anna Klein, Paula
Kosky, Lauren Kramer, Susanna Kwitney, Courtney Lewis,
Lisa Levin, Jessica
Levy, Lisa London, Jill Manougian
Elaine Maynard, Liz McElwee, Beth
Menendez Darcy
Miller, Kara Moller, Suzanne Moseley, Veronica Morales
Sehn Orsoy, Lara
Phillips, Beth Podell, Beth Price Jin Ra'

Natalie Radford, Suma Ramash, Khaterah
Razavi, Jenni¬
fer

Riddock, Emily Rodgers, Janet Rosenfeld,
Sherry

spring of '93.

se

Sandstrom, Juli Shamas, Tracy Sher, Kim
Shideler, Debbie
Siegel, Anjula Singh, Jeriann Sohn, Alison Statman, Stac
Trager, Kim Tender, Ann Tengu, Kristen Tepper, Melissa

TupesisMissyWasserman,NicoleWeber,AnitaZalewski

Julie Zellner

Qiuki

Singing at a karoke restaurant, are these tri delts at their blind

date
Liz

party in October.

Virile, Julianne Mitchell and Pauli Merriman celebrate
at
for their Mardi Gras Pedge Formal.

theHdton Peachtree Corner

-*•

Delta Delta Delta

Trrandi Adams, Kristen

Altongy, Bebbie Bahna, Heather

Bailie, Vanesa Baker, Kim Barnes, Viriau Beurey, Rachel
Bick, Joanna Brinner, Kim Broder, Danielle Brown, Lindsey
Brunswick, Amy Bulger, Carol Builey, Cathy Campbell,
Tatum

Campbell, Heather Carrick, Julie Challender, Jen¬

nifer Chatham, Kali Collman, Lorena Cohan, Carrie Cole,
Allison Cox, Ece Cuckier, Leslie Cullen, Amy Curry, Donna

D'Alessio, Alison Daly, Stephanie Davis, Kara Dekernion,
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Naomi

Disley, Melissa Dismuke, Ieanne Drake, Lauren
Elinsky, Hardin Englehardt, Poumeh Fallshi, Lisa Flick,
Allison Germaneso, Elissa Gimsburg, Anna Goldberg,
Cathy Goldman, Becca Gorell, Kim Gulas, Elizabeth
Hanson, Ryan Harden, Dorie Hawn, Brittany Hayes, Mieke
Hemstreet, Kelly Herd, Karen Herpel, Julie Herrin,
Whitney Hill, Jenny Hockett, Sarah Hutchinson, Abby
Joseph, Gail Kauffman, Elizabeth Kauffman, Tiffany Keller,
Amy Klapper, Laura Kodner, Jocelyn Kreiss, Kelly
Lemmon, Ashley Lentz, Lim Lerman, Samantha Levy,
Wendi Liss, Christy Littlejohn, Alexis Llewellyn, Debbie
Lovett, Stephanie Lucker, Suzanne Mahoney, Beth Majare,
Katherine Mazonava, Ashley McCullough, Kelly

McElvaney, Sarah McKinnon, Elizabeth McLaughlin,
Rebecca Mendel, Pauli Merrimau,

Julie Milner, Julianne
Mitchell, Elizabeth Morse, Schuyler Nassberg, Sherri
North, Chrissy Pagett, Jen Parungao, Noelle Paskewitz,
Elizabeth Pass, Heidi Paul, Mahaley Paulk,
Amy Pirtle,
Elizabeth Pirtle, Marci Pitterman,
Whitney Plotnick,
Stephanie Pientice, Alison Parinton, Shaila Rao, Elyse
Reonick, Rlizabeth Rodgers, Jill Schapiro, Cicily Scott,
Dana Secrist, Lindsey Simon, Amy Smith, Laurie
Speed,
Samara Strauss, Julie Sullivan,
Aungika Tocharoen,
Katherine Torrence, Sara Trent, Ninetta Violante, Melissa
Wadler, Susan Waller, Caroline Waterlow, Beverly Will¬
iams, Carrie Wood, Anne-Elizabeth Young, Jenny Zenick
^.arne
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Young, Jenny Ze
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Honoring the seniors are the Delta Gammas at Senior Week last
April.

Encouraging sisterhood

are

the Delta Gammas at Piedmont

Park.
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Delta Gamma

Leslie Abel, Nichol

Allegretti, Jennifer AUer, Jenni¬
Dannon Baker, Joy Clark, Jennifer Crevis,
Mindy Ellis, Romy Eschenbacher, Nicole Fable,
fer Ayres,

Tagling Feld, Jennifer Fields, Orit Friedman, Amy
Gargiulo, Pamela Gewirtz, Rebecca
Godbey, Vickie Gore, Amy Guldi, Dana Haftel,
Galer, Tiffany

Charlotte

Harvey, Audrey Jara, Ashley Johnson,
Dory Kane, Susan Katz, Liz Kaufman,
Cheryl Klock, Francesca Macchiaverna, Ryanne
Mayersak, Emily McMullen, Aleta Mills, Lisa Moses,
Amy Oh, Jobi Okin, Brierley Ray, Lee Reinauer, Beth
Rod, Andrea Rosenblum, Melissa Salvatore, Paige
Teri Kanar,

AT

Sanderson, Sarah Schlesinger, Kim Smith, Jill Stein,
Laura Stepp, Jeanne
Steppel, Sarah Stewart, Jennifer
Skyes, Anne Vivian, Laura Walker, Julie Walsh,
Cecily Watkins, Kathleen Weber, Lesley Weinberg,
Sarah Weitzel,
Emily White, Mary Woyciechowski,
Janet Yoon, Shannon Zlotnik,

0^
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Delta Phi

tion

Epsilon enjoys Walk the Row, which
of a full week of rush.

is the culmina¬

A<DE

L. Abramson,

L. Alpert, H. Altaian, C. Anderson, S.

Anikstein, D. Barbarini, A. Bearss, R. Bendavid, A.
Berliner, S. Bezner, D. Biener, J. Binder, R, Blatt, J.
Cantor, D. Cohen, D. Davis, M. Dean, H. Dooskin, I.
Dorman, A. Edelman, N. Eisenhart,, R. Falkin, D.

Delta Phi

Fierro, J. Flattau, L. Fost, L. Franzke, D. Frumin, T.
Fuller, H. Gerver, P. Gillman, J. Glantz, J. Gold, A.

Goldberg, F. Goodman, M. Greenfield, N.
Greenwald, M. Hack, J. Halpern, J. Handel, K.
Holtzman, J. Horwitz, H. Hughes, J. Jacobs, J. Jacobs,
C. Jedlinsky, C. Kane, A. Kanin, S. Kassam, H. Katzen,
L.
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Kay, M. Kim, S. Kim, K. Koltai, M. Kramer, L.

Krizehnan, J. Lederman, C. Lesser, S. Lester, J. Levine,
A. Levy, S. Lightman, S. Link, J, Lipton, L. Mathog,

Epsilon

Milbauer, D. Morris, R. Morris, F.
Nahai, L. Nehad, M. Paul, M. Penner, S. Recht, T.
Reichman, J. Reinstein, M. Robinson, S. Ryvicker, R.
Sacks, K. Schein, D. Schlissel N. Schonfeld, M.
Schuman, K. Schwartz, M. Servas, B. Shapiro, J.
Shukat, D. Solash, D. Spergel, J. Spergal, M. Stein, E.
Stern, R. Strosberg, D. Treistman, A. Trupkin, N.
Wagman, M. Waflach, M. Warhaftig, J. Weiss, L.
Weiss, S. Zager, M. Zoblotsky
E. Metros, C.

Melissa Mann, Shannon Waters, Heidi Brauer
Pruitt

Enjoying Walk the Row 1993
Emily Baud.

Kappa Alpha Theta

Elizabeth Albright, Amy Allman, Erika Barrow, Ann Baud,

Emily Baud, Emily Bauer, Andrea Becker, Amanda Bill¬
ings, Allyson Bloom, Heidi Brauer, Traci Burch, Michelle
Burroghs, Christina Caltagirone, Andrea Carson, Alex
Chopin, Karen Christopher, Melanie Clancey, Anne
Claxton, Elysa Coles, Karen Corrigan, Heather Cox, Anne
Davis, Mary Davis, Cristina De Guzman, Nina Desrocher,
Alexandra Dishun, Amy Doyle, Kristin Dye, Donna
Edwards, Katherine Egan, Tracy Evans, Donna Edwards,
Katherine Egan, Tracy Evans, Kahthleen Fleming, Gail
Forschino, Amy Geist, Jennifer Gervasi, C. Leilani Gietz,
Sunit Gill, Lisa Goldstein, Jennifer Gordon, Wendy Gray,

Elizabeth Griffith, Elizabeth

Grubel, Cragin Harris, Lisa
Henry, Staphanie Hinton, D'An Holmes, Melissa Holton,
Susan Hornstein, Hillary Howard, Katie Howard, Julie
Huff, Kelly Johnson, Elizabeth Katze, V. Brooks Koella, Su
Kwon, Elizabeth Lassiter, Jody Lauer, Jungah Lee, Kristen
Lindsey, Michelle Lyon, Heather Mack, Melissa Mann,
Melinda McBride, Lauren McCants, Kimberly Mcllwain,
Laura Mcllwain, Carole Meiselman, Jeanne
Moseley, Corie
Ann Noble, Allyson Northrop, Amy Often,
Amy Ouzts,
Courtney Pace, Laura Parent, Kathryn Perry, Katherine
Peters, Casey Pruitt, Christina Ratzlaff, Angel Reed, Eliza¬
beth Rigby, Elizabeth Sachs, Margaret Sama, Nicole Sams,

and Casey

enjoy their semiformal in the spring.
are

Ann Baud, Lisa Henry and

KA0

Sara Schiavoni, Nida

Shamsy, Deborah Sharfman, Heather
Sheats, Lori Shoffner, Allison Skae, Devon Smith, Rachel
Sottile, Diana Spock, Alison Stuart, Carin Thomas, Karen
Thomas, Anne Tread well, Suzannah Underwood, Michelle
Utley, Martha Villarreal, Kristine Villena, LIssa Vogt,
Royce Ward, Joy Waring, Shannon Waters, Laurie
Weisenburgh, Emily White, Cindy Williamson, Gina
Woiteshek, Marie Wright

Q'utkt

At the Annual Fleur De Lis Ball in the

spring, Pedge Class 91

gather for a picture.
Kappa participated in Delta Gamma's annual Anchor Splash
fundraiser and came in first place.

Kappa K

JVlVl

Souzanne Abu-Shahla, Jordana Apostolico, Julie Aronoff,
Julie Askanase, Elizabeth Bagby, Sabrina Beck, Mukti
Bhatia, Robin Bayor, Belinda Belarmino, Kathleen Bilotta,
Erica Black, Elizabeth Bornhofft, Kristin Boucher, Millicent
Boyce, Meredith Brantman, Leslie Brauer, Bebbie Brendle,
Robin' Brenner, Dawn Buck, Sue Ann Campbell, Julie
Christov, Susan Chung, Elizabeth Cipro, Amanda Chmer,
Deborah Coffina, Vanessa Collins, Libby Cooperstein,
Amy Coppeto, Robin Coull, Lori Jo Crawford,

Jennifer

Qiufo

Davis, Lisa Davis, Yolanda Diaz,

• :•:•

Ashley Dolan, Julie

Dudkowski, Shannon Duffy, Melanie Dunagan, Meredith

Dunlap, Claire Eager, Emily Ellis, Stephanie Erkfitz, Caryn
Etkin, Rachel Falk, Alison Feldman, Marci Feldman, Isabel
Fernandez, Angeliki Fikioris, Jennifer Freeman, Rebecca

Gaspar, Lori Gerber, Ashley Gibbs, Nicole Gilding, Lori
Goldberg, Merri Goldberg, Lorisa Green, Cynthia
Gustafson, Kimberly Guzzio, Amy Harrison, Mindy
Harrison, Chris Hegarty, Betsy Hope, Debra Houry, Morry
Hsu, Garland Huiee, Debra Kahn, Vallerie Kelly, Erica

Kijanski, Lydia Kilos, Colleen Kingston, Hazel Koehrer,
Allison Kowalski, Cindy Lassiter, Jennifer Lee, Hora Mark,
Tanya Mazarowski, Jessica McClausand, Amanda
McMillan, Katrina McClintic, Jennifer Melnyk, Jennifer

©amma

Miller, Stacey Miller, Julie O'Brien, Deirdre Palermino, Liz
Parrott, Victoria Peeker, Mary lee Poino, Jennifer Popovich,
Mieke Purcell, Mikki Purcell, Desirae Randisi, Katherine
Read, Madhavi Reddy, Laura Reeves, Michele Ritz, Rosa %

Rodrigurz, Krista Rupp, Ruth Ellen Saunders, Wend)' ";'*%l
Schuyler, Beth Seewald, Sonia Sharma, Lori Sherman, "%v
Kara Silverstein, Mary Skinner, Nancy
Song, NanCT^.1
Sterman, Julie Stern, Christy Sturtevant, Ann Summers, ^ Fa
Kristi Summers, Suzanne Sutcliff, Marinka
Szydlowski %e';
Tobey Tarn, Catherine Tarazi, Theresa Thom, Jenneifer.^ G0
Titus, Elizabeth Tucker, KatyTurshen, Angc Vaiser Bea^nv
Varona,K rynVechio,HeatherVy,Julie\

Walter, Kellie Whelan, Katherine Wilson, K
K-.-V-^r.:^:;,v:: ::
:....„.

\il,Nicok'art
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Some brothers gather at

the house before going to their Tri-Delt

mixer.
The brothers

ofAEPi gather for a photo while at their formal in

March, held at Hilton Head in South Carolina.
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,Weil Adler, Daniel Bassichs, Bill Bawab, Josh Bernstein,

SeleP teven Bitterman, Paul Blutter, Jason Boyarski, Geoff Bray,
•fJ nder5-Matthew Bromer, Eric Cantor, Andre Cohen, Warren
Tori 5^-oleman, Mark Dorfman, Keith Edelstein, Brian Eizenstat,
*
Miles Farrel, David Feller, David Fine, Lee Galkin, Brett
"^ Siii^arfinkel, James Georges, David Golder, Samual Goldman,
f'. Szy*'bsh Goldstein, Larry Gould, David Grand, Jared
rti fefl%ossinger, David Grossman, Michael Handelman, Chris
jfoisHart, Andrew Horwitz, Dan Juceam, Greg Kahn, David
f^5.tet^ahn,
Jonathan Kamin, Evan Kantor, Evan Kaplan, Adam
rVil't~aa I'innprman Matt Knzlnff. Tan Krassek. Ta^fteP-jpnes,
coPg,
n

~~

son

Kravitz, Matthew Kravitz, Brett Laven, Brian Levin,

Chad Levitt, Kevin Liebovich, Elliot

Liffman, Brian Ludwig,
Eric Merker, Matt Metro, Matt Mike, Oren Misseri, Peter
Moore, Joshua Nathanson, Daniel New, Andrew Norkin,
Jeff Nusbaum, Jamie Odom, Adam Orenstein, Brian Paris,
Ryan Pearson, Benjamin Polakoff, Matthew Pomerantz,
Robert Pulver, Seth Rachelson, Patrick Reels, Michael
Rempell, Mark Renbaum, Adam Richman, Ben Ringler,
Matthew Rodell, Matt Rutman, Rand Sacks, Matthew
Sacks, Jonathan Saltzman, Ronnie Samuelson, Evan
Schwalbe, Andy Segall, Steve Sharlet, Steven Sherman,

Ryan Sober, David Steinberg, Jason Stone, Ryan Stone,
Sandy Strauss, Glen Surnamer, Michael Tabachnick, Dave
Tanenbaum, Kenneth Volandes, Peter Wasserman, Rob¬
ert Wax, Richard Weil, Brad
Weinberg, Jeremy Weitz,
Robert Wilberding, Craig Winston,

Douglas Witten, Steve

Wolchok, Jonathan Wolfson, Lonny Yarmus, Seth Zarkin,
Adam

Zipper, Bryant Zwart

QtoJlu,
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The

men
of Alpha Phi Alpha worked hard to put together their
Step Show act.

A<E>A
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Alpha Phi Alpha

L

Barry Bhola, Charles Blackburn, Gordon Brown,
Benjamin Dyer, Christian-Michael Gibbs, Eddie
Irions, Jr., Tiv Johnson, Walter Lee Johnson, Mattheau
Julien, Hasson Perkins, Marc Shaw, John Tomeau,
Jr., Aniefiak Uyoe, Reginald Warren, Jr.

Cotfev
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Beta Theta Pi had

an

Early 80s mixer with Kappa Alpha Theta

in October.

Beta Theta Pi

0

Hirtzan Acosta, Todd Amrein, Mathew Angell, Greg
Appelbaum, Eric Ash, Seth Beitler, Paul Biondich,
Jason Castle, Matthew Chubinsky, Carl Claus, Andy
Coffey, Josh Davis, Mark Dean, Christopher
Domingo, Brian Dominguez, Mark Doucette,
Michael Farry, Joshua Frankfurt, Michael Freedman, David Friedman, Todd Gillman, Robert Goeltz,

Jon Goodman, Jon Goldstein, J. Corey Hamlin, Rich¬
ard M. Harper II, Adam Hersh, David Kelman,
Micah Kessler, Steven Kodsi, Lawrence Kohn, Keith

Kyle, Bradley Levin, Douglas Levy, Erik Lichter,
Eric Ludwig, Lucas Margolies, Adrian Messerli,
Thomas Mitchell, Scott Moore, Doug Morris, Brett
Moscowitz, Matthew Mussulin, Eric Poses, Keith
Prichard, Scott Rahe, Marty Rochlin, Jeffrey

Ben

Rothman, Andrew Safranko, Eric Santoro, Timothy
Schock, Russell Schoen, David Shaw, Eric Sirlin,
Jamie Teich, Charles Vedder, Paul White, Ron Wilder,
Joe Zidle

Cjt&eki.
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Thebrothers of Delta Tau Delta
gather for a picture at their 1993

Semiformal.

Celebrating their football season on their back patio are the DTD
brothers.

i

ATA

Richard Anderson, Jason
Matthew Bender,

Berkin, Adam

Ballot, Andy Basroon,

Matthew Berger, Christopher

Biegel, Marc Biondi, Bejamin

Delta Tau Delta

Blumenthal, William Bode, Douglas Busk, Joe
Butturff, Christopher Caplinger, Phil Chua, Larry
Cohen, Mark Copen, Justin Crosslin, Jody
Danneman,

George Dubo, Brian Dunn, Michael

Errera, Michael Fox, David Freeman, Mark
Friedenthal, Jeffrey Green, Chris Hales, Jason
Heaven, Shawn Horan, Andrew Huber, Nathaniel
68
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Huelsing, Randall Hunt, Chase Kibler, Adam
Kievman, Todd Lamitina, Jonathon Lass, Jeff Lin¬

den, David Marks, Andrew McDevitt, Brett

McLaughlin, John McTurnan,Joshua Millard, David
Milliken, Howard Min, Richard Peterson, Mark
Plotkin, Stefan Pofahl, Evan Povill, Brent Rolen,
Santucci, Stephen Smith,

Charles Saldanha, Brian

Andy Snyder, Abraham Song, Seth Strope, Robert

Sudlow, Ellioy Temple, Robert Tharp, Andrew
Tubman, Aaron Weintraub, David Wendkos, E.J.
Zieser_:^

The brothers

of Kappa Alpha Psi participate in helping out the

Atlanta Food Bank.
The

Kappa Alpha Psi

0t

Kappa "BRUZ" take time out for a pose after stepping.

JV/\ l^

Sedrick Childs, Sean Humphrey, Trey Lamar, Brian

#5011 ■! Patterson, Craig

Robinson, Eric Simmons, Kevin

3rent ft Thomas, Chuck Watson

Q'vukl I
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KA brother Eric
and

Lockridge enjoys the company ofMandy Billing
Corey Nobles.

Aaron

Lanier

Wolff and Stephanie Prentice soak up some sun at Lake
prior to the KA formal.

KA

Leonards Aucoin, Frank

Bafaro, Jim Barron, Law

Bayliss, Matthew Brett, Evans Brittain, David Brown,
Benjamin Buie, Philip Byrum, Thomas Cadwalader,
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John Cason, Ed Cloaninger, John Cromartie, Chris¬
tian Daigle, Zack Dickerson, Chad Dickson, Burr
Duryee, David Ellis, Kevin Forster, Josh Frankel, J.J.
Gorsuch, Wade Haaland, Jas Hayes, Bill Hendricks,
Andrew Hodor, Scott Jackson, Blaine Jones, Todd
Klawin, Robert Lee, Kent Linville, Eric Lockridge,
Michael Luba, Scott Luba, Kern Maass, Chris Mann,
Luis Martinez-Monfort, Matt McBee, Matthew

Alpha

McNally, Charles Muntan, Christopher Nunn,

Michael Orell, Jason Rabineau, Justin Renshaw,
William Rountree, Rick Rowland,
Greg Scarpelli,
Hal Scott, Andrew Shikiar, George

Simpson, Dirk
Spangenberg, Jay Stevens, Jonathan Swartz, Casey
Swearingen, Russell Thaler, Jason Wallis, Blake
Wat^rp^eier M^rc^^hitter1 TawiA7iiv->ni- a^

Joe

-LOTy-M^y.v
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The Phi Delts

strengthened their brotherhood on the fla%

football field.
Phi Delts worked hard in the Fall at court
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hockey.
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Phi Delta Theta
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Mark Ader, Josh Ammerman, Elie Arma, Brian August,
Jason Ban, Matthew Bassiur, Jay Bauman, Mike Berry,
Josh Berwitz, Michael Bien, Loren Bornstein, Robert Branin,
Jason Bremmer, Edward Buchan, Timothy Carey, Michael
Carson, Chris Chagnon, Robert Chencinski, Darin Cline,
Robert Cohen, Anthony Curry, David Cutler, Daniel Dunn,
Jerry Engel, Jason Epstein, Daniel Feldman, Randy

Jacobs, Jeff Kaufman, Daniel Keston, Alex Lieberman,

Gast Teremy

Bradley Singer, Nathaniel Srsitsky, Eric Skinner, Jeremy
Skylar, Daniel Smith, Josh Tepper, Cinton Tronfeld, Brian

Fingerhut, Andrew Fishman, Andrew Human, David
Gittler, Erin Green, Corey Gunzberg, Justin

Hanover.

r"v———

rr.

Merrick Lipman, Andy Margolis, Micheal McCarthy, Paul

McGure, Simon Moore, Alex Morris, David Neustein,
Elliot Newman, Michael Parker, Gregg Pearson, Daniel
Penn, Josh Piezas, Robert Pivnick, John Plastaras, Steven
Resnick, Alfred Ricotta, Michael Rosenzweig, Brian
Rotskoff, Dan Sadowsky, Jonathan Schanzer, Jason
Schiffman, Joshua Schiffman, Brian Shapiro, David Sheer,

Turmail, Duane Tursi, Joshua Weber, Marc Weiner, Jason
Weinstein, Noah Weintraub, Jason Wellen, Michael Ying,
Gene Zweben
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Sigma Chi celebrates wildly duringWet Function, or Walk the
Day 1993.

Row

Several brothers gather at the

Sigma Chi Sweetheart Formal.

w
Adam Antoniewicz, Daniel Atkins, Mike

Baily, Pe¬
Baumberger, Cyrus Beasley, Joshua Beckwith,
Andrew Beekman, Edward Bovey, Colin Brooks,
Hunter Champion, David Cohen, Daniel Cole, Brett
Cooper, Ted Couluris, Ramiro Crespo, John Dalton,
Joseph DeCosta, Charles Eaton, Alex Edwards, Ed
Eiland, Morgan Elwyn, Tash Elwyn, Todd Ely,
Shattuck Ely, Robb Emery, Mitch Fairfield, Tyler
Fields, Ryan Fitzhenry, Jeffrey Friedman, Andrew
Fuhrer, Carter Garrison, Houston George, David
Gielchinsky, Adam Gilvar, Matt Ginsberg, Andrew
Gormley, Jason Greenberg, Frank Haraf, Craig
Heuser, Beau Hillebrandt, Adam Hintz, John
Houghtaling, Kyle Hvidsten, Dennis Jerkunica, Ed¬
ward Korenman, Andrew Lim, Jason Long, Tarver
Lowe, Michael MacArthur, Jake Marshall, Ben
McCrery, Michael McDonnel, Brent Michael, Joseph
Miller, Matt Mitchell, John Montgomery, Frank
Myers, Dayton Nordin, Erik Olson, Jason Opdyke,
Daniel Pine, David Posternack, Andrew Potter, Jaime
Pou, Cesar Reyes, Chad Rhinehart, William Robins,
Seth Romans, David Rosenblum, Adam Schneider,
Louis Schwartzberg, Daniel Shafer, Kevin Short,
Ben Smith, Jeffrey Smith, James Spies, Todd Stein,
Jay Sternberg, Stephan Sweet, Chris Tobin, Dave
Truncano, Christopher Wan, Steven Weisberg,
Stephen Wisskopf, Edward Woodward, Afshin
Yazdian, Garth Yearnick, Burkes Young
ter
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Sigma Chi

The

Sigma 'Nu chapter was rechartered last spring.
at the rededication of the house.

This is the

ceremony

Sigma Nu came in 2nd place after participating in their first
Splash 93.

Anchor

IN

Sigmd Nu
?i

Marc

Balinsky, Mike Baron, Ron Berenblat,

Erik

Bodor, Paul Bolno, Tom Bolster, Gerard Borda, Joshua

Bratm'an, Greg Bregstone, Jordan Burger, David
Camphouse, Daniel Caplan, Samuel Carrasco, John
Chapman, Aaron Chausmer, Titus Cheoun, AdAm
Cohen, Scott Conguta, Hoang Dang, Joseph Dennis,
Bradley Dunn, Eric Foster, Joshua Frank, Michael

Ivler, Neil Ivler, M. Max Jacob, Evan Kantor, Carl

Laurence

Kaplan, Adam Kratchman, Matthew Labkon, Jeff
Levi, Matthew Levinson, Jeff Levy, Michael Marcus,
Gregory Markman, Adam Max, Leo Ming, Matthew
Modansky, Neil Moses, Patrick Ng, Rob Niessen,

Sandler, Pulin Shah, Dave Smith, Jamie Squire, Alan
Stukalsky, Ricardo Turcios, Richard Wolf

Jeff Pinsky, Michael Pita, Seth Piatt, Michael Plotkin,
Michael Quasha, Jonathan Resnick, Robert Romano,

Rosenberg, Lewis Rubinovitz, Greg

Cf^cdct
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ecognizing its roots in a
post-structuralist, post¬
modernist condition, and
further

moving beyond

this state into

paradigm based

a

neo-

on

the

vision of a Kantian ideal,

the students of

Emory University have come
together based on our common Emorian identity.
Feeling the need to empower and educate one
another, and, thus, overcome the Hegelian "masterwe

slave" dialectic, we have formed associations, alli¬
ances,

unions, coalitions, and organizations, with

the

aforementioned goal in mind.
These formations are based on collective com¬
monalities within each member of that micro-com¬

munity. These collective commonalities bind each
organization and reaffirm while expanding the val¬
ues

and beliefs that those members share.
As each of these communities grow in power

and
popularity, they all share the dream of coming
together and developing for the larger Emory com¬

in

munity, a society of ends, in which there will be
equality, justice, and respect for all members of this
larger community. All the while, however, the indi¬
viduals of this neo-"kingdom of ends," will not only
maintain their personal and cultural integrity, but
also celebrate that diversity with all their new found
brothers and sisters.

With a Marxist inspired overthrow of the en¬
trenched "master" or, if you prefer, "bourgeois" class

by the proletarian oppressed and subsequent devel¬
opment of a liberalized socialist state, there would
surely be equity and the development of an enlight¬
ened ruling body to create a society free of the op¬
pression of any peoples. During the course of the
struggle, however, there must never be the washing
away or compromise of each individual's interests
and identity.
Such is the vision of this Emory community; such
is the goal that we strive to attain through
leadership,
dedication, organization, perseverance, networking,
and empowerment; such is the state of the
Emory
community and the global environment.

0i46<t*ir6%le4*t
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Involvement
iversity on the campus
is widely represented
through the many organizations and clubs here
at

There is

a

chance for everyone

to

Emory.

get involved and to extheir specific interests by participaring in the wide range of activities
sponsored by these groups. Participat-

press

ing in these organizations is a way for
many to balance out daily occurrences of
academic and student life, while for others, it gives them the opportunity to find
a common ground where they can share
similar goals and interests. The representation of Emory's organizations is as
diverse as its students. There are groups
exemplifiying honor students, those that
represent cultural awareness, and groups
for those with

concerns

for

the

pressing issues of society
today. Some groups repre¬
sent those with interest in

the

fine arts, those who dedicate
their time to volunteering, and
there

groups organized
for the sole purpose of pure
amusement. Involvement in
Volunteer
sors

organizations is a great way
to gain opportunities and
learn from the experiences
that Emory college life can
provide.

Emory spon¬
their annual Hallow-

eenTrick-or-Treatparty for
underprivileged children
in Atlanta.

A group of KASA mem¬

bers

participated in the

Korean Traditional Dance

Performance held at the

Roxy Theater in Buckhead.
Standing: Jung Graves, Hee Yon Lee, Erika
Song, Alison Chang, Eunice Cina Kim,
Jenny Park, Aleks Kim; Kneeling: Jiyearn
Chung, Carol Song.

7h
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Academic Bowl

Amnesty International

Academic BOWl

Following the ideals of the TV game
show Jeopardy, each year the Academic
Bowl team participates in trivia tournaments throughout the country.
■rep*

together under the main principles of
leadership, friendship, and most important of all, service. Their ideals are refleeted through the commitment and
effort poured out to the Atlanta commu¬
nity.

Ad Hoc
Ad Hoc is

an

organization that hosts

musical plays and many other theatrical

Amnesty International

events. Recent

productions such as
Cabaret Joseph and theAmazing Technicolor

This international organization pursues to end the cruel treatment of all
political prisoners that still exists in our

Dreamcoat, and How to Succeed in Busi-

world

Without

Really Trying represent the
creativity and talent of the Emory theatrical community.
ness

today.

Through correspondence with
foreign govern¬
ments and

African Student Association
The ASA is

dai events and

group for all students
interested in the African culture, society,
a

politics, economics, and other

spe-

is ues.

displays on human rights, the
members at¬
tempt

AIESEC

to

in-

crease aware-

AIESEC, the international association

ness of the ^^^

of students interested in economic and

man treatment

business

mrlicted by
some of tne P°~
litical

management, has a main goal
strengthen the understanding and
cooperation of business on a
global scale.

to

powers.

Alpha Phi Omega
Alcohol and

Drug

Education Committee
ADEC strives to educate
the members of the

Emory

community to take respon¬
sible action when faced with

the

dangers of drugs and al¬

cohol. This is

represented

through the many alcohol
awareness

related events

sponsored each year.

Alpha Phi Omega
APO is

a

national service

fraternity consisting of mem¬

Jeanette Adams, Marisa Anapolsky,
Jonathan Berg, Ben Berman, Steve Berry,
Scott Boone, Jenny Brinkmeier, Kimberly
Britson, C. Dorian Britt, Tammy

Burns,

Sue Ann Campbell, Mike Chang, Miyoung

Chang, ShenyChen,PealeChuang, Cristina
deGuzman, Venetia Dekle,LexiDemertzis,
Birnal Desai, Alan Dobkin, Melodie Eagle,

Josh Fialkoff, Jennifer Fields, Robin Filippi,
Scott Fishman, Dawn Fowler, Orit
Friedman, Jeff Glaser, Jennifer Hahn,
Amelia Harris, Louise Henderson, Krisiny

Jung, Jessica Kaplan, Jennifer Karper,
Heather Kilbourne, David Kirkpatrick,
ChristineKo, Erika Koch, Facie Koppelman,
Michale Landrum, Becky Lee, Laura Levey,
Adam Lohse, Lauren Meyers, Charles
Michell, Emma Murad, Liv Newman,
Robert Oswald, Andrea Palmer, David
Phillips, Piper Podoloff, Malynda Quinn,
Beth Reichle, Jane Reinberg, Dan Ripin,

ReneeRittner, Laura Rogers, Elizabeth Rawe,
Seth Shaifer, Marie Simmons, Bob Smith,
Dale Sorsby, Zachary Sweet, Erin Thaler,
Joanna Thiele, Tyson Thomas, Andy Treese,

Vogler, Andrea Vogler, Alex Wang, Brent
White, Jeff White, Jennifer Wilson, Stephanie
Wolfe, Phoebe Wolfskill, Eric Wright, Orly
Zilkha, Krista Libemann, Wayne Melnick,

Jeff Turell, Vijay Viswanathan, Barbara

Herb Zoota

bers of either sex and open to
both

graduate and undergraduate stu¬
Kappa Chapter comes

dents. The Delta
1

A I

I

A I

rr-
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Anthropology Club
Association of
Caribbean Educators

Anthropology Club

and Students
Dr.
was

the

Kathryn A. Kozaitis
speaker at
Anthropology Club's

This

the guest

organization's

pur¬

pose is to reflect on Caribbean
cultures and to bring about

Ethnic Dinner this year.

more

the

cultural

awareness

to

community.

Association of

Brooke Burkey, Becky Freeman, Dennis
Grech, Becky Hatch, Nick Holmes, Hillary
Hughes, NickKottak, SteveMorreale, Mike
Osbourn, Beth Seewald, Alicia Stivala,
David White, David Tucker

Taiwanese American

College and
University Students
ATACUS is a newly formed

Anthropology Club

cultural organization striving to promote

The

Anthropology Club, open to all
Emory students, has as its primary goal,
the ability to obtain a better understand¬
ing of humans through available an¬
thropological resources.
Asian Christian
ACF is

an

Fellowship

organization for Asian stu¬

dents to meet under
of worship

a common

the education of the

Emory community
concerning politics,
economics, and the society in general. It
sponsors distinguished speakers, din¬
on Taiwanese issues

ners,

socials, exhibitions, and other

tivities. This group also
sons for
learning how to

ac¬

offers free les¬
speak Taiwan¬

ese.

interest

and fellowship in Christ.

Atlanta-Emory Orchestra
Emory's diverse music de¬
partment is well-represented

Asian Christian

by the Atlanta-Emory Or¬
chestra. This group includes

Fellowship

musicians from the

commu¬

as well as the students
faculty of Emory Univer¬
sity. The Orchestra holds two
performances a year, one

nity
and

which includes the ever popu¬

Ithae Shin, Linda Ahn, Boian Chang, Ji
Hoon Choi, Yoori Chong, Jason Haffizulla,

lar Christmas Concert.

Janet Kim, Millie Kim,
Theodore Kim, Won Kim,HenryLee,James
Lee, Ada Loo, Michael Padhi, David Pae,
Hoon Park, Hai-En Peng, Andrew Shim,
Martin Han,

Baptist Student Union
The BSU is

Kyunghae Shin

nominational

an

inter-de¬

organization

that gives students the oppor¬

tunity to strengthen their faith through
interaction and fellowship with other
Christian members. This is

7H
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represented

through many activities such as Friday
night dinners, Bible studies, music and
drama, socials, intramural sports and
Oil

It*,
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The

Campus

community service
The

Barkley Forum

Named after former US

vice-president and Emory
alumnus Alben Barkley, this
debate team

runs
very suc¬
cessful debate programs in the

country.
Their
main
fundraising is accomplished
by holding tournaments
throughout the year, one of
the biggest which is the
Barkley Forum for High
Schools.

Black Student Alliance
BSA, open to all students, is
committed to

maintaining a
black community on campus,
by enhancing knowledge of
black culture. It also provides
a forum for expressing the
ideas and goals of black stu¬
dents. Members often
for

gather
potluck dinners and rap

sessions. Art exhibitions,

plays and speakers are pre¬
sented to the community
throughout the whole year.

ATACUS

Danny Bui, Miyoung Chang, Sheny Chen,
Stephen Chen, Joong Choi, Felix Chuang,
Peak Chuangjung Graves ,Hyang-JuHer,
Hsuan Hsu, Mike Huang, Sheng-Ting
Huang, Hui-Shan Lin, Joe Huong, Carol
Keng, Helena Kim, Max Kim, Sanghee
Kim, Christine Ko, Huei Huei Ko, Thong
he, Becky Lee, Christine Lee, Martin Lee,
Paul Liang, C] Lin, James Lin, Janet Lin,
Lillian Lin, Patrick Lin, Sophia Lin, Siao
Ly, Tina Mann, Yohei Masuda, Anna
Pham, Mark Plotkin, Andy Shim, Carol
Song, Amy Sun, T.J, Tsay, Alex Wang

The Campus,
The

Campus is Emory's

Yearbook

publication that
captures all parts of student

life, activities and interests, a

BSU
Mandy Ayer,Alexi Boon, Stacy Baumann,
Doug Bowman, David Camphouse,

hard work, the staff has man¬

Miyoung Chang, Sheny Chen, Joanna
Chiou, Pauline Chin, Ceres Chua, George
Coyell, Rebecca Duke, Paul Gangarosa,
Jenny Grindle, Sheng-Ting Huang, Wendi
Jones, Carol Keng, Yong Kim, Thong Le,
Janet Lin, Jill Manougian, Molly
McWaters, Karla Pagan, Hai-en Peng,
Jasan Ramirez, Nora Ratana, Kathy Read,
Beth Rooks,
ConnieShih, Stephenie Smolen,
Dale Sorsby, Selena Sparks, Leanne Stone,
Amy Sun, Cheryl Tan, Tommie Taylor,

aged to pull through!

Standridge,

highlight of special events,
and much more. The talented

staff

always waits until the

last minute to get things done.
It has become

a

tradition, but

somehow, through effort and

Rae Williams, Felise Wu,Helena Kim, John

Campus Minister: Dick Terrell

0'lj&h'vr6tlc4*4

CARE
The

Choices

Campus

Choices

incorporates th( flii
important issues for womei] nor

today by educating and chal e&
lenging conversation on top ito c
ics such as abortion rights
eek,
violence against women
:oiu

sexual harassment, women';
health issues, and women'

Patrick Reels, Patrick Lin, tori Gerber,
Carrie Simon, CandaceLatman,Jason Sapp,

career

Stephen Chen, Steve Shin, Lauren Hyman,
Sherry Chen, Jim Parks, Malou Hughs,
Josh Singer, Becky Ceyne, Mateau Julien,
Shen-Ting Huang, Mtyoung Chang,

options.

:\

Circle K International
Circle K is the

larges
intercollegiate service orga¬ ,dvo

Martin Han

nization with

a

total dedica

tion to service. The members

College Council

reach out to the

cornmunit)
through their numeroui$S
Dmm
community service event!
and others which includ<

ndan

workshops and speakers

Katie Bilotta, Chad Farmer, Becca Gorrell,
Dave Friedman, Beverly Williams, Jen

Titus, Andy Safmnko, Josh Munn, John
Park, Seth Katz, Mike Freeman, Jenny
Zenick, Julie Askanse, Dave Cohen, Scott

College Council

Hoffecker, Amy Bloom, Rebecca Adams,
Brian Cody, Kara Silverstein, Meg Atha,
Marc
Ben et,Marcy Lamm Dan Fleischer,
Jamie Reinstein,Mike Wilson, Justin Jones,
Jeremy Berry, Tyson Lomazow, Svena
McGill, Ian Jefferson, Jessica Serbin

administration for

The

College Council is

velvw

rrese

ai

governing

Emory's undergraduate sys mor
tude
tern.

ECS

College Republicans

political speak-i:o
ers, and its members work to representrffden
This group sponsors

CARE
The Coalition Against Rape at Emory
tries to enhance the

awareness

of the

Emory community by taking an active
prevention and education.

role in rape

Catholic

Campus Ministry

The Catholic

Campus Ministry is a
worshipping community that provides
many activities such as Wednesday night
programs, white water rafting retreats
and opportunities for fellowship with
others.

their local candidates. Which

that

party wa

sec

again?

Commuter's Association
for Students at Emory

oiSL
campus to congregate and attend manyF
CASE allows those students living

activities

planned throughout the year. KF
more?
Ollp

Need I say

Dance Alliance of
DAE is

an

Emory

organization whose main'V

goals are to strengthen opportunities in de
performing and choreographing dance;
Through their workshops, perfor-F
{//I^tfvvWt^'/K*

mances, and dance classes, DA I

promote the artistry i \

^eks to ^

noiyf

ECF

"•I,

>ooley's Week

orat^ommittee
brwoi ^his committee plans
gai^mory's annual Dooley's
ion oniee^ which is now combined

ion^to one with Halloween

Wo^eek, celebrating the honor
[W0|f our ever-present spirit,
| Wot>ooley. The events planned

\

this week include band

)r

arties, speakers, and the ex-

jj0(lff.ting Halloween Ball.
'e

Wry' Animal

nee oi.

.

.

advocates

EAA strives to expand
jjum^vareness concerning animal
umrghts issues in the Emory
e eFepmmunity. The group acjuCyvely works toward trying to
^ nd animal abuse in the fields
f research, food production,

^

Emory Chinese
Student Association
Joe Huong, Michael Phong, Lily Leung,
Huei Huei Ko, Eugene Goei, Patrick Lin,
Jung Graves, Yee-Ling Lieu, Steve Au,
ThongLe,Alan Wang, Joe
Chang,Jennifer
Wong, Chet Chou, Karen Eng, Angela Ho,
True Pham, Tuan Bui, Phoebe Mou, Felix

itertainment, and the fash-

II

,,>n
mew

Chang, Amy Bounngaseng, Alicia Chen,
James Lin, Henry Lee, Charles Chen, Carol
Keng,DarrellHoo, WilgeneCheng,QuynhDao Nguyen, Keryn Huang, Hue Ho, Ada
Loo, Peak Chuang, Herman Hou, Seroth
Ung, Jiyearn Chung, Martin Han,Jen Lee,
Stephanie Nguyen, Sheng-Ting Huang,
Christine Ko, Miyoung Chang, Sheny
Chen, Angela Cltao, Danny Bui, Siao Ly,
Joong Choi, Steve Shin, Boo Tran, Janet
Lin, Anna Pham,Fu Her, Joseph Lee, Juliette
Allum, Phuong Pham, Mike Hwang, HaiEn Peng, Patrick Ng

industry.
J

j0^mory
Chinese
tudent Association
ECSA is formed by a group

uflf students who attempt to
i
r

romote

multiculturalism

id enhance

unity through

ye understanding of the Chi-

^'ese

culture.

They sponsor

?veral events open to allUni-

ECOHH

ersity students.
mory

Christian

ellowship

BfJU ECF consists of
^

large
roup ofstudents who want a
oser relationship with God.
a

his is a non-denominational
roup affiliated with a nation¬

wide

organization called In-

^?r-Varsity Christian Fellow¬

ship. Involvement in ECF in¬

cudes singing, praying, Bible study,
^nd many other activities.

0'l66<t*"l4&C/h4'

ECOHH
Emory Russian Club
This organization is dedicated to in¬
ECOHH aids in fighting hunger and creasing student knowledge of Slavic

Emory Coalition Opposing
Hunger and Homelessness

homelessness in the Atlanta area through

and Eastern

European cultures. Their G

volunteer work, fundraisers, and fastings

activities include theme-oriented din¬

which help to increase the community's

ners,

awareness

dessert socials, plays,

and other

community awareness programs.

of hunger.

p

a

Emory Conservancy
The Emory Conservancy's purpose is
to

promote environmental awareness

and action

through special projects and

speakers.
In the
are

Emory Dance Company, stu¬
given the opportunity to cho¬
reograph and/
or
perform in

H

A

practical guide to the Emory and
area for Emory students, the
Keyhole is updated and written every
Atlanta

jazz dance

ar

in

po

Ha

n

Emory Wind Ensemble
The woodwind and brass performers,

works.

through their many tours and perfor¬
mances, are given the opportunity to
work with leading conductors and art¬

Emory Jazz

ists each year.

Hie

Ensemble
The

co

student-surveyed professor evaluations
and restaurant reviews.

modern, ballet
and

an

semester. It is most well-known for its

Emory Dance Company
dents

Emory Through A
Keyhole

Emory

Emory Young Democrats

H

recog¬
nized group to

Emory Young Democrats is a group theE
dedicated to the ide¬ mam
als and principles of the Democratic socia
party. DUH! This group fosters the po¬ treat

many Emory
students and the

litical leaders of the future and continu¬ Israe

ouslybrings speakers to the Emory cam¬

serv

surrounding
Atlanta community. The Jazz Ensemble
plays a wide range of music from con¬
temporary jazz to the popular sounds of
the'40s. "

pus.

Thu

EmViet

lfC(

Emory Lesbian and
Gay Organization
Gay, lesbian, and bisexual issues have

about the Vietnamese cul¬ the ^
ture. They sponsor mixers, sports events Eirior
with other Atlanta area colleges , cul¬ overs
tural celebrations, and take part in the tivitie

Jazz Ensemble
has become

a

more

been advocated

through this organiza¬

tion. ELGO functions as a means of sup¬

port for its members. Many social activi¬
ties and educational awareness programs
are

also sponsored by this organization.

of Emory students

EmViet is
educate the

Atlanta

organization created to
Emory community and the
an

Hi

and I

area

International Cultural Festival.

'%
Asso

French Club
The Emory French club is

committed

iAi
promoting the French language and ing
culture through campus wide activities
Nti
to

JEA

"«.,

and is open
interested.

to all who

are

EmViet

NSfe
Rented dt

GARAL
The

Georgia Abortion
Rights Activist League is a
pro-choice organization ex¬
amining the issues of women
and their reproductive rights.
Their members promote birth

Tuan Bui, Mo Dao, Nayky Duong, Angela
Ho, Joe Huong, Thong Le, Jen Lee, Andy

Nguyen, Doan Nguyen, Lan Nguyen,
Ngocbao Nguyen, Quynh-Dao Nguyen,
Stephanie Nguyen, Tinh Nguyen, Triet
Nguyen, Trinh Nguyen, Anna Pham,
Phuong Pham, True Pham, Carol Song,
Bao Tran, Seroth Ung, Thao Wagner,
Danny Bui, Amy Sun, Vinh Huynh

eEmorva control awareness in Atlanta
students, area schools and are involved
in many

known f

other activities sup¬
porting their purpose.
Habitat For

Humanity

This organization helps Atlanta fami¬

le

lies in need of assistance

by building
Emory Chapter so far has
ssperformer
rs and perfo already built two houses, and they con¬
tinue to follow through in their humani¬
^rtunity1
homes. The

Luctoisanda

tarian task.

exhibitions.

Hillel

OCf*
tratsisa?

Hillel

serves

all

aspects and needs of

the Emory Jewish community. Theyhave

LcatedtotheS many activities ranging from speakers,
the
;n

DemoC'

socials, religious programs, regional re¬
treats, United Jewish Appeal Campaign,

tested Israel

Week to

tmeandco^ services

Friday night

and dinners and

•otheW'f Thursday brunches.
IFC and ISC

The Interfraternity Council

V0

and Intersorority Council are
the

governing bodies of

Emory's Greek system. They
oversee
■tot

o

speakers and forums held in order to
instigate discussion and understanding
among Emory students. Their most
popular event is the Cultural Festival,
which is held once a year during the
spring semester. This event encompasses
international cuisine, performances, and

all

concerns

tivities of the Greek

and

ac¬

system.

fM International
Association
IA is dedicated to

promotawareness
of
i^fmulticulturalism at Emory

\)'$c0 ing

^through lectures from distinguished

Jewish Educational Alliance
JEA tries to maintain a focus of Juda¬
ism

Emory's Jewish students. This
group has weekly discussions along with
lectures and many other activities
throughout the year.
on

KASA
Jay Ahn, Joon Ahn, Linda Ahn, Lisa Ahn,
Steven Au, Jeff Bae, Danny Bui, Alison
Chang, David Chojoong Choi, Susie Choi,
Ayun Chong, Rosa Chun, Christopher
Chung, Jiyearn Chung, Stuart Coleman,
Stephen Culp, Jung Graves, Paul
Hahn£AD.,MartinHan,JoeHuong,Chris

Jo, Sandra Joo, Sonia Kang, Aleksandra
Kim, Eunice Gina Kim, Janet Kim, Jihae
Kim, Kyungha Kim, Mary Kim, Sang Hee
Kim, Stephen Kim, Sue Kim, Theodore
Kim, Won Kim, Dede Kio, Sang
Kxmk,James
Kxoon,Becky Lee, Gene Lee, Hee Yon Lee,
Henry Lee, Joseph Lee, Soomy Lee, James
Lin, Patrick Lin, Ada Loo, Siao Ly, Patrick

Ng, Andy Nguyen, John Noh, Amy Oh,
Joanne Pak, Jenny Park, John Park, Linda
Park, Hai En Peng, Jin Hee Ra, Billy Sapp,
James Sim, Andy Shim, Steve Shim, Philip
Sohn, Carol Song, Erika Song, Yoon Song,
Bao Tran, William Wang, Jen Wong, Kim
Won, Sun Hee Yang, Song Yi, Janet Yoon

O^CM^v^t^e/h^

KASA
Lullwater Review

Korean American

The Lullwater Review is a literary jour¬

Student Association
KASA strives to maintain

a

united

Emory community. The group sponsors
social events where Emory students can
take advantage of the richness of the

nal that

compiles selected works from

students and faculty as well as selections
from

literary persons surrounding the
Emory community.

Korean culture.

Mu

Epsilon Delta

MED enriches the lives of

Latino Club

undergraduate students pur¬
suing careers in medicine. The
club hosts speakers every two

Hirtan Acosta, Ilkna

Aguilar, Angela
Alban,AntonioAlban,MikelAlberd,Nellie
Alfonso, Taslin Alfonso, Beatriz Alvarado,

weeks to aid members

Geneviev Alvarez, Leikni Alvarez, Maria

Arquetta, Irene Baigorri, Yolanda Bauza,
Angel Blanco, Berard Borda, Liana

sues

on

is¬

related to the medical

profession such as, applying
to medical
taking the
MCAT, and financing an

Camacho, Cecilia Canedo, Andres Garden,
Samuel Carrasco, Horacio Colon, Scott

schools,

Congutta, Maria Correa, Gianna Crisson,
Vilma del Prado, Frances del Toro, Milan

education in medical school.

Dey-Chao, Isabel Fernandez, Lisa Flores,
Anthony Garcia, Christina
Garcia, Lourdes Gonzalez, Yosvany
Gonzalez, Hipolita Goico, Evelyn Greines,
Christina Grijalva, Karla Gual, Justine

Ana Fuentes,

Muslim Student

Organization

Henao, Rossana Hernandez, Ricardo
Herran, Alicia Izquierdo, Audrey Jam,
Ricardo

Kiger, Eric Lockridge, Valerie
Marshal, Magda Marti, Pedro Marti, Mel¬
issa Martinez,

Eduardo Medina, Shannon

Melendi, Alycia Moody, Nadya Morales,

Rey Moya, Maribel Orihuela, Karla Pa¬
gan, Tania Paredes, Norman Parkhurst,

Martha Pereida, Athena Perez, Thomas Perez,

Jaime Pou, Michelle Rey, Richardo Rivera,

Sigui, Dannis Somech,Johann Stubbe,Alan
Stukalsky, Mario Tuchman, Richardo

Rodriguez, Jennifer Romero, Carmen

Turcios, Adriana Valencia, Beatriz Varona,

Sanchez, Hiana Sanchez, Michael Sanchez,
Michele Santamaria, Richard Santa-Cruz,

Miguel Velez, Jorge Vidal, Christina Villareal,
George Villareal, Erica Wesolosky, Kristin
Wesolosky

Rosa

Daniel

Sepulveda, Timothy Sheehan, Katia

Latino Club
This is

organization of students
who express Latin American culture
through their various events and activi¬
ties.

an

MSA's main purpose is to
teach students about Islam
and to

promote unity among

the Muslim

community.

Pakistani Student

Organization
The PSO sponsors

educational

pro¬

grams on Pakistani life and issues in
order to promote its culture to the Emory

community.
Peer

Counseling

This is

student-run orga¬
nization that helps any Emory
a

student with

problems, ques¬

tions and concerns, as well as
those who are interested in just

talking and getting advice.
Phi

Sigma

This is

an

honor

Biology majors.

Q/U/it^^t^^h4

society for

SGA
The Phoenix
RHA Executive

The Phoenix is the arts and

Board Members

leisure newspaper for Emory.
It is
It

published once a month.

covers

stories about bands,

theater, dance, visual arts and
films

as

well

as a

calendar of

present Atlanta happenings.
It also includes the artwork,
poetry, and photography of

Josh Frank, Monica Perl, Josh Amtnerman,
Sara Guida, Mary Kim, Alyssa Cohen,

Emory students.

Dorian Britt, Robin Snyder, Sami Strauss,

Adam Max, Alexis Seibold, Grant Hobson,

Pre-Veterinary and

David

Kirkpatrick, Doric Paine

Animal Lovers Club
This club is for students planning vet¬

erinary careers and for those animal lov¬
ers out there. These people volunteer
their time to work with those cute little
creatures and to help others through their

service.

Residence Hall Association
RHA deals with all the

concerns

of

resident life. Through directed programs
and services, this

enhance and

organization seeks to
improve the quality of life

in residence halls.

Psi Phi
Their main interests are to participate
in

weekly role-playing
games, and movies.

games,

board

The

Spoke

The

Spoke is an organization of stu¬
dents dedicated to introducing a little bit
of

Publications Council
The Publications Council is the gov¬

comedy in the stressful lives of the
Emory students through their parodies
of popular magazines.

erning body for all university-wide stu¬
dent publications.

Starving Artists Productions

Rathskellar

productions of social and political perti¬

The Starving Artists puts on theatrical
nence.

Taking an alternative route to the the¬
atrical scene, Rathskellar has a sense and
dedication towards hilarious

ard

haphaz¬

comedy.

The SGA is the

university-wide stu¬

graduate and graduate students. SGA

Student Committee

for

Emory's liberal Jewish community in¬
cluding High Holy Day services, study
breaks, volunteer work and many offcampus

Association (SGA)
dent governing body made up ofunder¬

Reformed Jewish
RJSC provides various activities

Student Government

sets the main structure for organizations

and decides how
club's

organization
budget will be allocated.
an

or

activities.
0'uCM^t^O'h4

SPC
Asian American awareness at

SGA

Emory and the surrounding
community.

Atlanta

Students Involved
in Resources and

Environment
SIRE is a very active envi¬
ronmentalist group , which

encompasses the roles of ac¬
tivism, recycling, and presen¬

Mike

Berry, Jeff Bartos, Susan Franklin,
Jon Lass, Brian S. Long, Km Eisenbeis,
Srini Mukundan, Brooks DeBou

tations

on

environmental

awareness.

Student

Theater

Programming

Council (SPC)
This

organization is responsible for
planning and running many of the uni¬
versity-wide activities held throughout
the year. Some of these include speakers,
concerts and parties. SPC provides a
major part of the student social life at
Emory.

Emory

Theater

Emory, through the Theater
department here at
Emory, tries to give Emory students a
clear representation of the Atlanta pro¬
and Film Studies

fessional theater.

University Chorus
The University Chorus gives two con¬
certs

year. They perform
with members of the Atlanta
a

Symphony and each year
participate in the grand pro¬

SAAAC

duction of the Festival of Nine
Mukti Bhatia, John Park, Anupam

Gael,
Howie Min, Jaime McBeth, Soomy Lee,
Anna Pham, Lan Nguyen, Jennifer Wong,
Jenny Wong, Steve Shin, Patrick Ng,
Stephen Chen, Felix Chuang, Linda Park,
Patrick Lin, Bao Tran, Stephanie Nguyen,
Joong Choi, Michael Phong, Sheny Chen,
Huei Huei Ko, Jung Graves, Seroth Ung,
AngelaHoJen Lee, Aurora Betson, Thong
Le, Tuan Bui, Kavita Oommen, Aleks Kim,
Joseph Lee, Martin Han, Andy Shin, Erika
Song, Joe Huong, Becky Lee, Shama Desai,
TiJo Tsay, Carol Song, Susie Choi, Eugene
Goei, Tinh Nguyen

Lessons and Carols.

University
Concert Choir
The

ditioned members who

sing
pieces ranging from the me¬
dieval to the contemporary.

Students in Alliance for
Asian American Concerns
SAAAC is

organization whose
of the cultural
organizations- ATACUS, ECSA,

members
Asian

are

an

made up

EMVIET, ICE, and KASA. Their main
purpose is for the concerns and issues of

O
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Emory University

Concert Choir consists of au¬

The Voice
The Voice is

a

newspaper

which pro¬

vides information for those interested in
events

the

occurring in the world beyond
Emory campus. Published twice a

month, it includes sections on science,
life, sports, entertainment, arts, business

WVRE
and interviews (which have
featured Ronald Reagan,
Boris Yeltsin and Arthur

Miller).

Voices of
Inner

Strength

VOIS is

for those
spreading the
gospel through the musical
heritage of the Black church.
The choir group sings at
University worship every
a

group

interested in

month, gives a concert each
semester, and performs at lo¬
cal churches in the Atlanta
area.

Volunteer Emory
This organization provides
the

wocol

Emory students with op¬
portunities to participate in
all types of community ser-

njM

vice.

The Wheel
Published twice a week, the
Wheel has been the
student

run

leading

newspaper on

since 1919 and was
recently named one of the top
10 collegiate newspapers in
campus

America.

WMRE
The radio station broad¬
casted

through Emory,

WMRE, plays a wide variety
of music and is open to
future DJ career seekers.

all
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t was a dark and stormy
night; A storm was
building outside, and the

ticking of the clock was
becoming
louder,

pounding in his ears.
Harvey had been studying all night long. The
looming Organic exam was wearing on his nerves.
Time was passing too, too quickly. He was alone in
the halls of the library; silent and cold.
He looked out the window and saw the grim
facade of the Physics Building. He should leave soon;
it was late and his mind was cloudy like the night sky.
A flash of lightning illuminated the tall pine
trees—
making them look like gargoyles. Harvey waited for
the thunder that he knew would follow.

One-one

thousand, two-one thousand, three-one
crack of the thunder jarred him from his mental

thousand...

the
lapse.

hurriedly gathered his books.
Exiting the library in the cool darkness, Harvey
broke into a brisk trot as the first drops splattered
against his forehead. The clouds seemed to follow his
He

every

step; always looming, deadly. The lightning

flashed; in that moment of brilliance, in the trees, he
swore he could see the mask of death. For that instant,
he froze, paralyzed like a possum caught in the

headlights of an on-coming car.
Harvey started to
run—looking for solace. He
knew he had to get home.
Raindrops began to fall more frequently, and
Harvey gripped his backpack, breaking into a mad
dash. Like the hands of a dying man clutching at the
last breaths of life, mud and water splashed from his
heavy steps in the quickly forming puddles.
Finally arriving at his building, Harvey keyed the
lock and flew up the stairs, risking quick glances
behind him every few steps. Reaching his room,
Harvey locked the door behind him. Harvey dried his
hair, stripped down to his boxers, and slid into
bed—
and safety under the comforters.
Escape. Lost in his dreams, yet haunted by night¬
mares and chased
by the impending doom. Death of
his college career and the subsequent death of his life
struck the fear of God into his heart.

f\cAAe*h*ot

Administration: In flux

Changing the Guard
The

scholarly
mission
of Emory
involves
research
and

creativity,
teaching,
and
service.

and Curriculum Reform
The Administration and the

Emory community lost

from the

College Mission
Statement

about revisions to or possibly

president is selected has been
interim President Billy E. Frye,

appropriate president that
embodies the spirit and ideas
of Emory. Moreover, the de¬
parture of former President
James T. Laney occurred at a
critical juncture in the life of
the college.
One important issue that

a new

Vice President for Aca¬

has been on the minds of many

task force may suggest only a

demic Affairs and Provost of

administrators is of curricu¬

few minor

the University.

lum reform. The Task Force

President James T. Laney was

confirmed

by the Senate

as
the new ambassador to South
Korea. The person chosen to
fill this vacancy until a new

The search for
president will be long

on

Curriculum

Reform,

and tedious for the commit¬

headed

tee in

mond in the German Studies

of the Administration and B. Jones Center.

{\c*M**J*4

-

the date when former

was

a new

S

munity

administrators, and students

concerns

and staff - in order to chose an

charge of this huge task.
They have and will continue

An aerial view

faculty,

and

Emory com¬
students, faculty,

leaderinOctoberof 1993. This

our
-

a

from

to meet with the

by Garland Rich¬

department, has been work¬
ing hard to obtain input, ideas,

Dr. Garland Richmond, Associate Professor of German, is

the person heading the Task Force on Curriculum
Much luck to him and the committee.

Reform.

structure for the cur¬

riculum.

They have reached

out to and met

with students

in the dormitories in order to

understand the students7
ideas and
own

concerns on

their

curriculum.

The final

report from the

changes to the
or they may
suggest a totally new and dif¬
ferent approach that may
change the academic life for
the students here at Emory.
curriculum,

k
An Emory student expressing her thanks to
former President
James T. Laney before his departure to South Korea,

Left, Top to Bottom: Dean Vera Rorie of the Office of

Interim President

Multicultural Programs and Services; Dean Frances Lucas-

at the

Tauchar, Vice-President and Dean of
Dean

of the College, David Bright.

Campus Life; and

Billy Frye honoring two Emory alumni
Emory Medal Ceremony. The two being honored are
Amy Ray and Emily
Sailers—better known as the Indigo
Girls.

n&difhict.

Two students sitting outside on a nice day and discussing
topics and issues not related to business or to classes.

Right, Top to Bottom: Business school students relaxing
during theirbreakbetween classes; a few students discussing
their

assignments and notes after class; others meeting
outside of the Rich Memorial building
before attending classes.
with their friends
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Business School: Networking
The mission of

Emory Busi¬
School is
to be an
international
leader in
ness

Really Means Business
The Emory Business School

Once

accepted into the

While

attending the busi¬

established in 1919, and
since then it has grown in

Business School, the ties to

ness

Emory

reputation throughout the

severed.

Southeast. The B- School has

ness

only learns from distin¬
guished facultymembers, but
also from persons who are

many students applying from

Rich Memorial

Emory college and other uni¬
versities after completing two
years as an undergraduate.

which is behind Woodruff

Library and nextto theChurch

for the Business School stu¬

School building, and therefore

dent is

experience in

Admission to the business

the business school student

Business School's Dean's

innovative
educational

school is as selective as it is to

still has

to the many
of the university. In

Speaker Series. This speaker

Emory college. If one is ac¬
cepted to the business school,

resources

addition, a person in the BBA

learn from influential men and

the student must also

Program has the opportunity
to earn a second degree of¬
fered at Emory College. Simi¬
larly, one has the opportunity
to study abroad in the Fall of
the senior year, either through
Emory or other schools.

women

professional
business
education

by

integrating
scholarship
and business

i

Academic Environment

programs.
-

from the

Emory BusinessSchool
Mission Statement

was

com¬

plete the Emory College uni¬
form requirements curricu¬
lum by the end of the second
semester in the Bachelor of

Business Administration

(BBA) Program.

The front

are not

completely

For one, the busi¬
school in located in the

Building,

access

of the Rich Memorial building. Through this door,
students will begin their

many of Emory Business School's
education of the business world.

school, the student not

influencial in the business
world.

One such opportunity

through the Emory

series allows the student to

shaping the business

world. The opportunities and

skills that the Emory Business

School can offer to the under¬

graduate is immeasurable and
invaluable.

A picture of Emory Business School's 1993 commencement,
This is the one day that all Emory Business School students do
not plan to miss.

ftCfj4M**Ot
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Nursing School: Leading the way

Classrooms, Labs &
Clinical Experiences
The Nell

Hodgson Woo¬
Nursing has
been a leader in nursing edu¬
cation for nearly one hundred
years. The nursing school is
druff School of

The world is
divided into
two classes invalids and
nurses.
-

James McNeill
Whistler

A student

of seven divisions consti¬

3
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ate

one can earn an

Bachelor

tuting the Robert W. Woo¬

of Science in Nursing (BSN) if

druff Health Sciences Center.

one

Like the

ments of the

Emory Business
School, many of the students
in the college apply to the
School of Nursing during their
second year of study. The
Nursing School building is
also on campus and is located
next to "the Complex," a first
year dormitory. Once ac¬
cepted to the nursing pro¬
gram, students attend clinical

listening attentively to the new Dean of the Nursing

School Dr. Diane Alfonso.

94

one

nursing and support classes.
These courses vary from lec¬
tures and lab practice to inde¬
pendent study and clinical
practice. As an undergradu¬

has fulfilled the

require¬
Nursing School.

Student life outside the

the

Emory Students Nurses

Association (ESNA).

The

Nursing School pro¬
important clinical
experience to the BSN through
other facilities or agencies in
conjunction with their train¬
ing in the facilities of the Rob¬
vides very

ert W.
ences

Woodruff Health Sci¬

Center. These agencies

classroom is similar to that of

include Northside

students in the

the

Hospital,
Georgia Department of

college.
Nursing School students are
involved with clubs, organi¬

Human Resources,

and Scot¬

tish Rite Children's

Hospital.

zations, and honor societies

With these resources, the BSN

within the

is well prepared withthe skills

These include the

and training to enter the world

Nursing School.
Alpha Epsilon chapter of the Sigma
Theta Tau honor society and

Dr. Diane Alfonso speaking at the convocation of the Nursing
School before the start of the Fall semester.

of medicine.

Johnson, Peggy Lyle, and Rick Hess reviewing their
reading before their History class.
Lee

Right, Top to Bottom: Montaign Gamino studying his
religion on the ledge of the Physics building of a bright,

day; Professor Rudolph Byrd, Director of the African
strikes a contemplative pose;
Professor Margot Finn is about ready to begin her history
class in Woodruff library.
warm

American Studies program,

f\c*M*y*C4,
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Humanities: Broad base of study

Explore, Re-examine,
Assess..

Nothing in

education
•ii

is so

astonishing
as

the

amount of

ignorance it
accumulates
in the form of
inert facts.
Henry Adams,
of
Henry Adams
-

The Eucation

The Humanities is a
gen¬
eral term used to describe a

broad field of interest in the
Liberal Arts. The many de¬

partments and majors that are
offered in the Humanities
cover a wide
spectrum which
include the Classics, Liberal

Studies, Woman's Studies,
African American Studies,

Philosophy and many lan¬
including English,

guages,

French, and Japanese. Many
of the

majors in the Humani¬
ties-History, Political Science,
and International Studies
of the most popular

-

are some

majors among the students.

Think

When one decides to study
within the

Humanities, the

he/she is on the way towards

fulfilling academic life.
One will hopefully learn
opportunity
to explore new ideas about
how to write, read, and think
different cultures, peoples,
critically with or without a
and thoughts; to re-examine
major in the Humanities; in
their own history, culture, and other words, to take advan¬
ideas; to encounter new and tage of their liberal arts edu¬
intriguing ideas about reli¬ cation. With these simple but
gion, humanity, morality, crucial tools of learning, one
philosophy, or nature. Many will be able to pursue any
Emory students are told what profession or career after
to think or believe; however,
graduation with a major in
he / she is then giventhe choice the Humanities. The
ques¬
to accept or
reject the ideas tions of '"What can I do with a
andbeliefsoftheirprofessors. Women's Studies, English, or
Once the student has begun
History major?" need not be
this process, not taking ev¬ asked
by one's friends, ac¬
erything at face value, then quaintances or parents.
a more

student has the

HUMANITIES

The Humanities building which houses
many of the Romance
languages, English, and Classics departments, to mane a few.

June Gonzales taking a nap during her break in her
"Ethnicity
and Film" class.

ntw&thACt

Fine Arts: In the spotlight

r

Arts

Programs
Emerge from Shadows
An

of study that

pursue a discipline within the

Fine Arts are as prepared and

area

as the Humanities

at Emory is

All art
is but

the Fine Arts. Due to the fact

imitation
of
nature.

ties, the Fine Arts at Emory

that

Emory is better known

for its Sciences and Humani¬

has been struggling to emerge
from the shadows of the other
academic fields.
Even

-Seneca,

Epistle to Lucilius

though this area of
study is small compared to
other fields at Emory, there
are
many disciplines within
the Fine Arts. One
to

can

chose

study Music, Art History,

Theater Studies; there is a
minor in Dance; and many
classes are offered in the Stu¬
dio Arts. The students who

A Music student applies

keyboards.

98
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performance groups in the
Mary Gray Monroe theater.
trained as their counterparts All these organizations offer
the Emory student an oppor¬
in other degree programs.
Outside the classroom, tunity to see the talents and
there are many other avenues resources of their fellow
for students to gain training Emory students.
Due to the growth and
and experience in the Fine
Arts. Organizations like Ad popularity of the Fine Arts,
Hoc and Theater Emory pro¬ there is a new building being
duce many plays for the constructed specifically for
Emory and Atlanta commu¬ Studio Art classes. There are
nities. One can hear the Emory plans to construct a new Fine
Wind Ensemble, composed of Arts building near the
students studying music, Fishburne Parking deck. With
playing a piece by Pachabel all these developments and
or Mozart in the DUC at
night. possibilities, the Fine Arts will
Dance Alliance of Emory finally receive the respect that
(DAE) works with many other is long overdue by the Emory
dance companies and stage community.

does

not receive as much attention

his knowledge of Music theory on the

An Emory student practices at the bane during her ballet class
m the Woodruff PEC.

nc^AtM^koi,
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The Sciences: Natural & Social

Labs, Experiments,
Surveys & Statistics
Science
is vastly
more

stimulating
to the

imagination
than are
the classics.
-

J. B. S. Haldarte,
Daedalus

ences are

one can

graduate with either a

many statistics have become
"facts." Quetelefs application

within the

Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) or a

of statistics to the Social Sciences

The Natural and Social Sci¬

than

popular fields of study
college. In fact, more
half of the first-year stu¬

Within the Natural sciences,

is

To graduate with a B.S. requires

La Place and his famous obser¬

Chemistry. One is able to un¬
derstand the popularity of the
Sciences just by looking at the

the student to take more classes;

vation of the "dead letters" in

the

the Paris

were

number of students who

are

gearing themselves toward the
medical profession. The "PreMeds" have a solid grounding
in the Natural Sciences by the
time the MCAT's come around.

in the Natural

knowledge that
be valuable for

a

Sciences, the

will

fact that the Social Sciences deal

one gains
lifetime.

The Social Sciences

are as

Chemistry,

fessors are in the Social Sciences

do further study
research in their
respective fields.

ficfiJttt^ot

'ore

fluid and

never

exact, one can

apply these "facts" only to
groups and never to individuals.
The student who has

the Natural

an

in¬

Social

like Drs. Duke and Edward in

terest in

Psychology. The "facts" in

a

Sciences will have to deal with

exact

many hours of experiements
both inside and outside the

Social Science
nor

constant.

are never

However, due to

the work of Quetelet and la Place,

Many first year students doing some last minutes
a Chemistry test in White Hall.

duced the idea of

with statistics, which are always

popular as the "hard" Sciences.
Many of Emory's popular pro¬

many plan to
and in-depth

a

postal system intro¬
regularity
when applying data to collective
bodies and groups. Due to the

requirements vary within
department and major.
Whatever one decides to major
each

However, not all Biology,
or Physics majors
look to medical school, and

10(1

basis of the Social Sciences.

Bachelor of Science (B.S.) degree.

enrolled in General

dents

Professor Giles of the Political Science departmen t giving one
ofhis lectures in the newly remodeled Social Sciences building.

classroom.

or

I
A first year Chemistry student adjusts

the flame on herBunsen

burner.

Left, Top to Bottom: The Sanford S. Atwood Chemistry
aspiring chemistry students; Do you
remember this teaching assistant?; The "Dental School"
building where the Biology and Physics students go and
perform their labs.
center is "home" to

"WJfclCw

A student studies her Psychology on a sunny afternoon
between Bowden Hall and the Physics building,

f
ncfJjuyXo),
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Jenny Jo and Joanne Chen study their Chemistry and Psychol¬
ogy in the DUC.

A view

of a Chemistry lab where the Chemistry

"loved" to

go

to.

student

Right,ToptoBottom:Stephanie,Kelly,Elizabeth,Chris,

and Eric are deciding what to do on their trip to Amsterdam,
Netherlands; Lisa Kruse poses with a few of the inhabitants
in Segovia, Spain; Jean Dangler, Professor Soloman, and
Montaign Gamino explore the remains of a castle in
Portugal.
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Study Abroad: International views

I

pity

the man
who can
travel from
Dan to

Beersheba,
and cry,
"Tis all
barren!"
-

Sterne,

A Sentimental Journey

The Whole Wide
World at Your Doorstep
The

Study Abroad pro¬ is with Kobe University in Ja¬
gram at Emory is growing pan for undergraduate stu¬
and expanding each year. dents.
Currently, many
Most of the foreign language Emory students do spend a
departments offer a Summer semester or year abroad, but
Study Abroad, of which many in order to do so, they must
Emory and non-Emory stu¬ apply through another uni¬
dents take advantage. More¬ versity and college. Other de¬
over, Emory does maintain
partments, like Psychology
formal exchange agreements and Art History offer a sum¬
with universities all over the mer study abroad in England
world: Yonsei (Korea); Uni¬ and continental Europe re¬
versity of Trieste (Italy); and spectively.
St. Petersburg State Univer¬
One avenue in which
sity (Russia) to name a few. Emory students can study
There are plans to establish abroad are through scholar¬
more relationships with other
ships like the Robert (Bobby)
universities and further ex¬ T. Jones Jr. scholarship. Stu¬
pand the study abroad pro¬ dents who are either in their
gram. One such relationship second or forth year in the

Regina Robinson poses in front of thousands of bones in the
Catacombes of Pans.

eligible to apply
scholarship. Those
who are accepted will spend
a year at St. Andrews Univer¬
sity in Scotland. This coveted
scholarship also enables four
St. Andrews students to spend
a
year here at Emory.
Once abroad, these Emory
college

are

for this

students will have

an

oppor¬

tunity to explore and experi¬
ence

other countries and cul¬

tures outside of their country

of stay.

Whichever country
Emory students decide to go
abroad, they will experience a
different culture and land that
will leave a lasting and unfor¬

gettable impression

on

their

minds.

Students on the Summer study abroad program in France are
standing over a pond at Monet's home where he painted his
Water Lilies.
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♦

♦

thletics
The

like poetry.

are

inspiration and

mo¬
tivation builds like a
thunder in you chest.

Your

palms are damp;
body sweats; you

your

muscles—tense.

Your

mind is clear; you've tapped into a reservoir of energy
that seems endless; you're in the

"Zone".

You can't be

beat. You don't know defeat. This is life in its fullest

glory. The emotion sweeps you up and carries you.
Adrenaline and endorphins mix and lift you to a state
of euphoric power. Your body is a temple, and your
mind, a god. The momentum swells and overwhelms
u

...

...

Thrusting..

Striving..

...

...

Slashing ... Striking
Gearing ... Moving
Spiking.

Hit ing.

...
...

Rushing

Covering ... Roofing ... Smacking ... Skiing
Strutting ... Flaunting ... Leading ... Playing
Fronting ... Attracting ...Training ... Rappelling
Threatening ... Skating ... Kicking ... Floating

...

...

...

...

..

...

...

...

...

..

...

...

..

...

..

..

..

..

Crushing.

...

...

...

..

...

..

..

...

...

...

...

Running ... Breaking
Slamming ... Chopping
...

Stroking
Honoring
Stepping
Grooving ...
Listening ...Calling ... Bobsledding
Yelling ...
Screaming
Rafting ... Cheering
Spectating
Thinking
Planning ...Viewing
Stretching
Setting
Walking . . Winning Beating . . Shoot¬
ing ... Jogging . . Shoving . . Digging . . Spelunking
Returning ... Hiking
Blazing ... Throwing
Pinning
Taking Celebrating Intercepting
Flexing . . Posing . . Carrying
Guarding . . Slap¬
ping . .
Sing .
Warni g.
Spinning
Twirling ... Leaping ... Diving
Breathing
Sprinting Vaulting Putting
Hurling
Roll¬
ing ... Defeating ... Serving
Killing ... Curling...
Benching
Rowing ... Aerobicizing . . Blocking . .
Pressing
Boxing
Jumping ... Climbing ...
Swimming Lifting Pulling ... Pushing . . Danc¬
ing . . Lobbing . . Jamming Smashing Sporting
Living . . Coaching . . Dominating
...

..

...

..

..

...

...
...

.Simply put, it's Poetry in Motion.
Eagle Athletics.
..

...
...
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Men's Soccer
In 1993, the men's soccer
team looked toward

a

promising season. Highly
motivated senior leader¬

sion I transfer Phil Dembure

suffered

a season

ending

knee

injury. After a brief
shakeup, the young team

ship ignited the strong and

went

talented underclassmen.
The team started with two

winstreak.

wins in the

ries kept comingand Coach

Memorial
and

a

Sonny Carter

season

number

opener

twenty

na¬

tional

on

six

a

game

Unfortunately, the inju¬
Rubesch was
set a

never

able to

starting eleven. The
respectable

ranking. However,
the impressive start was
tempered by a string of in¬

team finished a

juries.

Tommy Pucciano were All-

With

co-captain David

Johnson

and

fellow

defenseman Kevin Gift out
for at least two weeks due
to preseason injuries,

the ball to a teammate.

Brian Smith, Brian

Webber, Rick Monk and
UAA selections with Monk

also voted to the All-South
team.
-

Rick Monk

Divi¬

This player attempts to slide tackle his opponen t

and get

9-8-2.

Billy Eddy studies his opponent's handling of
the ball in an attempt to steal it away from him.

y

^
These two Emory soccer players outnumber the
A herd ofplayersfrom both teams dartdownfield,

hustling for control of the ball

opposing player and attempt to maintain
trol of the ball.

con¬

Men's Soccer
Schedule
Date

9/4
9/5
9/12
9/17
9/19
9/22
9/26
9/28
10/1
10/3
10/6
10/11
10/13
10/16
10/20
10/22
10/24
10/27
10/29

Opponent
Clayton State
Brandeis

Guilford
New York
Rochester

Berry
Birmingham Southern
Brewton-Parker
Case Western Reserve

Carnegie Mellon
U. of the South
Greensboro

Oglethorpe
Mercer

Roanoke

Washington (Mo.)
Chicago
Georgia State
Maryville (Term.)

This player uses some fancy footwork to tap tht
ball away from a defender.

MEN'S SOCCER • Front Row (L to R): Billy Eddy, James Doran, Phil Dembure, Ryan Short, Michael Smith, Dave Gast, Neil
Adler, David Heit
Middle Row (L to R): Tommy Pucciano, David Johnson, Rick Monk, John Riofrio, Kevin Gift, Jamie Sherman, Matt Metro, Eric
Noe Assistant Coach George Olmstead, Assistant Trainer Joe Goodson.
Back Row (L to R): Head Coach Mike Rubesch, Carmin Kalorin, Brian Smith, Michael Black, Mauricio Zapata, Brian Webber,
Chris Krebs, Matt Rappe, Scott Siegmund, Pulin Shah, Wade Chilcoat.

y
„

Women's
Soccer
Schedule

Date

9/5
9/8
9/11
9/12
9/18
9/19
9/22
9/29
10/1
10/3
10/9
10/10
10/15

10/17
10/20
10/22
10/24
10/30
10/31
11/6

Opponent
Brandeis

Oglethorpe
Mary Washington
Washington & Lee
Ithaca
Rochester

Agnes Scott
U. of the South
Case Western Reserve

Carnegie Mellon
Greensboro
Methodist

Trinity (Texas)
Macalester
Roanoke

Washington (Mo.)
Chicago
N.C. Wesleyan
Trenton State
Trenton State (NCAA)

Melissa
the

Eagan and Elizabeth Adams celebrate
scoring of yet another Eagles' goal.

WOMEN'S SOCCER

•

Front Row (L to R): Laura Kodner,

Carter, Lisa Henry.
Middle Row (L to R): Lori

Amy Smith, Juliette Alum, Julie Longobardi, Elizabeth Adams, Amy

Shoffner, Melissa Eagan, Ninetta Violante, Lisa London, Diana Spock, Beth Schaefer, Catherine

Robinson.
Back Row (L to R): Beth Brock, Malia Arrington, Ashley Lentz, Skye
Marni Chaskin.

Hardin, Coach Michael Sabatelle, Tara Melnick, Nia Sipp,

N

Women's Soccer
August 1993

starters

graduating from

the tournament team, opti¬

Mission

accomplished.
After narrowly missing the
NCAA Divisionlll national
tournament the

past four

while

mism will be high for 1994.

Among the standouts
coming back will be sopho¬
more Diana
Spock, voted
to the

compiling a
49-18-10 record (.701 win¬

team

ning percentage), Emory
University made its first

Coaches Association.
She also made the all-Uni¬

seasons

appearance in the
NCAA tournament thanks
ever

to the

strength of its sched¬

All-American third

by the National Soc¬

cer

versityAthleticAssociation
first team along with fresh¬
man

Skye Hardin. On the

ule. A schedule that fea¬

all-UAA second team were

tured

senior Lisa

eight teams in the

ISAA pre-season

national
top-20 poll and six teams
that

eventually se¬
compete in this
year's NCAA tournament.
were

lected to

Once in the NCAA tour¬

Henry and
Amy Carter.
"We've proven that we
can
play with one of the
freshman

best teams in the nation,"
Coach Sabatelle said. "This

big step for¬
program and
looking forward to

season was a

nament, the Eagles went to
overtime before losing to

we're

the

continued

eventual

national

champion. With only two

Ashley Lentz manages to keep the ball away
from a defender, getting a little physical in the
process.

ward for

our

success

in the

coming season."

Diana Spock executes a
still manages to

perfect slide tackle, and
keep the ball in control.

Men's Cross Country
When the Emory Men's Cross

Country Team returned to
school in August, its members
were

faced with several chal¬

lenges. Many had trouble ad¬
justing to the effective but rig¬
orous
high-mileage training
program of new coach Scott
Winnier. The abilities of veter¬
ans

Justin Crosslin, Eric Foster,

and

Benjamin Dyer were ham¬
pered by injuries. Perhaps most
daunting of all was the precedent
the team had set for itself by
placing second in the region in
'92, thus earning a trip to the
Division III National Champi¬
onships in Saratoga Springs,
New York.

Neverless, the feam resolved
to work hard to

see

what would

happen. The first few workouts
were
a bit
shaky, but as
everyone's fitness improved, so
did the intensity of practices,

eventually culminating in
scorching sub-five-minute mile
interval through the wooded
trails of Lullwater Park.

The
its ups

competitive season had
and downs, the most

notable down

being a disap¬
pointed seventh-place finish at
the UAA Championships in
Piedmont Park. The team per¬
formed admirably in large

invitationals, including a fourth-

place finish at the Georgia State
Championships and a seventhplace showing at ther twentyteam Babson Invitational. Taken

in

perspective, the fourth-place
Regionals against a
greatly improved field was
perhaps the team's best race, as
many runners surpassed or
nearly matched their personal

finish at

records at that event.
—Mark N. Lenker, III

Justin Crosslin and
DanielMolden breakaway
from the rest of the pack in the 1993 UAA Cross
Country Championships.

Men's
Cross Country
Schedule
Date

Schedule

9/10

University of the
South Invitational

9/18

Georgia State

10/2

Georgia State
Championships
Babson Invitational
Viking Invitational

Invitational

10/9
10/9
10/16
10/23
11/10

Oglethorpe Invitational
UAA Championships
NCAA South/
Southeast

Regional

A member

of the Emory men's cross country
for the other runners in an

team sets the pace

important meet.

Women's Cross

Country

The journey was long and the

six runners in the first ten finish¬

mentality was tough, yet the
1993 Emory Women's Cross
Country team was a symbol of
true grit and determination. In
every practice and in every race,
this nationally ranked cross
country team exhibited pure
charisma and everlasting en¬

ing slots, thus claiming ad¬
vancement to the National

Championships.
At the

season

opener meet in

Sewannee, Tennessee, the

Emory team dominated the race
hands down.

From there,

They accepted

though, it was a tougher start
with injuries and the many other
inevitable perils of cross country
running. But they stuck it out

defeat, only becoming stronger,
and they represented true

insure their spot on the Division

durance, from the number
runner

one

to the thirteenth. There

were no excuses.

sportsmanship upon success,
maintaining composure and
modesty.
Just missing first place hon¬

and did what

was

necessary

to

III Nationals roster for the third
consecutive year.

Coach John

Curtin and Assistant Coach Lori

in the UAA conference

Stich had no doubts in their
minds of the potential of this

Championships, where a clus¬
ter of top Division III scholar
athletes came together in their

awe-inspiring team. This sea¬
son left the team at a
large ad¬
vantage over others due to the

Piedmont Park, and in the

fact that all the runners will all
be back next season building on

ors

own

Boston Invitational held up

north, the Emory Women's
Cross Country team was clearly

the dominating champion of the
Southeast Region, placing its top

experience and eager to enhance
their position in the National
ranking.
—Amber Rinderknecht

These two

Emory runners pace themselves for
long and treacherous journey which lies
before them.
the

Women's
Cross Country
Schedule
Date

9/10

Opponent
University of the

South Invitational

9/18

Duke-Yale-Emory

Tri-Meet

10/2
10/9
10/9
10/16
10/23
11/10

John Curtin takes a leisurely run with
the rest of the women's cross country team in
Coach

"

jgfit* practice.

11

/20

Georgia State
Championships

Babson Invitational

Viking Invitational
Oglethorpe Invitational
UAA Championships
NCAA Southeast

Regional
NCAA Divisions III

Championships

Women's Volleyball
The

Emory Volleyball

all of its members have

experienced a season
accomplish¬
ment this year. The women
who played reached new

strong talents which con¬

team

of growth and

levels of individual and
team

ability, many finding
confidence and strength on
the court. The addition of
three talented freshman
and a year of experience
behind the returning play¬
ers, most

of whom

were

tribute to their success,
rather than only one or two

players who carry the team.
Reflections

on

this past

point out the areas
this team has al¬
ready had as well as those

season

of growth

which need to continue.

Theirgoalsoftheupcoming
season are
an

set to strive to be

better, stronger

even

freshman last year, really
aided the team and fur¬
thered the diversity of skills

team each

shown

greater success in the up¬

on

the team.

The

Emory team has always
taken pride in the fact that

These members of the women's volleyball

team
get psyched for their game, looking ever so
stylish in their awesome paper headgear.

fyc/ifo

season

and the

Emory women are deter¬
mined to strive toward
coming year.
-

Kim Cotter,

Nimalie DiSilva

Alison Guest, and Laura Helton

practice their setting and blocking in prepara¬
tion for their game in just a few moments.

V

Laura Helton

Laura Helton

digs down to

pass

spikes the hall over the net as
Cindy Harker watches on in anticipation of a
point.

the ball to

teammate Lisa Flisk.

Women's Volleyball
Schedule
Date

Opponent

9/3

Georgetown/Wisconsin-LaCrosse
Washington (Mo.)/Juniata

c'/4

9/10
9/11
9/15
9/18
9/25
9/26

Centre/Averett/Ferrum/Galluadet
Henry/Centre/Averett

Emory &

Oglethorpe
Armstrong State
Rochester/Carnegie Mellon

Case Western Reserve/

Washington (Mo.)/Brandeis
Chicago/New York

Agnes Scott/U. of the South/
Oglethorpe
Principia/Wash. & Lee/Methodist
Maryville (Mo.)
Simpson
Washington

(Mo.)/St. Norbert

Lee (Tenn.)

Georgia State
Augusta

Christian Brothers/TN
Temple
Savannah Coll. of Art & Design

Oglethorpe
York/Washington (Mo.)/

New

Carnegie Mellon

Case Western Reserve
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Stephanie Turner focuses on the ball
preparing to serve.

as

she

concentrates,

imHP
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VOLLEYBALL • Front Row (L to R): Head Coach Suzanne Garland, Leslie MacLean, Kim Cotter, Chris deGuzman, Nimalie
deSilva, Cindy Harker, AH Guest, Manager Patrick Ng.
Back Row (L to R): Student Assistant Ben Early, Lisa Flick, Laura Helton, Stephanie Turner, Erin Dunn, Heather Huskins, Liana
Roman, Assistant Coach Dave Beal.
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V
Men's Basketball
Schedule
Date

11/19
11/21
11/23
11/27
11/29
12/3
12/5
12/7

1/6
1/9
1/11
1/14
1/15
1/21
1/23
1/28
1/30
2/4
2/6
2/8
2/11
2/13
2/18
2/20
2/23

Opponent
Loyola (LA)
West Florida

Washington & Lee
Oglethorpe
The Citadel

Carnegie Mellon
Case Reserve
Atlanta Christian
Parks (ID
Rochester

Oglethorpe
Johns Hopkins
Swarthmore
New York
Brandeis

Washington
Chicago
Brandeis
New York
U. of South

Chicago
Washington
Rochester

Carnegie Mellon
U. of South

Swoop the Eagle focuses in tently on the game in
hopes of seeing an Emory victory.

MEN'S BASKETBALL • Front Row (L to R): Jim Hilleary, Andrew Grossinger, Ken Benson, Jordan LufrJg, Eric Heisner.
Middle Row (L to R): Coach Pete Manuel, Coach Mike Philips, Capt. Rich Aronwald, Capt. Todd Brown, Coach Mike Emery,

Manager Sarah.
Back Row (L to R): Bret

114
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Gray, Andrew Simon, Tom Bolster, Aaron Rowe, Brian Rosenzwetg, Jon Sack, Wade Haaland.

Men's Basketball
After

losing three all-

in assists. Aronwald scored

conference players from the

career-high 14 points in
game, and his two
clutch free throws against
Brandeis carried the Eagles

previous season, the men's
basketball team endured a

rough 1993-94 campaign.
There were, however, sev¬
eral individual perfor¬
mances

to be

a

one

to their first conference win

of the

applauded.

Todd Brown led the

season.

The most

player

was

improved
sophomore

Eagles on the court and in

Tom Bolster who became a

the classroom. The senior

team catalystin the season's

co-captain averaged 12
points per game and was
among the conference

second half. In the first 29

games of his college career,
Bolster had no games with

leaders in steals. In addi¬

10

tion, Brown was selected to

then reeled off

the GTE basketball Aca¬

ure

demics All-District team
3.74 cumulative

the next 13 games.
The season featured

grade point average.
Senior co-captain Rich

Emory's first ever basket¬
ball game against an NCAA

Aronwald had his best col¬

Division I opponent, as the

lege season. He started ev¬
ery game and led the team

Eagles played at The Cita¬

with

a

Captain Rich Aronwald cuts to the hoop and
looks to score another basket for the Eagles.

or more

points. But he

double-fig¬
scoring efforts in six of

del in November.

Emory defender Jordan Luftig attempts to in¬
tercept a pass from an opposing NYU player.

£^
S^o/uU
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Women's Basketball
The women's basketball
team

posted its finest sea¬
The Eagles set a

son ever.

team record for

wins, in¬

cluding victories in the
season's first eight games.
Throughout the season, the
Eagles were ranked in the
NCAA Division III South

regional poll. Head coach
Myra Sims was named
"Coach of the Year" by the
Georgia
Women's
Intersport Network.
Senior Lynn Nester, the
team's co-captain, led
Emory with averages of 18
points and nine rebounds
per game. She was named
MVP of the Emory Tipoff
Tournament, and

was

Holly Guy struggles to get the pass
escaping a Brandeis defender.

off while

116
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twice selected

as

the Uni¬

versity Athletic Association
"Athlete of the Week."

Junior Mandy Jackson,
who averaged

15 points per
game, moved into first
place on Emory's all-time
scoring list and became the
first Eagle to score 1,000career
points. By the end of
the season, Jackson held 35
conference

or

school

records.

Freshman

Amy Carter

led the squad in assists and

steals, while senior

co-

captain Allison Clark

was

Emory's leader in field

goal
percentage and free throw
percentage.

Katie Schutz goes up hard to the hoop to score
two points for Emory.

Women's Basketball
Schedule
Opponent

Agnes Scott
Oglethorpe
Washington & Lee
Millsaps
U. of South

Carnegie Mellon
Case Western Reserve
Ferrum
Rochester

Oglethorpe
Johns Hopkins
Swarthmore
New York
Brandeis
Atlanta Christian

Washington
Chicago
Brandeis
New York

Chicago
Washington
U. of the South
Rochester

Carnegie Mellon
Millsaps

This playerfinds an open teammate to
she becomes surrounded

pass to as

by blue jerseys.

SjpOAfo
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Men's & Women's
Track & Field

Schedule
Date

Opponent

Indoor

1/21-22
1/29
2/6
2/11
2/12
2/13
2/18
2/19
2/27
3/4-5

Opponent

Outdoor
U.S. Air Invitational
Mason Dixon Games

Magic City Open
Tiger Indoor Classic
Southern Championships
Gator Classic
U. of Tennessee
VA Tech

Open
Quadrangular

Tar Heel Classic

3/18-19
3/26
4/2
4/8-9
4/9
4/16
4/23-24

NCAA Indoor

Florida State

Relays

EMORY PENTANGULAR
EMORY CLASSIC
Duke Invitational
U. of the South
EMORY

Relays

QUADRANGLAR

UAA OUTDOOR

CHAMPIONSHIPS
U. of Georgia Invitational

4/30

Drake

UAA Indoor

Championships
3/11-12

Date

5/18
5/25-28

Relays

Clemson Last Chance
NCAA Outdoor

Championships

Championships

This

long jumper executes perfect form as he
in his event.

takes flight

This hurdler easily clears the obstacle in
preparation for an upcoming meet.
118
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Men's Swimming
The men's

swimming and
diving team used a blend of
youth and experience to have
one

of its finest

The

squad won the UAA In¬

seasons ever.

vitational and finished second
at the UAA
Championships.

Senior Chip Villarreal was
dominant in the distance

freestyle events throughout
the season, qualifying for na¬
tionals in the 1,650-yard
freestyle. He placed second
in the UAA in the
500-yard
freestyle and third in the
1,650-yard freestyle. He fin¬
ished his Emory career as the
school record-holder in the

500-yard freestyle, 1,650-yard
freestyle, and 1,000-yard
freestyle.
Senior Mike MacArthur
of the team's most

was one

versatile swimmers, holding
down the 200-yard and 400-

yard individual medley
events for the second
straight
MacArthur also spe¬
cialized in the 200-yard but¬

season.

terfly, placing second in the
event at the UAA
champion¬
ships and qualifying or na¬
tionals.

After taking a year
nior breaststroker

off, se¬
Andy

Fuhrer returned to the team
to score valuable points at the

conference championships.
Senior David Wendkos

brought stability to the
freestyle events, scoring
points in the 50-yard and 100yard sprints.
Newcomer

Jacki Lin

was

the team's top freshman.

Lin
100-yard but¬
terfly and the 100-yard back¬
stroke at the UAA Champi¬
onships.

won

both the

This swimmer

comes up for air as he glides
through the water in a recent swim meet.

Men's Swimming

Schedule
Date

11/6
11/12-13
11/20
12/3-4

Opponent
College of Charleston

Quadrangular Meet
(Fourth/Four schools)
Millikin
UAA Fall Invitational
(First/Five schools)
Kalamazoo
Carleton

12/10
12/10
1/8
1/12
1/12
1/22
1 /22
1/28
2/17-19

Tampa
Georgia Tech
Johns Hopkins

3/17-19

(Second/Eight schools)
NCAA Division III
National Championships

120

California-San Diego

Washington & Lee
U. of the South
UAA Championships

yU>sifo

MEN'S SWIMMING • Front Row (L to R): Ramzy Azar, Jacki Lin, Josh Beckwith, Charlie Atwater, Jeff Tustin, Head Coach
Pete Smith.
Back Row (L to R): Assistant Coach Andrew Pulsifer, David Wendkos, Chip Villarreal, Jason Bremner, Andy Fuhrer, Mike

MacArthur, Jaime Pou.

UOHjj

iV$ Swimming
The women's

placing second at the UAA
Championships.

championship in the event.
Junior Courtney Carter
also qualified for the national
meet. The UAA champion in
the 400-yard individual med¬
ley and the 200-yard butter¬
fly, Carter advanced to na¬

Senior Kendal Hansen be¬

tionals in both the 200- and

swimming
diving team continued
be one of Emory's most

and
to

competitive teams, winning
the UAA Invitational and

came

the second

ever

four-

time UAA

champion in one
event, winning the 100-yard
breaststroke at the conference

championship for the fourth
straight year. Hansen estab¬
lished herself

as one

of the

400-yard individual medleys.
Sophomore
Shari
Wechsler established herself

Emory's best sprinter,
making the national cut in the
50-yard medleys.
Senior Pam Riker enjoyed
as

best breaststrokers in the his¬

her finest

tory of the NCAA Division II,

ing points at the UAA Cham¬
pionships in both the 100- and
200-yard butterfly events.

as

she aimed to nationals in

search of her fourth national

This swimmer propels herself through

ter, intent on

season

ever, scor¬

the wa¬

placing first in the race.

Women's

Swimming

Schedule
Date

*
\t'
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WOMEN'S SWIMMING

•

Front Row (L to

Mustaleski, Kendal Hansen.
Back Row (L to R): Sarah Ballard,

R): Laura DeShelter, Courtney Carter, Julie Sullivan, Laurie Speed, Jennifer
.

Andrea Frueh, Dawn Fowler, Sarah Whitcopf, Pam Riker, Anne Austin, Danielle Fettes.

Opponent

11/6
College of Charleston
11/12-13 Quadrangular Meet
(Third/Three schools)
Millikin
11/20
UAA Fall Invitational
12/3-4
(First /Five schools)
Kalamazoo
12/10
Carleton
12/10
California-San Diego
1/8
1/12
Tampa
1/22
Johns Hopkins
1/22
Washington & Lee
U. of the South
1/28
2/17-19 UAA Championships
3/10-12

(Second/Eight schools)

NCAA Division III
Nat'l Championships

V
This

player struggles to reach the ball, but
perfectly.

manages to return it

Travis Saacke

uses

his

powerful backhand to

beat his opponent.

Men's
Tennis
Schedule
Date

Opponent

2/23
2/28

GEORGIA STATE

3/3
3/6

W. MICHIGAN

3/8
3/9

at U. of Redlands (CA)
at Claremont-Mudd-

3/10
3/15
3/16
3/17
3/19-20

at
at

Oglethorpe (GA)
California-San

Diego

Scripps (CA)
Swarthmore
KENYON (OH)

vs.

WASHINGTON (MD)

WOOSTER(OH)
EMORY SPRING
FESTIVAL

3/24KALAMAZOO (MI)
3/25
CARLETON (MN)
3/26
WASHINGTON & LEE
3/28
at Trinity (TX)
4/1
DePAUW (IN)
4/4
MERCER (GA)
4/6
U. OF THE SOUTH
4/8
at Erskine (SO
4/11
GEORGIA COLLEGE
4/15-16
UAA Championships
5/16-23
NCAA

Championships

Home matches listed in all caps.
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Emory tennis star awaits the serve so he
get the easy return.

J
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MEN'S TENNIS
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Front Row (L to R): Russ Thaler, Scott McDonald, Todd Getz.

Middle Row (L to R): Dean Dykhuizen, Darren Cohen, Brett Johnson, Steve Wilbert, Travis Saacke, James Oliviero.
Back Row (L to R): Head Coach Don Schroer, Sam Smaldone, Jesse Lituak, Erik Wesoloski, Aaron Cohen, Assistant Coach Pat

Guerry.
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Men's Tennis
The 1994 Men's Tennis

Cohen.

Craig Mersky is
year's lone senior and
expecting to be a major

team received a pre-season

this

ranking of #7 in NCAA III
tennis. Ifs a ranking that
will challenge the hearts of
this inexperienced team. In
NCAA III, the team plays
five of the top six ranked

is

teams and eleven of the top

twenty teams.
The

graduation loss of
Jim Burns

and Brett Cohen

provides
opportunity for new faces
to this year's team. Players
expecting to make major
ers are

as newcom¬

sophomore Darren

Cohen and
man

a core

of fresh¬

including

Sam

Smaldone, James Oliviero,
Jesse Litvak, and Aaron

With incredible
serve

form like this, how could the

not be an ace?

The team is saddened by

the loss of Michael Pullman
to this year's team.

Michael
resulting from
a head
injury sustained in
is in

an

All-American

contributions

force in doubles.

a coma

ATV accident

Fall break.

during

Three of

Michael's classmates will
make up the backbone of
this year's team. They in¬
clude Travis Saacke, who
was a

Todd

1993

Getz

Dykhuizen.

All-American,
and

Dean

Travis and

Dean have been named

as

NCAA III Academic AilAmericans for 1994.

A member of Emory's men's tennis tern
practices his play up at the net.

Women's Tennis

<'

The fall semester
of great

season

was

a

progress and

renewal

for

the

Emory

women's tennis team.

Five

veteran

the

players returned to
Eagle lineup and four

freshmen were welcomed to
the team. The base of
experi¬
enced players, combined with

the enthusiam of the

members, made for
that

was

a

new

team

other teams in the field. Three
out of the four semifinalists
were

eventually reaching the final;
the doubles team of Jackson
and Bern reached the final of
the doubles draw; and

Wesoloski reached the final
of the singles consolation
draw.

both successful and

spirited.

Emory players, (Bern,

Cohen, and Levy) with Levy

The women's tennis team
also accepted the challenge of

Since the

majority of the

develop their games. Sig¬
improvements were
made by every member on

participating in the Georgia
College Invitational. Despite
being the only Division III
team participating, the
Emory
players raised the levels of
their games and earned re¬
spect for themselves and

the team.

their school.

women's tennis matches take

place in the spring, the team
used the fall

season as a

time

to

nificant

team

Furthermore, the

The women's tennis team

quickly got to know

each other and became an ex¬

tremely close-knit group.
The Lady Eagles partici¬
pated in two tournaments
during the fall season. The
Rolex invitational took place
at Emory, and the Emory
players achieved an amazing
feat of dominance

Kristen Wesoloski makes a

volley a winner.

over

the

stretch to

has the

potential in the up¬
coming season to attain the
standards of excellence that

have become traditional at

Emory. The Emory lineup
outstanding quality and
depth - expect great things
from the Emory tennis team
in the spring season!
has

It's

now

Nadine Haseruck's turn at the net

she and Kristen switch

as

places during a drill.

\\x\x
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Dana Cohen prepares

it away.

to smash the ball and put

Chalk up another one for Dana.

Megan Bern prepares to make another great
save as Katie Hoel gets ready for another one in
the background.

Women's Tennis
Schedule
Date

2/12
2/18
2/19
2/20
2/27
3/4-6
3/16
3/18
3/19
3/19
3/24
3/25
3/26
4/1
4/8-10
4/12
4/15-17
X"

Opponent
Georgia Tech

at

PRESBYTERIAN
SHORTER
BERRY
at U.

of the South

Georgia Collegiates
KENYON
WASHINGTON
DENISON
TRINITY

KALAMAZOO
CARLETON
WASHINGTON & LEE
LUTHER
NCAA

Regionals

AGNES SCOTT

UAA

Championships

Home mactches listed in all caps.
«

*
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Great form,

Jackson, Nadine Haseruck, Coach Mark Braitman.

J

*■

*"f""fl

Kristen. Way to keep your eye on
overhead.

the ball while doing an

WOMEN'S TENNIS • Front Row (L to R): Simone Morris, Dana Cohen, Megan Bern, Amy Smith, Kristen Wesoloski.
Back Row (L to
R): Assistant Coach Peter Martin, Assistant Coach Debbie Beck, Jessica Levy, Debbie Ligorsky, Katie Hoel, Mandy

Ljf^r*-*

V

An

Emory fielder hurls the ball towards third
baseas his teammate watches in

an

Men's Baseball

Schedule
Date

Opponent

2/12-13
2/19

at

2/19
2/20-21
2/22

Millsaps College

CAPITAL U.
GREENSBORO COL

BRIDGEWATER

at U. of the South
Reebok Southern Baseball Classic

(Co-hosted by

Emory and

Oglethorpe)
2/26
2/27
2/28
3/1
3/5
3/6
3/6
3/7

FERRUM
HANOVER COLEGE
OGLETHORPE
FERRUM

SHENANDOAH
GUILFORD

SHENANDOAH
at Valdosta State

University Athletic Association at
Cocoa, Fla.
3/10
3/10
3/11
3/12
3/13
3/14
3/16
3/19
3/22
3/25
3/26
3/29
3/31
4/2
4/5
4/7
4/10
4/12
4/14
4/15
4/16-17
4/19
4/24
4/30

vs.

U. of Chicago
Case Western Res.
vs. Brandeis
BIRMINGHAM
SOUTHERN
HOPE
vs.

vs.

LaGrange
atNCWesleyan
at

at St. Andrews
WEST GEORGIA
LOYOLA

Maryville
Oglethorpe
at West Georgia

at
at

at Savannah A&D

U. OF THE SOUTH
at

Oglethorpe

SOUTHWESTERN U.
MILLSAPS
at Birmingham
Southern

MARYVILLE
METHODIST

Home games

This

U. of Rochester

Johns Hopkins
vs. Washington U.

vs.

listed in all caps.

player looks across the field to keep the
from taking another base.

runner

out

anticipation of

This Emory baserunner slides safely
ond base.

into,

Men's Baseball
The pre-season

talk on Emory
University's baseball team is about
a
possible bid to the NCAA Divi¬
sion III national tournament. But if

all-region third team selection. His
twin brother, Jeff, was equally
overpowering with 83 strikeouts in
72 innings. John Chapman is also

you ask the Eagles' Head Coach
Kevin Howard, he'll say looking

returning.

ahead past the regular-season
schedule of 42 games is simply

stressing a disciplined, aggressive
approach at the plate. That phi¬
losophy is particularly important
for Emory's top hitter, senior out¬
fielder Doug Markott, the first AllAmerican in school history.
After the opener at Millsaps, the
Eagles look forward to co-hosting

speculation.
Emory has put itself in position
to

make the NCAA tournament in

On offense, Coach

Howard is

only the program's fourth year since
reinstating its intercollegiate pro¬
gram. Last season was a break¬
through year as the Eagles com¬
piled a 27-14 record and were
ranked in the top 30 nationally dur¬
ing the season in a poll by the

versity Athletic Association (UAA)

American Baseball Coaches Asso¬

tournament March 10-14.

the Reebok Southern Baseball
Classic Feb. 26-28.
to

ciation. The Eagles

ranked 12th na¬
tionally in team earned run aver¬
age (3.02) in the final NCAA statis¬
tical report and were one of 14
schools to place in the top 35 in
team hitting and pitching.
The record-setting pitching staff
returns three-fourths of its

starting

They will travel

Cocoa, Ha., for the annual Uni¬

"Everyone agrees that we want
to win the UAA tournament

and

make the NCAA tournament,"
Coach Howard says.
to

"We just have
about ac¬

understand how to go

complishing our goals."
And according to Coach
Howard, that is one game at a time.

rotation, led by Scott Kramer, an

The

Emory catcher calls a time out to discuss
of pitches with his pitcher,

the next series

This batter makes fantastic contact with theball
and hopes to drive a runner home.

Men's Golf
Emory University golf

coach Mike Phillips knows

the

feeling when one talks

about having a tough act to
follow. After all, his Eagles

enjoyed
ful

a

season

nightly success¬
in 1993 but

looking for

an encore

are

in

1994.

Returning this season are
four of the golfers who were
responsible last season for
Emory's first University
Athletic Association

(UAA)

championship after four
consecutive runner-up fin¬
ishes and

berth in the
NCAADivisioninnational
a

"Our goals are to win the

says.
The Eagles are ranked
20th in the nation in the
pre-season poll compiled
by the Golf Coaches Asso¬
ciation of America. They
open their spring schedule

College (N.C.) Invitational.
"Depth will beastrength
of ourteam," CoachPhillips
says.

Emory hosts its selfnamed tournament, the

Emory Invitational, April
4-5 at Flowery Branch, Ga.

UAA "Coach of the Year,"
is prepared to dream big

schedules to

season.

George W. Woodruff Physical Education
or, WOODPEC - is home to a mul¬
titude of structured (and less than structured)
The

Center

-

exercises in physical activity and involvement.
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Men's Golf
Schedule

Feb. 28 at the Greensboro

championships where the
Eagles placed 17th.
And Phillips, the 1993
for this

1

UAA, return to the NCAA
nationals, and finish in the
top 12 at the nationals," he

Close to 20 teams

Opponent

9/13-14
9/27-28

Tom O' Briant Memorial
North Alabama
Fall Classic
Gustavus Twin Cities
Classic

10/2-4
10/17-18
2/28-3/1
3/7-8

Embry-Riddle Invitational
at

Greensboro Invitational

at

Georgia College

Invitational

3/28-29

at

Spartanburg Methodist

Invitational

4/4-5
4/11-12

are

compete in

that tournament.

Date

4/25-26
5/17-20

EMORY INVITATIONAL
Marion
Invitational
at UAA Championships
at NCAA Championships"
*if Emory qualifies
at Francis

:

Clubs & Intramurals
Emory's motto of "Athlet¬
explains the wide
range of intramural and club
sports for students interested
in the excitement of competi¬

students to

ics for AH"

participate in

sports on a more intensely

competitive level than in
intramurals, but without the
commitment of competing on

tion. From softball to soccer,

a

volleyball to football, intra¬
mural teams compete in short

varsity team.
Club

play-offs and to, ultimately,

and
provide an op¬
portunity for students to
achieve the thrill of victory

be named division champion.

without the time

Emory's club teams, includ¬
ing crew and hockey, allow

pressures of varsity athletics.

seasons

sports

intramurals

in order to reach the

or

skill

Far

Left: Alpha Phi softball player Ginny
Chagnon makes a dazzling catch in intramural
competition.

Left: The Emory Lacrosse goalie attempts tc
block yet another goal.

ADPi versus Tri-Delt court hockey - now that's
a

game.

An ATO softball player slides safely
ond as a Pike opponent lunges to
tag

into sec¬
him out.

jO
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A Theta sister

the

attempts to score a basket over
waving arms of her Tri-Delt opponent.

These Ice Hockey players dive to the ice in
effort to gain control of the puck.
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ing Colour, Laundry, the Cedar Tree, Spring Break,
Mardi Gras, Duke, Vanderbilt, the "Berry Adminis¬
tration," no football team, step shows, "separatists,"
midterms and finals, papers!, the GAP, J. Crew, no

parents, siblings, teach¬
ers, RA's, SA's, ARA,
music, rap, R&B, country-western, alternative, classi¬
cal, WMRE, SGA, Student Life, Bill Fox, Dooley, Ben
and

Jerry's, Coca-Cola!, Underground, the Farmer's
Bagel Palace, Dominos, Gumby's, the Cheesecake Factory, Three Dollar
Cafe, Axis, Acura Integras, Blues Traveler, They Might
Be Giants, the Indigo Girls, Rob Base, alcohol, sleep,
De La Soul, theGreek system, BSA, the Wheel, SAAAC,
Outdoor Emory, Religious Life, Bobbi Patterson,
Snapple, IM sports, Marx, Hegel, Kant,
Multiculturalism, Always, stress, classes, books, re¬
search, the Fire this Time, the Phoenix, the Spoke, the
Keyhole, Drop-Add, the Village People, Heritage
Homecoming, caffeine, Arrested Development, Liv¬
Market, The Clocktower, Cox,

more swimming requirement, Lenox,
Phipps,
Wendy's Superbar, Three-fifty pizza, Burn out,
Malcolm X, Martin Luther King, Kennedy, Eats!,

Fellini's, Little Five, Wilkens, the Hawks, the Braves,
the Falcons, the Knights, Jordan, Kerrigan-Harding,
Evander, the 96 Olympics!, MTV, Generation X, the
sound

byte, Post-Modernist conditions, Ngambika,

deconstructionism, post-structuralism, the Romantic

poets, Stairmaster, Gothic architecture, Europe, Af¬
rica, Asia, Australia, Antarctica, "yeehaw," grits, tacos,
sushi,

"big fish," love, relationships, significant oth¬

"the white, straight male dominant society,"
MARTA ("it's Smarta!"), RAPP, Eddie, Discrimina¬
tory Harassment Policy, Hate crimes, P.C., "a kinder,
gentler nation," ... and the list goes on, and on, and
on, and on, and on
some recorded elsewhere here
ers,

...

in the

Campusl

Pe/)faA*U

eniors

Salimah Adam

Brandi Adams

J. Michael Adams

International Studies

History

Psychology

Psychology

Business*Political Science

Dayo Alapi

Stacey Allen

David Allred

Computer Science*Math

Nursing

Liberal Studies

Jennifer Apgar
Theater •English

Julie Askanase
English

Djama Abdi

X**v0.'A4

Bill

Ackourey

Tammy Attar

Sharon Bachman

English

BiologyArt History

Jeffrey Bartos

Stacy Baumann

Political Science

Art

History

Scott Garrett

Todd Barow

Shawn Barr

Chemistry • Human & Natl Ecology

Sociology

Philosophy •Classics

Heather Biebel

Kathleen Bilotta

Charles Blackburn

AAAS

Political Science

Bagoon

International

Studies'French

Kenneth Boss

Kristin Boucher

Danielle Barbarini

Liane Braddock

Biology

Elementary Education

Math

Accounting

Blessing Braimgh
English

Kevin J.

Butler

Business

Nicole

Campbell

Psychology

Tatum

Leigh Campbell
Psychology

Gian-Marie

Brady

Psychology *Thea ter

Michael Carson
Business

$Chia

This is what Seniors find

Julia Christou
Chemistry

Stephen Cooper
Political Science

136
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themselves doing, months before graduation - clowning around!

Felix

Chuang
Psychology •Political Science

Amanda

Copeland

Biology

Stephen Christian

Karen

Christopher

History

Sociology 'Spanish

Nicolette Cohen

Trad Coleman

Biology

Business

Religion •Biology

Christy Corbin

Stephen Hembree Culp

Jonathan Marc Davidoff

Psychology •Ecology

Biology •Religion

Business^Political Science

Melanie

Clancey

\

Christopher
^•Spanish

Nathaniel Davis

Joseph Dennis

Shireen Dhanani

Emily Dober

Economics •Philosophy

History

Business •Biology

B iology •Psychology

Jeffrey Drucker

Anuj Kumar Dua

Business

Economics •Biology

John Duke
History

Jason Eaton
English •Film Studies

African American Studies*English

Jenny Freedman
Biology

Amy Galer

Montaign Gamino

Business

Religion

Angeliki Fikloris
Psychology

Todd

Finger

Business Administration

Beth Driver
Art

History

Kimberly Charrisse Ellis

$ct«lo,»/14

Terra

Gay

African American Studies

Wende Grant
Business Administration

Jason Goldberg
Political Science

Lesli Claire Green
Anthropology'Human

Biology

Jamie Goldbergh
Biology

Lourdes Gomez

Thomas Gordon

Biology

Economics

William

Pema

Gregory

English

Gyaltsen

Graduate

Dana Haftel

:

Psychology

I

Zachary Hale

Jeff Hall

Biology

Political Science •Philosophy

Jessica Harrell
Anthropology

William Hart, Jr.

Adam Hirsch

Sociology

History •Biology

A

1

Erica Holmes

Biology

$et»lc>m

Leigh Hooper
Religion'Spanish

Debra

Houry

Biology

Chuma Hunter-Gault

Joe Huong

Quantum Mechanics

Biology •Pre-Med

:c

__

Kelli Simone Irvine

Cynthia Lynette Jackson

Ginna Jang

Sandra Joo

Shane Jordan

English

History •Political Science

Sociology

Biology

Philosophy

Susan Katz

Makharashvili Ketevan

Lydia Killos

Sociology •Thea ter

International Studies

Psychology

Deborah Kahn
Political Science

Victor

Khayat

Biology

Sheldon

Karp

Biology

James Kwon
Biology •Spanish

Friends gather

with a mutual acquaintance. They call him "Teddy.'

Xfvve.>A4
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Raina

Kanumury

Vivienne Laborde

Erik

Ladinsky

Michael

Biology

Political Science

Philosophy •Biology

Political Science

Jen Lee
Biology

Jeanine Lederman
Philosophy

Nicole Lessard

Melissa Levine

Nina Levinson

Donny Likosky

Sociology

Political Science

Psychology

Philosophy

Adam

Lipkin

English*Political Science

Michael Marshall

Biology

$&****>>"14

Douglas Lort£
Economics

Ludwig

Sociology

Luis Martinez-Montfort
An thropology •Political

Eric

Science

Bernadette

May

Political Science

Lapaglia

Melissa Mann

Natasha Marcus

Biology •Religion

International Studies

Elaine

Maynard

Economics

Tanya Mazarowski
International

Studies»Spanish

ipty

Jennifer Mellnyk
Religion

Sarah Mims

Michael Merriam

are

proof that "diversity" is strong and bold at Emory UniversityI

Biology

Arefa

Moosajee

Psychology

Anthropology •Human Biology

Karin Much

Joshua Adam Munn
Ewnomics*Mam*Computer Science

Sociology

These students

Ceres Morris
International

Phoebe Mou
Studies*! N E

Mercedes Nadason

English

Chemistry »Music

Brendan

Nagle

Math •Philosophy

Bafana

Moyo

International Studies

Emily Niehaus
Nursing

S&hlc*>/i4

Kristen O'Brien

Charlotte Owens

Education

Biology

Psychology

Edward Piorodia

Alisa Porter

Economics

Sociology

Sal Pakkala

Andrea Palmer

Kevin Peterson

Biology

International Studies

Emily Prokop

Casey Pruitt

Mieke Ann Purcell

Psychology

Biology •English

Biology

Roxane

Rampersad

Biology

Senior, Nathaniel Davis, takes a break from

his computer to pose for the camera. Say, "Cheese!

Aishah Rashied

Chemistry

X*vlc»/l4

Mrudula

Reddy

Psychology

Krista
x

Regis

Economics •Sociology

Melissa Robinson
Economics

Michelle

Sawyer

English

Jennifer Schultz
Accounting

Mark Richardson

Evan Richmond

Michele Ritz

Andrew Robeson

Economics

Political Science

Political Science

Anthropology

Alarmeh Sambandan

Sherry Ann Sandstrom

Biology

Philosophy

Helaine Schmier

Adam Schneider

Marisa

Rogers

Beth Schaefer
Anthropology•Human

Keith

Tyler Rott

Graduate

Biology

Biology

Stacie Schwartz
Political Science

Sarah

Schlesinger

French Literature

Cicily Scott

Int'l Business*Jewish

Blake

Lang & Lit

Shapiro

Economics

Biology

Kevin Short

History

$ct«la

Laura

Siegel

Sociology

Carol

Son£

English

Randi

Strosberg

Psychology

Salma

Syed

Philosophy •Biology

144
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Kattia

Sigui

Poli Sci^Latin & Caribbean Studies

Rachel Sottile

Psychology •Political Science

Howard

Stupak

Biology

Lisa

Tadayon

Physics •Biology

Laura Size

Susan Smith

Nikki

Snyder

History •Political Science

Near Eastern Studies

Ben Stewart

Biology

Jeanne Steppel
Biology

Diana Suber

Austin Sumner

Christopher Swope

Political Science

Lolita

Spears

International Studies

Jennifer Tamkin
Anthropology

Biology•HNE

History

International Studies

Binu Thomas

Catrina Thomas

"^StmS

International Studies

Philosophy •Political Science

Psychology

BenStewait

Edward Vega
Psychology

Joe Veltre
English

Chip Villareal
Anthropology

Julia Walsh
Biology

Heather Warnock

Chris Wheat

David White

Jeffrey White

Amy Williams

Biology

Biology

Anthropology

Chemistry

Near Eastern Studies

Beverly Williams

Jennifer Winokur
English

D. Forest Wolfe

Carrie Wood

Shannon Zlotnik

International Studies

Biology

Psychology

ffisfm

fiTe00

History

Aunyika Tocharoen

Cheryl Turner
International

Studies*English

Debbie Vassell

Elementary Education

Nicole Walter
Business

ycy^o,>A4
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nderclasses

i

Carol Abou-Shahla

Elizabeth Ackerman
Clark Adkerson

Tunji O. Ajigbeda
Catherine Alexander
Imoh Andem

Montez Anderson

Adrienne Ash
Mahesh Asnani

Charlie Atwater
Steve Au

Cathy Auslander

Lauren

Bailey

Penny Nanette Baker
Allison Baldwin
Marc

Balinsky

Sarah Ballard
William Barnes

146
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Zandy Barry
Brian Bedford
GeneUe Bell
Kristen Bell

Alex Berkett

Neerja Bhandwaj

Rihit

Bhargawa

Teek Bhatia

Taana Bhatt

Doug Bisk
Dana Black
Erika Black

Amy Bloom
Scott Boone
Alain

Borthayre
Nancy Brand
Jennifer Brinkmeier
Chris Brown

Laura Brown

Lysandra Brown
Salli Brown

Jason Brownlee
Lamar

Bryant, Jr.

David Buckholtz

Tuan Bui

Tammy Burns
Carman Busby
Cristina Calotta
David Camphouse
Brian

Carberry

Matt Carltomn
Andrea Carson
A

J Chamoy

Hans

Chang
Miyoung Chang
Sheny Chen

W^-MaJL^vwa,
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Stephen Chen
Joong Choi
Joy Clinkscales
Adam Cohen
David Cohen

Jenny Collier

Joe Louis Cook, Jr.

Kimberly Cowan
Becky Coyne
Sheri Crosby
Justin Crosslin

Hugh Cruse

Kealin Culbreath
Van Dao
Gina

Dapra
Mary Davis
Alexia Demertzis

Radiah Dent

Laura Deshetler

Yolanda Diaz
Hozefa Divan

Rachel Dobbs
Netasha Dodd
Shannon

Dunlap

Elizabeth Elkins

Luther

Mindy Ellis
Clay Elrod, IV
Jamila Fairley
Rachel Falk

Claudie

Fanning

Allison Faso
Marcus Ferrone

Josh Fialkoff
Scott Fishman
Kirn

Fleming

Nicloe Foerschler
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Pete Followill

Dawn Fowler

Joshua Frankfurt
David Friedman
Renee Friedman

Michael Gall

Elisa Gladstone
Carlos Gonzalez

Vikram

Gopal

Jenni Gorski

Stephanie Green
Evelyn Greiner

Sara Guida

Michael Gundlach
Derek Haas
Hassan

Hagood
Hajdu
Melissa Halbgewachs
Victoria

Dawn Hall

Rhonda Hamiack

Hope Hamilton
Martin Han
Asa Hardcastle

Jennifer Harmelin

Laura

Harrington

Chandra Harris

Mindy Harrison
Hartley
Corey Louis Hartman
Charlotte Harvey
Zoe

Nadine Haseneck
Brian Hauser
Barbara

Hegyesi

Hadar Hermoni

Sherry Hicks
William Hipps

Ul«4i(crclA4i£4
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Angela Ho
Grant Hobson

Jennifer Hockett

Rayo Holsey
Tiffany Hood
Laura

Hopkins

Kira Hoston

Sheng-Ting Huang
Lori

Malou

Hughes
Hughes

Janet Hume

Jacqueline Hwang

Eddie Irons, Jr.
Cali Irving
Neil Ivler
Max

Jacob
James Janarious

Audrey Jara

David

Johnson

Marquette Johnson
Robia

Johnson

Leigh Jones
Rebecca Jones
Matheau

Julien

Jeffrey Justin
Tracie

Justus

Jeff Kanter
Shelley Keith
Brian Kelly
Jessica Kester

David

Kilpatrick
Janet Kim

Theodore Kim
Dai Dim Pi Kio

Bernardo Kleiner
Kara Knowles

130
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Huei-Huei Ko

Erika Koch

Jay Kooper
Lee Kramer

Su Kwon

Beth

Kyle

Marcy Lamm
Jim Landsberg
Joshua Lawson

Thong H. Le
April Leaman
Ann Lee

Becky Lee
Christine Lee
Leanna Liberus

Peggee Liberus
Rosalyn Lightfoot
Sara Lilliedal-Brown

Janet Lin
Patrick Lin
Solon Linton

J. Eric Lockridge
Rachel
Stacie

Loewy
Lynn

Jacqueline Macon
Jamie Mallen
Karen Mandell
Danica Martocci

Emily Mathias
Adam Max

Molly Mcwaters
Eduardo Medina

Vipin Mendiratta
Jonathan Meyer
Chris Miller
Terra Karma Miller

m
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Tyrone Miller
Dan Molden

Latonya Moore
Moorthy
Keith Morgan
Dyshuan Muhammad
Rathish

Scheril
Ramona

Munay
Murray

Tamara Nail

Sarah Neff

Lucy Newton
Lan Nguyen

Quynh-Dao Nguyen
Jennifer Nunn
Jonathan Olefson
Michael Osbourn

Matthew Paden

Joanne Pak

Deirdre Palermino

Erajn Panditaraine
Karen Panikowski

Sapna Parilch
Jennifer Park
Jim Parks

Preetish Patel
Sameer Patel
Hai-En

Peng

Richard Peterson
Minh Pham

Stephan Piel

Christine Potter

Jamie Pou
Elizabeth

Quigley

Terese Rabbitt
Zumana Rahman

Desirae Randisi
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Brierley Ray
Alexis Reed

Sanjiv Reejhsinghani
Patrick Reels

Molly Reeve
Lee Reinauer

Jeremy Resnick
Jonathan Resnick
Michelle

Rey

John Rigg

Kelly Riley
Helena Roberts

Laura

Rogers

Laurence

Rosenberg

Julie Rosenbloom
Andrea Rosenblum
Gabe Rothstein
W. Ron Sailor,

Jr.

Shenika Sanders

Jason Sapp
Marc Scheer

Jason Schiffman
Jason Schlosberg
Cobie Schwartz

Sarah Schwartz
Brenda

Schwatrzber^

Pulin Shah

Seth Shaifer
Debbie Sharfman
Connie Shih

Steve Shin

David Shinn

Doug Shipman
Lori Shoffner

Ryan Kern Short
Jennifer Simkin

\Jtdctelfi44e4

Anne-Marie Simmons
Dawn Simonds

Josh Singer
Rebecca Sledd

Greg Smith
Jessica Sobel

Mia

Spangenberg
Abby Spatz
Art Spigel

Audra Steiner

Jay Sternberg
Danny Sternfield

Jennifer Stone
Sami Strauss

Jeremy Scott Stynes
Altaf Tadkod

Joshua Tarkan
Lara

Taylor

Kimberly Tender
Joanna Thiele
Theresa Thorn

Jyothi Thrivikraman
John Tomeau

George Trotter, Jr.

Jeffrey Turell
Looy
George Vidal
Andrea Vogler
Barbara Vogler
Heather Vry

Heather Van

Dan Waldman
Barrett

Washington
Zachary Wasserman
Kathleen Weber
Sarah

Wengen

Chad Werner

\1*MaJU<W4

Michael Werther
Kristin Wesoloski

Danielle Whittaker
Dawn

Wightman
Jay Wilbur
Karen Williams

Kelly Williams
Kinshasa Williams

Jennifer Wong
Carrie Wood

Rachel Woods

Maniphet Xayavong

If you can't find them in the classroom, you can always try the library.
"Dazed and

confused" - a common appearance for Emory students.
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♦
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just love the Ralph

Lauren

cologne collec^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ tion you got me for my
birthday, Muffy. It will
jH
allow me to have a choice
^^
of scents depending on
what I'm doing. Come to think of it, I think one of
them is perfectly suited for riding around in my
vintage ragtop
Cadil ac.. ."
"Oh, I'm so glad you like them, Biff. I still have a
few more surprises in store for you, dear," Muffy
exclaimed as she whipped out still another overstuffed
pair of bags from Rich's and Lord and Taylor, re¬
spectively.
"Muffy, you shouldn't have," Biff said as he tore
into box number eight (out of a possible 27), this one
with an Eddie Bauer logo on the outside. "Of course,
I am the precious love of your life and so I guess I
deserve all of this attention
ah, my little petunia a driving cap and gloves! Perfect for tooling around in
...

the

Austin-Heeley! I feel so invigorated right now,
let's throw caution to the wind and go for a spur of the
moment
masses

drive

through town and

at the various

awe the general
and assorted (upperclass, of

course) malls, like Lenox and Phipps. Maybe we'll also
cruise the

parking lots at P.J. Haley's, Taco Mac and
watering
holes.. ."
"We can't yet, Biff. Your birthday celebration
wouldn't be complete without Ben & Jerry's choco¬
late-chip cookie dough ice cream and chocolate cake

various other fellow students'

from The Dessert Place."

"Muffy, you've thought of everything - pass me
please, my sweet."
"And there's the delivery coming - since you're
watching your weight, I got you a truckload of Diet
Coke," Muffy exclaimed triumphantly.
"You are a love, Muffy. It's a shame we're just
poor college students and have such a narrow world
view. I can't wait to graduate and see what life is
really like ...."
an

Evian,

f)w&Uil£4t*&hfo I
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Get

through
College

with less
research.

"neips when you
resource

for

have

a

single,

convenient

everything you need.

MarketSquare at North DeKalb.
With great fashions

day,

at

and great values

Rich's, Mervyn's, Stein Mart and

90 other
great stores,

including:

American Eagle Outfitters

325-9470

Atlanta 1996

^^

BabbagC'S

634-6937

Camelot Music

m_mQ

ChamPS SP°rts

982-0945

Coles Book Store

^^

Everything's A Sl.00
Fashl°nBug

636_258l
Wi.uM

321-4603
636-6229
634-4594

728-0154
982-9141

The Limited

Mitchell's Formal Wear

Naturalizer

315-8265

Shoe Shor

633-2716

Payless ShoeSource

634-8682

Rack Room Shoes
Radio Shack

315-0014
633-8002

Scribbles

320-3407

Stuarts

Sunglass

636-1416
Hut

248-9220

T-Shkts Plus
U.S. Post Office

Woolworth's

315-6421
634-5444
633-3909

■■mmm0
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AT NORTH
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every

-awrenceville

Highwaj

Druid Hills Road
320-7960
i
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SPRINGS

The

Best

Water

in

the

World

WE TAKE TESTS
EVERY DAY.
Because 98% of the water coming into your
home or office is used for things other than

drinking,

we

to be

SOME THINGS CAN'T
BE DUPLICATED
technology in the world can recreate our endangered
our planet. That's why we ask you to join us
preserving the environment by reducing and recycling

No

wildlife and
in

business waste.

want the 2% of water you drink
That's why our water is

100% pure.
tested well beyond
now

to start your

FDA requirements. So call
home or office delivery.

COPIER AND FAX SOLUTIONS

20% OFF WITH AD

5-GALLON SPECIAL: BUY ONE, GET
THREE FREE. PLUS, GET YOUR FIRST
MONTH'S COOLER RENTAL FREE.

Sales

•

Supplies

In Atlanta, you don't

have to go fan

•

Lease

•

Rentals

Marietta 952-4441

(800 235-7873)
only. Subject to credit approval, refundable bottle
deposit required. Not to be combined with any other offer.

Service

Norcross 446-1800

800 235-PURE
New customers

•

™

DANKA

^

A Danka

OB

-

BUSINESS

SYSTEMS

Company

GYN

Services, Inc.

>•••

James L. Waters, M.D.

to get for.

Fellow, American College of
Obstericians &

rapidly expanding Gwinnett Hospital System invites
discover its world-class opportunities for nurs¬
ing and allied health graduates.
Our 400+ bed tertiary care hospital complex includes

you to

Gynecologist

Board Certified OB-GYN since 1967

Just 25 minutes northeast of downtown Atlanta, the

Not

a

Clinic... Visit and

Compare

Individual Attention to Each Patient

the Gwinnett Medical Center, a 190-bed acute care

hospital, and the Gwinnett Women's Pavilion, a 34hospital devoted to all facets of

•

Local Anesthetic with I.V. Valium

bed freestanding
women's health.

•

Relaxed
•

Additional facilities

specialize in physical, occupa¬
tional, educational and speech therapy, as well as
psychiatric and substance abuse therapy for adults

•

and adolescents.

would expect from a healthcare leader, our
salary, benefits, and continuing education programs
are all outstanding. And the opportunities we can
offer to build your career are simply second to none.

•
•
•

For immediate consideration, call or mail resume to:
100

GHS, Human Resources Dept., Suite 206,
Medical Center Blvd., Lawrenceville, GA 30245.
Call 404-995-4562

<P

•

or

1-800-533-7138. EOE.

GWINNETT HOSPITAL SYSTEM

Atmosphere
Groups

Private Rooms

All Exams

•

As you

No

by Physician
Confidentiality
Counseling Available
Strict

Procedures Mon

-

Sat

M/C, Visa, Insurance Accepted

Down the street from
5775

St. Joseph's and Northside
Hospitals
Peachtree Dunwoody Road, Bldg. B, Suite 230
Atlanta, Georgia 30342

nw&rt+46»*ci~U
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Excellence

°»

in

serving Science

since 1902
HENDERSON ELECTRIC CD.
Contractors & Engineers
Andrew L. Shadrick

Fisher Scientific
2775 Pacific Drive

Vice President of Marketing

2865 Amwiler

Norcross, Georgia 30091

Rd., Suite 400 • Atlanta, GA 30360

404-449-5050

446-1922

Highway Body Shop

Buford

Compliments of

Specializing in Volvo Repairs

GEORGIA MARBLE

4317 Buford

Chamblee, Ga. 30341

Hwy.
404-325-5305

FIMA USA INC.
85 HAYES MEMORIAL DR.

1201 Roberts Blvd.

MARLBORO, MS 01752
1-800-742-2273

Building 100
Kennesaw, GA 30144-3619
404-421-6500

Weed's

Upholstery Co.

Free Estimates • Pick-up & Delivery
"For Your Furniture Needs, Call Ed Weed"
2308 Fellowship Rd. • Tucker, GA 30084

938-3676

Lullwater Books

Disk-O-DUC

Computers

The Little Store

EMORY, Etc.

Oxford Campus Bookstore

Emory Medical Bookstore

(404) 727-6222
Hours: Monday - Friday 8:30 am - 5:30 ptn • Saturdays 11:30 am Visa • MasterCard • AMEX • Discover • EmoryCard •

160
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5:30 pm • Wednesday until 7:00 pm

personal checks accepted

The Choice Is Yours At
Aaron Rents And Sells

KAISER PERMANEiMTE
Good People.

Good Medicine.

Congratulations
Graduates

from
•

Garaustar Industries, Inc.

•

•

Large Selections
Package Specials

•

•

Rental & R.T.O.

•

Fast

Delivery
Quality Rental Return
Lowest Prices In Town

Plans

Austell, Georgia

25% Off First Month's Rent

Manufacturers and Converters of

Aaron Rents Furniture

Recycled Paperboard for the
Textile, Carpet, Paperboard and
Building Industries.

1853 Piedmont Rd.

2774 N. Decatur Rd.

873-1455

292-0232

A8P F«od Market
A8P F«od Market
s
Where

r

STAR

great savings come together for you.

2155 North Decatur Road

Decatur, Ga

O RED DOT
SPECIALS
WESTERN UNION

•

AMERICAN EXPRESS • POSTAGE STAMPS
f)d{/&Uli&n+&hti

Southeastern Data

Cooperative, Inc.
Under The Big

Dodge Dome
Sales Service,

RAY MILLER

Chief Executive Officer

Leasing, Bodyshop

2872 Woodcock Blvd.

Atlanta, Georgia
Phone:

WRIGHT, CATLIN & DILLARD
5885

Glenridge Drive

30341

(404)452-1181

ATLANTA CLASSIC CARS

Suite 100

•

Atlanta, Georgia 30328

Guaranteed Best Price on a new or

(404) 255-0424

preowned Mercedes Benz

FAX (404) 843-3216

1655 Church St.

(404)296-1313

Decatur, GA 30033

DECATUR INN
at n

■>.« anion *.

BUSINESS FORMS

.

A^L«soolut«a

inc

Daily & Weekly Rates

WORD PROCESSING & COMPUTER SUPPLIES
•

Near

Phone

-

Cable TV. HBO

-

Kitchens

Emory University, Downtown

-

Atlanta

921 Church St.
2911 COLE COURT

(NATL) 800-334-8281
FAX (404) 263-9461

NORCROSS. GEORGIA 30071

(404) 448-6604

DR. STEVEN WARSTADT

Optometrist

Decatur, GA 30030

(404)378-3125

HUNT'S WRECKER

SERVICE
Emory College '82
Office Hours by Appointment
1173 NORTHLAKE MALL
4800 BRIARCLIFF ROAD

ATLANTA, GA 30345
(404) 493-9171

24 Hour Wrecker Service

Garlon Hunt Lamar Hunt
154 Olive Sl
Avondale Estates, GA 30002

(404) 292-6697

Congratulations
1994 QracCuates
f\A/cni^4trhCt-tt

ATLANTADECATUR CONFERENCE PLAZA

Network Application

Located two miles from Emory Campus.
An ultra modern hotel and conference plaza
admist a quiet historic
setting.. but, just a

The Cornerstone of

Server Systems

heartbeat away from Atlanta's most exciting
attractions via MARTA rail system.

Look what

we

Support—

Open Computing

SNA

\

OECSyaUrn

'Other OSM
i Network J

have to offer...
•

•

185 Deluxe
and suites

rooms

14,000 square feet
meeting

of quality

and banquet
•

•
•

space
104 fixed-seat

amphitheatre
Gift Shop
Indoor Pool

-

Whirlpool
•
•
•
•

•

The Peachberry's Cafe Restaurant
A fitness center with all the latest equipment

Client Systems

Argyles Night Club

Network Application

MARTA rail station 1 1/2 blocks away

Complimentary Shuttle Service available within

a

mile radius

Call to

|TM

5

BDEQDGD

inquire about our special Emory

600 West Peachtree Street. N.W.
Suite 2000

rates
(404) 371-0204 or 1-800-225-6079
130 Clairemont Avenue, Decatur, Georgia 30030

J
X

CAUBKE

CROSSING
Atlanta, Georgia 30329

636-7994

♦

Spacious 2 Bedroom Homes

♦

Patios and decks with outside

♦

♦

Walk-in closets
Eat-in kitchens

♦

Oak

♦

•Intrusion Alarm

Professionals
The

magic is to

see a

child smile!

To say that life as a health care professional at Esleston
Children's Hospital at Emory University is busy would be
an understatement.

And then there
Like working and

storage

cabinetry
Washer/Dryer connections
Swimming pool, tennis court, and picnic area

Visit

853-5100

Our 235-bed tertiary care handles a substantially higher
proportion of patients with serious conditions than typi¬
cal tertiary care centers for children.

Designer interiors
Woodburning fireplaces

♦

♦

Atlanta, GA 30308-3602
404

Heqltt) Cqre

2581 North Druid Hills Road •

♦

Support (NAS)

are

the rewards.

learning in a University setting.
Like state-of-the-art technology and the opportunity to
work in the midst of lifesaving research.
And best of all, there's the magic of seeing a brighteyed, dimple faced four-year-old smile.
For Information, call Recruitment at (800) 343-0266.
Egleston Children's Hospital at Emory University, 1405
Clifton Road NE, Atlanta, GA 30322. E/O/E.

System

todayfor a personalized tour.
636-7994

fAt

Children's Hospital
A*

EMQ8V UN VE«SiTY

LANE
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CongratuCations

MAJORS SCIENTIFIC BOOKSTORE

Ctassof'94

MEI>ICAL TECHNICAL SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

LOKEY and BOWDEN

141 North Avenue,

Attorneys At Law

(404) 873-3229
800-231-3229

(404) 266-2275
NIX

Architecture
Interior Design

MANN

Planning
for
Healthcare

AND

N.E.

Atlanta, GA 30308

Fax

(404) 888-9427

PUCKETT AMBULANCE SERVICE

#

3260 NEW MACLAND ROAD
POWDER SPRINGS, GEORGIA 30073

*

EMERGENCY AND NON EMERGENCY SERVICE

ASSOC.

1382 Peachtree Street

INC.

Atlanta, GA 30309

(404) 873-2300 • Fax 892-5823

Steve Puckett

943-5982

President

RUG AND

filarial}

CARPET

CLEANING

Oriental Rugs

SUGABk CR1-HK

QL

GOLF * TENNIS CLUB

We

368 West Ponce De Leon Avenue

Decatur, GA 30030
(404) 373-2274

proud to support
Emory, Faculty & Students
are

2706 Bouldercrest, Atlanta, GA 30316

(404) 241-7671

Vickery's B.R Car Care

WH*A/AT/OAIAL LtDRAXy
I BlrtDZRy COMPAQ?

Complete Automotive Service

9MU.WC-

•

Tune-Ups

•

Brakes

•
•
•

SpBcioliit in
LIBRARY, EDITION AND
LEATHER BINDINGS

Alignments
Inspections
Towing & Road Service

1605 N. Decatur Rd. (By

J. T. TOIBERT
Exec. Vice President
P. O. Box 428

Roswell, Georgia 30077
PHONE (404) 442-5490
FAX (404) 442-0183

378-5481

Emory)

j

habasit
The

University Inn

When You Can't Be At Home...
•

Scheduled Shuttles To

Hospital

•

Fully Equipped Kitchens

•

Special Long Term Rates
•

Over 21 Years

•

Logdging Suites

• Direct Billing
• Business Services

Quality Service

1767 North Decatur Road • Atlanta, GA
Toll Free 800-654-8591 • (In

ftM/&)X*>ie<rh&tJ4

Ga.

30307

404-634-7327)

HABASIT BELTING INC.
3453 Pierce Drive
P. O. Box 80507

Chamblee

(Atlanta) GA 30366
Telephone
404/458-6431

PLUMBERS AND

Congratulations Graduates!!
Architecture

STEAMFITTERS

Engineering
Design
Construction Management
Program Management

LOCAL NO. 72

Interior

374 MAYNARD

TERRACE, S.E.
ATLANTA, GA
30316

HEERY
999 Peachtree Street NE

(404) 373-5778
Nature Gave You

Beauty.

Doctor Supervised Electrolysis
26 Years Experience

Atlanta, GA 30367-5401
404-881-9880

523-8107

Kf"613

Disposable Needles
Incredibly Fast Results
Ana C

Placeres, L.E.

International Board Certified

(404) 873-2343
New Age Skin

Care & Electrolysis Centers

1374 Lanier Bird. N.E., Atlanta, GA 30306

Dermatologist's Office, 3316 Piedmont RcL, Ste. 450
Atlanta, GA 30305

(404) 233-8270

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers AFL-CIO-CFL
Suite 250 I.B.E.W

Building

...We're Here To Enhance It

fW

CO.. INSULATION

0MSKM Of MWICNAI. SERVICE tCUSTRES. MC

Industrial - Commercial Insulation • Pipes
Ducts • Vessels • Cold Storage
One of the Nation's Largest Spray Systems
Urethane Foam • Silicone Foam • Cellulose Fiber • Mineral
Wood Fiber

Specially Fabricated Items & Shop Work
Spray Equipment & Parts
Atlanta Branch

-

UNITED
united
UNITED

Atlanta. Georgia 30313

,

Armstrong
Relocations

Van Lines

Atlanta's

Leading Mover
Specializing
in. .

3250 Woodstock Rd. S.E.

(404)622-4611

In Business For Over SO Years

Ka wneer Architectural Aluminum Products

JZction

GLASS & MIRROR, INC.

STORE FRONTS • PLATE GLASS
MIRRORS
890 Avon Ave. S.W.

Atlanta, GA 30310

(404)753-0810

LOCAL

INTERNATIONAL

LONG DISTANCE

COMMERCIAL

offering:
•

Quality Service

•

Professional Personnel

•

Reliability
6950 Business Court

Doraville. GA
368-0368

nMjM&ttoy&vdl
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MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT CO

\s
•

•

F M C

Sweepers

•

Clarke Equipment

•

Cleaning Supplies

Maintenance Consultants
John H. Plant. President

6000 CENTRAL

Home:

HIGHWAY

PENNSAUKEN.NJ 08109
609-665-9533

2110 Tucker Ind. Rd. - Tucker.
Ceorgia 30084
Office: (404) 939-1970

(404) 325-1970

TRAYCO. INC.

OUR BEST WISHES FOR
YOUR FUTURE SUCCESS!
i\

MOST COMPLETE STOCK OF

PLUMBING SPECIALTIES IN
AMERICA
Warehouse
P.O. Box 950

Florence, S.C. 29503
1-800-749-1120 •(404)641-2082
Fax (800) 749-1150

Vending and Food Services
(404)948-1177

Congratulations to the Class of 1994 - Best of Luck
Country Living with City Convenience

m

Surround
Yourself

WILLIAMSBURG VILLAGE
•

Spacious Floorplans

•

Plentiful Closet Space
Ceramic Tile Bath
Washer & Dryer Connections
Available in Most Floorplans

•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

\WmATLANTAS
Finest

Prime Location

•

51

We're next to the Southeast's finest shopping
and entertainment: Lenox Square and Phipps
Plaza. And next to none in lovely surroundings,

Sparkling Olympic Size Pool
Volleyball Courts

elegant dining and personal service. Just call

Basketball Courts
Manicured Landscaping
24 Hour Maintenance Service

(404) 237-2700 for reservations.
And all the richness of Atlanta.

Easy Access to MARTA
The Ritz-Carlton

From

$425

321-6566
3120 BriarcliffRoad

Professionally Managed by
Pilot Property Company

2£
—<*?*<> *t,tfHmkqftkgm*U*
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"Teaming"
With Excellence
BLUE BIRD

At Southern

Regional Medical Center, excellence Li
claim, it's a commitment that we make to
patients and to ourselves. That's why we seek

more

our

Blue Bird is

leading manufacturer of
a complete line of school buses.
Blue Bird also produces the prestigious
a

Wandcrlodgc® motor home.

Blue Bird

a

engineers and manufactures
unique line of chassis for these products.
For

more

information write

Blue Bird
P.O. Box 937

•

or

call:

Body Company
Valley, Georgia 31030

a

motivated individuals who share our high quality stan¬
dards to join

the ranks of our outstanding health care,
facility offers all the
technology and diversity of a major urban center in an
attractive suburban selling just minutes J mm down¬
town Atlanta. Opportunities are currently available in
a variety of health care fields.
team.

Our 367-bed acute care

A warm, supportive atmosphere, ongoing opportunity
forprofessionalgrowth, and a spirit ofteamworkfoster
an exceptional career experience rich in satisfaction
and career challenge. In appreciation ofyour contri¬
butions, we offer highly competitive salaries and excel¬
lent benefits includingflexible scheduling, on-site child
care,

tuition reimbursement, and much more. For

further information, please contact Michele Monsrud,
Human Resources, SOUTHERN REGIONAL MEDICAL
CENTER, 11 SW Upper Riverdale Road, Riverdale, CA
30274. (404) 991-8040. Equal Opportunity Employer.

Fort

tfCS
Southern
S+\

(912) 825-2021
Your CHILDREN'S SAFETY Is Our

than

Regional

^^^ Medical Center

Business9

Affiliated with the Emory University System of Health Care

OME HOME
TO CARE

fsjil^lm.
Compliments of...

Unique opportunities are available within health care's most
progressive segment, home health care. The nation's larg¬
est privately owned, Medicare certified home health provider
has immediate openings

FULL-TIME/PART-TIME
RNs • PHYSICAL, SPEECH

& OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS

m

Full-time Employee benefits include:
•
Flexible Work Schedule
•
Paid Per Visit
•

©

•

Schindler
The Elevator and Escalator

Employee Stock Ownership Plan
Paid Days Off

Company

Offices located in
Alabama 'Arkansas • California • Colorado • Florida • Georgia • Illinois
Indiana • Louisiana • Michigan • Missouri • New Mexico • North Carolina
Ohio • Oklahoma • Pennsylvania • Tennessee • Texas • Virginia • W. Virginia

ABC

B^ HOME HEALTH
Schindler Elevator Corporation
5000 Highlands Parkway. Suite

'SERVICES, INC.

300

"Keeping families toget)*rl

Smyrna. GA 30082
(404)319-2900

P.O. Box 1056, Brunswick, GA 31521
1-800-777-6876
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Congratulations

THE CLARION

to the

1994 Graduates of the
Brand New

One, Two, and Three Bedroom
Apartment Homes

Emory University School of
Medicine
from

•

•

Fitness Center
SOUTHEASTERN

Tennis and Racquetbaii Courts
•
Pool & Jacuzzi

Fireplace with Glass Door Enclosures
Washers and Dryers Available
Monitored Intrusion Alarm System
Parking Garages Available

rrrr
rrrr
rrrr
rrrrrrrrr
rrrrrrrrr
rrrrrrrrr

•

•

•

^rrrrrrr

rrrrr
rwrrrr

Special Discount To Students
10

HEALTH SERVICES

Rimington Lane

Decatur, GA 30030
508-9360

the

physician-owned
multispecialty group practice
serving patients of

From I-285, exit West on Stone Mountain

Frwy. (U.S. 78) to Lawrenceville
Highway. Turn left on DeKalb Industrial
Way. Go one mile. We're on your right.

The Prudential Health Care

System

in Atlanta.

SENIOR ELECTIVES OFFERED
All

Major Clinical Specialties
Resident Programs

•

In

Family Practice • Internal Medicine • OB/GYN
General Surgery • Diagnostic Radiology
•

•

All Meals Provided • On

Campus Housing Available

/Memorial/Medical Center, Inc.
P.O. Box 23089

Savannah, GA 31403-2089
(912) 350-8758
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Best Wishes

for

a

Healthy Future

Southeast Georgia Regional
MEDICAL
3100 Kemble Avenue

•

CENTER

Brunswick. Georgia 31520 • (912)264-7000

Congratulations to th& (graduating Class of 19941
GRADUATE TO
YOUR
CREDIT UNION
WHERE MEMBERSHIP MAKES A DIFFERENCE
BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:
•

Regular Share Savings • Club Accounts • Certificates of Deposit
Checking Accounts • ATM cards • Overdraft Protection
Visa/Mastercard • Loans • Financial Consulting

Emory Federal

•

•

AUTO LOANS SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR THE COLLEGE
•

100%

Financing • Deferred 1st payment up to 90
•

GRAD

days

Simple Interest Rate • Establish Credit
In-house auto locator • Fleet Pricing

•

MAIN OFFICE

Credit Union

Serving Emory Since 1968
NCUA

CAMPUS BRANCH
DOBBS UNIVERSITY CENTER

1237CLAIRM0NTRD.

CRAWFORD LONG BRANCH
CRAWFORD LONG HOSPITAL

727-9950

329-6415

686-2559

nw&)fcic»*Ch£t.

Alvarado

Best wishes to our Bea!
From: Your parents and brother

Chiara

Fisk

Cady,
Congratulations & good luck to you and the Class of '94.

Congratulations Cassie Fisk from your family. We are
proud of your successes: Tennis, Alpha Delta Pi, Dean's

Dear

List, and Men.

Love,

Mommy, Poppy, Fia, and Nessy
Anderson

Best wishes to
demic career at

Montey Anderson for
Emory University!
.

,

Ginsburg
a

successful

aca¬

Love;

Cohen

Best wishes to the Class of '94 from Michelle and Bill

Mom and Dad

Cohen.

Dearest Matty-boy:
We always knew you'd make
that you'd make it so exciting.

it, but we never expected

With love, and warmest

'64 Deans Council

congratulations,

Grandma, Sonia, Ani, Dad, Carolyn,
Dave, John, Karl, and Mom

Andre

Congratulations to our son Andre for graduating in the
Class of '94. Keep up the
good work.
Love,
Mom, Dad, & Daniel

Crosslin

Justin and John,
With the spirit within, you are
powerful and unyielding,
diligent and determined. You both are capable of becom¬
ing all that you were created to be.
Love,

Golden

Dear Craig,
Congratulations on 4 great years! We love you and are so
proud of you.

Mom and Dad

Apgar
Dear

Jennifer Apgar: Congratulations to you
accomplishments. We are very proud of you!
Lots of love and best zvishes from
Mom and John, Tucker, and Griffin

Love,
Mom, Dad, Juar, & Baxter

on your
Delli Pizzi
Go wen

Tricia,

Congratulations on your first happy, successful, active
year. You'll always have our love and support.

Kev-Kev:
1 down 3 to go.

Mom and Dad

Bodor

We love you.
Angela, and Allison

Mom, Dad,

Erik,
We are very proud of the intelligence and
maturity you've
shown in the decisions you've made this year.

Love,

Graff

Dharshi

Shaila,

Mom and Dad

Cline

Way to go Bo! We love you very much!
Your proud parents, brother, and grandmother

Clasp the star you seek,
Look back only to feel
The surge in your heart so proud,
That sets you apart from the crowd!

Greenwald

Love,
Mom and Dad

Darren,

Congratulations on your achievements. Your dedication
to ethical principles, indeed, empower you as an outstand¬
ing individual and these qualities will contribute to a life
with purpose and meaning.
Love,

Dober

Emily,

Mom and Dad

..

Words cannot express the joy and happiness I have in my
heart for you at this moment. With God's help, your
work and determination, this dream is fast becoming a
reality. Ron and I love you very much.
Always a friend.
Mom

hard

Bagoon

Scott,

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Adam

Love,
Mom and Dad

Darling J.D.,
Hope the next three years are as good as the first! Keep on
kicking.
Love and kisses,
Mom, Dad, Ant, & David

Johnson

Stephanie we are very proud of you. Keep up your good
work, determination and above all, your faith in God and
you will have a bright future.

Seth,
Dresnin

support you, and we adore you!
Love,
Mom and Dad

Hornstein

Doran

Beitler

We love you, we

Mom, Dad, and Jill

Susan - congratulations. We wish you a life full of happi¬
ness and a heart full of love. We are so
proud of you.

Throughout your life, you have made us very proud of
you, your achievements and most of all the kind-hearted
caring person you have become. Congratulations on your
graduation.

Congratulations Nancy Beth Greenwald!
We watched you grow from bubbaluchki childhood
through schnasty teen years into a sensitive, intelligent,
charming young lady. May your maturity and success
continue to frame your outstanding qualities. Like ...
you're the coolest!
Hi!
Proudly with infinite love, x's and o's,

Love,
Mom, Dad, & Ryan

To Michael Dresnin: Congratulations! Best of luck in
whatever you choose. Most important, be happy and

healthy.

Mike

-

A

great four years

years!

-

Kahn

Love,

Carson

Mom and Dad

Deborah,
The world steps aside for the woman who
knows where she's going. We believe in you!

Now go for three more great

Love,
Mom, Dad, Staci, Lauri,

Duchon

and Rachel

Love,
Mom, Dad, & Michael

Michelle,
You have made all of

Cams

us very proud of
you. You have
worked hard, and we know that you will achieve your
dreams. We wish you love and happiness always.

Love,

Look to the future Dan and you will soar after Graduation
the Cams' wish you life's best. We love you!
The Cams'

Kaplan
Dear Michelle,

Mom and Dad

Congratulations! We are so proud of you! Good Luck, be
happy, and enjoy each day of the rest of your life. You
deserve it all and you'll get it!
Our love always,

in 1994! All

Finger

Mom and Dad

Congratulations Todd on a great four years. The best is yet
to come!

Pm£*4h*U

Love,
Mom, Allynon, Craig, Eric, and

Robyn

Sheftell

Reuter

'Vite ' Congratulations to Victor and his friends on their achieveL,% ments at Emory University.
From
his parents Dr. and Mrs. A. Victor

To

Nancy,
Way to go - Bodacious Snugs Bunny!
Love,

Khayat

Justin C. Sheftell

We

are

very

-

proud of you and we're behind you all the

way.

Mom and Dad

Love

Always,

Mom, Dad, and Melanie
Klear

Rogers

Jordan,

Simon

proud of you and your accomplishments. Here's
looking towards a wonderful future.
We

are

Love,

CONGRATULATIONS! ! !
Marissa A. Rogers you deserve every

Dear

success!

Andrew,

From

Mom, Dad, Jennifer, and Jonathan

so

N.Y. to P.B. to Atlanta, you've come a long way!

very, very

Love and Respect,
Mom

Roseman

Marcus

Dear Deborah,
The Valentine's

Natasha,
You have another

step on the stairway of life and we are
very proud of you. Remember to look to the Lord for
health and strength because there is nothing you can't

accomplish with God

Day Card Crew wishes

you

continued

great experiences at Emory.

Swamy

Love,
Mom, Dad, Danny, Caryn,

Firly, Larry, & Chrissy

side.

on your

I am

proud of you.

Love,

Congratulations Ravi. We are all proud of you.
Mom, Dad, Grandma, Priya, Nithya & Hero.

Rosenberg

Mom and Dad

Switzer

To Laurence
are,

and will

Mazarowski

Dear Tanya,
A wonderful four years - Congratulations on a
done - The best is yet to come - We're proud!

-

You have done

great job! We have been,

always be proud of you.

Abby,
We love you,

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Benjamin

and we're proud of you - Go sophomores!
Ashley, Britten, and Scott

Mom, Dad,

job well

Love,
Mom, Dad, & Matt

Medel

Tenser

Rutman

Dear Matt,

Suzie Sunshine: I'm

Mom, Dad, Melissa, Staci, and Heather

so proud of you and all that you've
accomplished. Cherish your memories; dream your to¬
morrows. You've
passed another milestone, and there are
many new beginnings ahead!
Love and hugs,
Mommy T. (Your "sister"!!!)

Schatten

Tuchman

Congratulations on all of your accomplishments. We are
so
proud of you. May you have success and happiness in
all of your future endeavors.
With all

Dear Sandy Medel,
We are so proud of you, we

a

our

love,

could burst.

Love,
Dad and

Ging

Nadler

Hey Craig,
proud of you. Good luck to

We're so
buddies.

on a great

and all of your

Freshman year!

Dearest Mark,
You never cease to

give us great pleasure! As always, we
very proud of you. Continue to set your limits and
"Go for the Gold."

are so

Love,
Mom, Susan, Andrea, Everyone else, and Benjamin

Lisa,

Congratulations

you

Love,
Mom, Dad, Dane, and Paula

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Jessica
Schindell

Vasudevan

Nayeem

Jodi,
We

are

all

so

Sanjeev,
Sky is the limit! Touch it if you can. Do your best!

proud of you.
With love,

Anisa,

Love,

Mommy, Daddy, Carol, Melanie, Janice, & Marcy

We all love you

and are very proud of you. Keep up the
good work! We are rooting for you!

Mom & Dad

Love,
Mom, Dad, Sara, Alia, Leila, and Razia

Schmier

Vieay
Neblett

Congratulations to Helaine and the Class of '94 - You did
it! Good luck in the future
May you find success &
happiness!

Darling,
May your dreams sail high and wide, and the child in your

Love,
Mom, Dad, & Jill

-

Meika

Congratulations Colette!
May the work that you have be the play that you love.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Dave, and

Stef

heart remain forever.
With love,
Mom and Dad

Winkler

Shahab

Congratulations to all Graduates!
Cameron, you
to

Ottaviani

Kristen

we are

have always had the strength and courage
dreams and explore your inspirations.

Congratulations William!
Our love

pursue your
Good luck!

Love,
Mom, Dad, and

proud of your accomplishments.

always,

Mom, Dad, and Michael

Cathy

Love,

Zwart

Mom, Dad, Laura, Andrea, Katie, & the Grandparents
Lieve

Shapiro
Pam

Blake,

Dear Pam,

We are so very proud of you and your accomplishments.
We wish you happiness, love and success in everything

Always reach for your dreams!

you

Love,

Mom,

Julie, and Sheryl

Bryant,

This year marks your 21st birthday, and soon you will
have completed college.The world is at your feet. We wish

you

good luck!
Mom and Dad

do.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Ian, and Jared

Shaw

Congratulations Dave Shaw. You've made
very proud. We love you !

your

family

Pa*u4AjU

E. L. Westphal,
Doctor

of Chiropractic

2208 dundee road

Louisville, Kentucky 40205
Phone 458-5595

MEMBER

College Graduation
To

Emory's seniors one and all,

Sincere best wishes
As you

are

sent

your way

await graduation day

And the festivities of it all.

The last four years

have been work and fun

To show you

the real meaning if life.
That ne'er you forget the joy or strife
In your hands for life's tribulations.
For the

present you can only see

The

grandeur of getting your sheepskin,
And rightly so, you've drawn from within
To achieve your goal of that degree.
Now, let it be read
That there is

one

by one and all

in the senior crowd

Who has made her

parents very proud,

And she is Miss Jennifer Westphal!!!

/
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Jennifer Ann Schultz

You

are a

constant

source

of pride and joy.
Congratulations
your many

on

accomplishments.

We Love You

Always!f

Mommy and Lauren
Daddy, Joan, Benjamin, and Zachary
Gram and Gramps

{W*2/U*

Members of the "Voices ofInner
Strength" take
a dinner break between
performances at their

^m

favorite hangout.

Reflecting our world
Here at

Emory, students merge themselves into every
aspect of the university. From Greek Life, to Student Life,
to Academic Life, it is possible to find all sorts of students
in these designated areas. Together they all make up
what

we

refer to

as

"Student Life."

Unlike other

no longer involves
going to parties or sitting on the
sideline watching a sporting
event. It now involves going to
class and receiving academic
knowledge and then taking that
knowledge back to the areas

within the continental United

mentioned

States and internationally.

strengthening them in every
capacity.
Emory has continually fos¬
tered the sharing of ideas. If this
open communication system

the different
come

With
type of students,

diverse ideas and under¬

standings. By taking these dif¬
ferences and spreading them
throughout the academic com¬
munity, students can obtain ev¬
erything Student Life has to of¬
fer.
With the emergence

of the

Student Life has taken a
turn for the future; for the better.
"90's,

always have time to chill out with
the
to share in the moment of bonding.

Roommates

This

each other as these two have. The person on

strenuous and his serious

line wants

he wants to be

Q.Lo<v**fc

Chemistry student finds lab work
left alone.

look reassures

us

very
that

Student Life

colleges and
students
come from
every side of the
globe. There are students from
Georgia, California, New York,
New Jersey, Nigeria, England,
France, and many other areas
universities, Emory's

before,

and

continues to thrive and nourish,

Emory's development of aca¬
demic and student life, will

definitely be that of

a

"New

Generation," that of

a

"New

Chapter."

fosh Munn tal
leisurely walk through campus trying not
be noticed, but the cunning of the Yearbook st
got him.
Senior, and Phi Betta Kappa

a

A Freshman in Alabama

door to his messy

dorm
mate sleeps within.

invitingly opens t
while his root

room,

Emory is filled with strange creatures. Some
make appearances at the DUC
while to those who will listen.

even

The

Eighball is

a

once

in

a

key ball to playing pool.
it fascinating that

Students in Woodruff
find
the eightball is so round.

her roomates

mrd last

Two students walking through the DUC are
discussing how great the Yearbook looks this

night.

Shen-Ting and Miyoung find cultural food

treatinthemiddleofsuchahecticexamschedu

year.

Qtc4^h$

Being a music major is tourgh
student takes a little break and
classroom.

Glc4*h£

work, as this
relaxes in the

These two get

Bobby Jones Scholar, this student finds it
to keep up her GPA in hopes of
receiving more honors in the future.

As

a

necessary

Ahh

...

'tis a point on

pensively

....

which to ponder long and

Friends will
pose for a

always be cherished as these three
picture inside of

Ada Loo

Longstre t.

gives a sigh of relief after taking a
tough political science exam in the Social Sci¬

ences

building.

Doing

a

little reading before class is always
with the tough

necessary to help keep up
workload at Emory.

An Emory student chills out in his room while
discussing his future career plans,

CtC4*4+C
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Co-Editor, 1994
Well, the year is over,

and

Editor's letter to everyone

sit here typing away my
I must thank everyone that

as I

helped me put together this book. This book was sure
tough to put out. Coming onto the yearbook staff as
editor last year, I had no idea what I was getting into.
Diving head first into a pool with no water would be a
better analogy, but as Camp Emory hit, and I got my staff,
I got excited about the prospect of Emory's enthusiasm.
Coming to the heart of pro¬
loyalty in
many staff members who I wish
duction I found my
to

now

thank. First of all I'd like

meet the

deadline.

I

help of

my

inspiration, Huei
dedicated staff

Huei, and my

to thank Patrick Reels, my

fellow
times
that we had to go through with

member Steve. After two hell¬

co-editor for all the tough

ish

this book. I'd also like to thank

from the dead.

my

days of labeling, cropping,
editing we pulled the book

and

The Yearbook has truly given

staff, Candace, Becky, Car¬

rie, Josh, Jim, Malou, Steve,

me an

Stephen, Matheau, Miyoung,
Shen-Ting, Lori, and Martin.
We put in long hours together,
and although I apologize for the
unorganization at times, we re¬
ally pulled through in the end.

treasure

We started from scratch and with

the dedication and hard work,
not to mention the help we got

experience that I'll always
(not that I'd like to ever

repeat it). My year is now over
as the co-editor, and with it I
take many fond memories. I
have truly grown this year, not

just because of this book, but
because of the many people that
have touched my life. I would
truly like to show my apprecia¬

from Pat and Dan, I think we
came out with
something to be

tion in this letter not to those

proud of. I'll never forget trying
to figure out a theme (which
took about 3 weeks), and trying
to teach everybody how to do
layouts, without the equipment
or the
help of a CLUE. I'll never
forget sitting up here in the office
on our weekends
getting trained
on the
computer that we still

everybody who put up with me
this year when this book was
totally stressing me out. Thanks

affiliated with the yearbook, but

—As I leave, F d like to leave you
with one of my favorite
quotes.
"

the best

you

things happen when
least expect them ".

have no idea of how to operate,
or

Thanks Huei,

Cb><iAi+£

never

would've made it without the

ordering tons of pizza to make

tLam

the hours go faster. This book
sure took alot out of me, I'll al¬

you're the BEST!

ways

remember sitting here
during Spring Break while ev¬
eryone was off playing trying to

Patrick Lin

Co-Editor, 1993-1994

that you have done. Without
Pat's hard work and dedication,
our book

success.

and many weeks to make sure
that our book was complete. Her

Co-Editor, 1994

enthusiasm and her willingness

For the yearbook staff, the year has been a long and rocky

road to our successes. The 1993-94 school year started off

good for the yearbook because there were students who
decided that they were committed and were willing to go
the extra mile to achieve our goal. Our goal was to put out
good book to the student body, but that goal seemed dim
at times.

to do the task set before her went

beyond human capacity and we
are

in debt to her forever.

As

of the editor s, I also
our dedi¬

cated staff. Without you guys, I
do not know what I would have
done. Your overwhelming faith
and trust in me and

The semester

definitely
learning process and even a
disappointing struggle for ev¬
eryone involved with the book.
We met every Tuesday night
and even though we sat together
and conversed together, we did
not get many things accom¬
plished. If we were not worry¬
ing about cameras and film, we
were
worrying about staff in¬
was

a

volvement. If we were not wor¬

rying about staff involvement,
we were
worrying about dead¬
lines. All of these things began
to add up, and we became dis¬

we waited for the

responses. The

responses were overwhelming
and the parents seemed truly
concerned about our project. The

yearbook had been given a reju¬
venation, and the staff

was

overjoyed, as well as myself.
As the final days of produc¬
tion approached, we became
nervous

and frivolous

once

again. Fortunately, we had our
yearbook advisor Richard
Daigle, our personal assistant
Pat Arnzen, and our

Josten's

representative Dan Troy, who
were all
supportive for us when

tressed and disinterested.

were

Unfortunately our biggest
problem was not film, or staff
involvement; it was money. The
yearbook was allocated a total
budget of $10,000.00 from the
College Council to produce this
book, but it was not enough to

to

at wits end. I take this time

personally thank Richard
Daigle for always finding ways
to relax me when I

controllable. He

became

un¬

always knew

the

right things to say, and for
that I am thankful. To Dan Troy,

fulfill this task. Therefore, we

I say, "Hey, it is finally done"! I
owe Dan much thanks for put¬

had to concoct ideas to produce

ting

funds.

During the spring semester,
were

one

take the time to thank

was

letters

would not have been a

Pat worked many hours

sent to all

under¬

graduate parents asking fortheir
support on behalf of "The Cam¬

pus". Letters were mailed and

more

our

project,

than I could

ever

imagine. Thank you for all of the
Tuesday nights that we shared
and for all of the production
days that we worked our minds
and bodies to their maximum

potential. Much thanks to the
photographers, for without
them, there would be no photos
in this book. You guys were in¬
dispensable, and I thank you.
Again to the staff, I say, Thank
You, Thank, You, Thank You.
To the student body, I say
thank you for your participa¬
tion in our book, your book. We
owe

you

much gratitude. Re¬

member, what I have done, and
what the staff has done, we did
it for you. We hope that you will

like the finished

project and we

look forward to

hearing your
negative and
positive. Thank you and I have
enjoyed serving you, the stu¬
dent body, as editor.
comments, both

up with the staff and the
editors when it seemed that

nothing was getting accom¬
plished. I am never going to for¬
get your enthusiasm. You were
indispensable. And to Pat
Arnzen, I owe you my life for all

Jonithan Patrick Reels
Co-Editor, 1993-1994

Patrick
Kim.

finds fun time for his best friend, Seong
By the ivay, she doesn't go to school at Emory.
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Always happy on the telephone, this student
finds time to relax with a conversation right
after taking a shower.
This Emory soccer
about the game and

1

184

1

player has "a little talk"
rules of soccer.
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